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Abstract

The ideas explored in this thesis originate from the significant role of the support
material in the performance of anodes in organic fuel cells. This text describes a variety
of approaches to provide insight into the synthesis, structure, and roles of various
supports in organic fuel oxidation at Pt or Pd.
Potentiodynamic, potentiostatic, and galvanostatic regimes were used to
polymerize pyrrole on carbon black (CB) electrodes. It was found that the
electrochemical properties and structures of the CB/polypyrrole composites (PPCB)
depended on the polymerization conditions. While potential-controlled polymerization
regimes produced resistive PPCB films, constant current polymerization resulted in
PPCB composites with high conductivity over a wide potential range.
Extended reaction zone anodes for formic acid (FA) oxidation were prepared by
depositing Pd on polyaniline modified carbon fiber paper (CFPIP ANI). It was shown that
while a potentiodynamically deposited polymer support (CFPIPD-PANI) resulted in
formation of smaller Pd nanoparticles, the activity of the resulting composite was inferior
to anodes with either potentiostatically (CFPIP-PANVPd) or galvanostatically (CFP/GPANVPd) prepared supports.
A methodology was developed to study support effects, based on the use of
polyaniline (pAN!) or various metal oxides (MOs) on glassy carbon (GC) as supports for
organic fuel oxidation at Pt and Pd nanoparticles. Methanol oxidation at a GC/Ru
oxide/Pt electrode was compared to GCIPt, while a GCIP ANIIPt electrode did not show
any enhancement. The same GCIP ANI support (made in 0.1 M H2 S0 4 ), and also

GCIPANI electrodes made in two other media (CF3COOH and CF3S03H), coated with
Pd nanoparticles gave lower onsets and higher FA oxidation currents than at GClPd,
providing unambiguous evidence for effects of PANIon this reaction at Pd. The method
was further extended to ethanol oxidation at Pt supported on various MOs, where InSn
oxide/Pt, GC/Ru oxidelPt, GC/Sn oxidelPt, and GC/RuSn oxidelPt electrodes were
superior to GClPt at all potentials. Sn oxide was effective at low potentials (E < +0.4
V/SCE), resulting in higher activities of the Sn oxide-containing electrodes over this
range. At more positive potentials GC/Ru oxidelPt gave superior activity due to the
effectiveness of Ru oxide for CO oxidation.
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oxide, GC/Sn oxide and GC/RUO.8sSnoIS oxide electrodes coated with 4.3 llg cm"2 of Pt
nanoparticles
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Figure 6-5. Cyclic vo1tammogram (10 mV S"I; 1st scan solid, 2nd scan dashed) in 0.1 M
H2S04 containing 0.2 M ethanol of a GC electrode coated with 4.3 llg cm"2 of Pt
nanoparticles

.
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Figure 6-6. First anodic scans of cyclic voltammograms (10 mV S"I) for GCIPt, ITO/Pt,
GC/Ru oxidelPt, GC/Sn oxidelPt and GC/RUO.8SSno.IS oxidelPt electrodes in 0.1 M H2S04
containing 0.2 Methanol
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Figure 6-7. Second anodic scans of cyclic voltammograms (10mV S"I) for GCIPt, ITOIPt,
GC/Ru oxideIPt, GC/Sn oxidelPt and GC/RUO.8SSno.lS oxidelPt electrodes in 0.1 M H2S04
containing 0.2 M ethanol.
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Figure 6-8. Chronoamperometry at 0 V for for GCIPt, ITOIPt, GC/Ru oxidelPt, GC/Sn
oxide/Pt and GC/Ru08sSnOlS oxidelPt electrodes in 0.1 M H2S04 containing 0.2 M
ethano1.
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Figure 6-9. Chronoamperometry at +0.1 V for for GCIPt, ITOIPt, GC/Ru oxidelPt,

GC/Sn oxide/Pt and GC/Ruo.8SS00.IS oxidelPt electrodes in 0.1 M H2S04 containing 0.2 M
ethano1. .....

.
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Figure 6-10. Chronoamperometry at +0.2 V for for GC/Pt, ITO/Pt, GCIRu oxide/Pt,

GC/Sn oxide/Pt and GCIRUo.8 5Sno.15 oxide/Pt electrodes in 0.1 M H 2S04 containing 0.2 M
ethanol.
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Figure 6-11. Chronoamperometry at +0.3 V for GC/Pt, ITO/Pt, GCIRu oxide/Pt, GC/Sn
oxide/Pt and GCIRUo.85SnO.l5 oxide/Pt electrodes in 0.1 M H2S04 containing 0.2 M
ethanol.
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Figure 6-12. Chronoamperometry at +0.4 V for for GC/Pt, ITO/Pt, GCIRu oxide/Pt,
GC/Sn oxide/Pt and GC/Ruo.85Sno.15 oxide/Pt electrodes in 0.1 M H 2S04 containing 0.2 M
ethanol.
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Figure A-I. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cv2 at -0.1 V
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Figure A-2. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cv2 at +0.3 V
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Figure A-3. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cv4 at +0.3 V
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Figure A-4. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cv6 at -0.1 V
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Figure A-5. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cv6 at +0.3 V
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Figure A-6. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cv8 at -0.1 V.
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Figure A-7. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cv8 at +0.3 V
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Figure A-8. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cp at -0.3 V
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Figure A-9. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cp at -0. I V
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Figure A- I O. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
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Figure A-II. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cc2 at -0.5 V.
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Figure A-12. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cc2 at -0.3 V
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Figure A-l3. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
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Figure A-14. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cc2 at +0.3 V
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1. Fuel cells

On account of the large natural resources and key role of fossil fuels in the
advancement of technology, they have served as the main sources of energy for centuries.
In 2010, the US Energy Information Administration reported an 85% contribution of
1

fossil fuels to primary energy consumption between 2004 and 2008. As such, oil as the
most useful fossil fuel is being increasingly used by both developed and developing
countries? However, although fossil fuels are attractive materials because of their high
energy content and ease of use, there are several major drawbacks associated with them.
First of all, they are by definition not renewable on a practical timescale (i.e. their
renewal takes centuries). In addition, a significant portion of the energy produced by their
oxidation is converted to heat; that is, the efficiency of a fossil fuel-driven combustion
machine typically cannot exceed 20-30% at best. Furthermore, the products of the
oxidation of fossil fuels are often harmful to the environment and can accelerate
undesirable modem-life processes such as the greenhouse effect and global warming. 3
Hence, there has always been a great need to replace fossil fuels with more
renewable, efficient, and environment-friendly sources of energy. In this regard, over the
past decades many countries have attempted to replace fossil fuels with alternative
sources of energy to meet these requirements. 2 Fuel cells,4, 5 capacitors,S, 6 and batteries5
have gained much attention as components of renewable energy strategies. As a result of
their unique properties, fuel cells have attracted a greater deal of attention in this

category. Fuel cells are interesting devices in that their common reactants (H2 , CH3 0H,
C2 HsOH, and HCOOH) are renewable through microbal processes on biomass, and they
can work very efficiently (close to 100% energy efficiency in theory), and theoretically
they can produce only H2 0 (and CO 2 for carbon-containing fuels). Moreover, as fuel
cells can operate over a longer period of time (e.g. thousands of hours), they can provide
much larger energy densities than capacitors and batteries. Nevertheless, having all the
above advantages, fuel cells produce limited power densities, and also they are rather
expensive devices. Therefore, it is obvious why a large body of research has been
increasingly focussed on studying catalysts, electrolytes, supports, etc. that form fuel
cells, all of which have been targeted not only to lower the cost of fuel cells but also to
improve their performances. 4, S
In general, fuel cells are efficient devices that can continuously convert chemical
energy of a fuel into a usable form of electrical energy.4 In a typical view, a fuel cell
consists of three main parts, the anode and cathode between which there is an
electrolyte. s This electrolyte is most commonly a proton exchange membrane (PEM) that
not only serves to transport protons between the anode and cathode but also separates the
two electrodes and their reactants. s An oxidation reaction takes place at the anode
releasing electrons that are drawn to the cathode through an external circuit. s
Simultaneously, protons produced during the anodic reaction will pass through the
electrolyte to the cathode where they participate in a reduction reaction (e.g. oxygen
reduction).s

1.1.1. Classification of fuel cells

Generally, fuel cells can be classified as direct and indirect. In direct fuel cells,
fuel is directly fed to the anode. Depending on the temperature of operation, direct fuel
cells are further subcategorized as low (25°C-100°C), intermediate (100 °C-500 0C), and
high (500 °C-I000 0c) temperature fuel cells. The other class comprises indirect fuel
cells in which an external source such as hydrocarbons has to be reformed or otherwise
converted to a simpler and more reactive compound (normally hydrogen) for introduction
into the fuel cell. There is also another classification method based on the type of the
electrolyte. Herein, fuel cells can be further classified as proton exchange membrane fuel
cells (PEMFCs), alkaline fuel cells (AFCs), direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs),
phosphoric acid fuel cells (pAFCs), molten carbonate fuel cells (MCFCs), and solid
oxide fuel cell (SOFC).4,

7-11

Only PEM fuel cells are considered and discussed in this

thesis.
The other classification can be envisaged based on the injected fuel. Here, H2,2, 4
methanol, 11-13 ethanol,4, 8 and formic acid4, 10 are the most commonly-used fuels. Each of
these fuels has advantages and disadvantages; H2-fed fuel cells give impressive energy
and power densities but H2 is a hazardous molecule (i.e. highly explosive), and safe
transportation and storage of which are problematic. 2, 4 Methanol is easy to store and
transport and gives good energy and power densities but it is highly combustible and
poisonous. Furthermore, fuel crossover (undesirable crossover of the fuel from the anode
through the proton exchange membrane to the cathode), which is a common source of
lowering efficiency, is highest in DMFCs. 8 In contrast, ethanol oxidation is a l2-electron

process and does produce higher energy densities than methanol oxidation (6-electron
process) and it is safe in transportation and non-toxic. However, although fuel crossover
is lower than DMFCs, direct ethanol fuel cells (DEFCs) have lower efficiencies. s More
recently, formic acid fuel cells (FAFCs) were introduced as potential alternatives to
overcome some of the drawbacks of the H2-fed and alcohol-based fuel cells.

10

In fact,

formic acid is not higWy combustible, gives acceptable energy and power densities, and
is easy to store and transport. However, formic acid is very corrosive and hazardous in
case of inhalation and skin contact. 10

1.1.2. Fuel cell reactions

In this section, general mechanisms for the oxidation (hydrogen, methanol, formic
acid, and ethanol) and reduction (oxygen) of commonly used reactants are provided.

1.1.2.1. Hydrogen oxidation
The hydrogen oxidation reaction (BOR) is the central reaction at the anode of a
H 2-fed PEM fuel cell. Owing to the fast kinetics of the HOR at Pt, this reaction typically
contributes only a small fraction of the overall polarization of a H2 fuel cell. The HOR at
pt 14 - 16 catalysts initiates through dissociative adsorption ofH2 molecules (eq. I-I) and/or
partial oxidation ofH2 (eq. 1-2).
(1-1)
H2-->Hads+ W

+

e-

(1-2)

These parallel reactions, which are the rate limiting steps, are followed by a fast
charge transfer step, eq. 1-3.

(1-3)
Reactions 1-1 through 1-3 are well-known as the Tafel, Heyrovsky, and Volmer
reactions, respectively. Therefore, the two pathways for the HOR can be described as
Tafel-Volmer and Tafel-Heyrovsky reactions.
1.1.2.2. Methanol oxidation
The methanol oxidation reaction (MOR) in acidic media and at noble metals (e.g.
Pt) proceeds through a preliminary decomposition step (eq. 1-5) which follows the
electroless adsorption of methanol at Pt sites, eq. 1_4. 13 ,17,18
CH30H + Pt

->

Pt-CH30Hads

(1-4)

Pt-CH30Hads

->

Pt-CO ads +

4W + 4e-

(1-5)

The Pt-COads species, which stands for an adsorbed CO intermediate at a Pt site,
can be further oxidized to CO 2, equations 1-6 and 1_7. 17,18
Pt-CO ads + H 20

->

Pt + CO 2 +

Pt-CO ads + PtO

->

2Pt + CO 2

2W + 2e-

(1-6)
(1-7)

Reactions 1-6 and 1-7 require high potentials to occur; that is, oxidative removal
of the adsorbed CO, eq. 1-6, occurs at E > +0.6 V (vs. RHE), parallel to the catalytic
oxidation of CO in the presence of the PtO species formed at high potentials.
1.1.2.3. Formic acid oxidation
Formic acid oxidation can be pictured as a dual pathway reaction. The desirable
pathway which is the direct oxidation of formic acid proceeds through a dehydrogenation
reaction during which no poisoning species are formed, eq. 1_8. 10,19

HCOOH

-> COZ

+ 2W + 2e-

(1-8)

On the other hand, the other common pathway includes a preliminary dehydration
step, eq. 1-9, which produces a blocking CO ads intermediate at the catalyst sites. The
CO ads will be oxidized yielding COz gas as the final product, eq. 1_10. 10, 19
HCOOH

->

-CO ads + HzO

-CO ads + HzO

-> COz

(1-9)
(1-10)

+ 2W + 2e-

1.1.2.4. Ethanol oxidation
In the ethanol oxidation reaction (EOR), ethanol dissociates to form various -CHx
and oxygen containing species, equations 1-13 and 1-14, following its oxidative
adsorption at the reaction sites (i.e. Pt), equations 1-11 and l_12?0-Z3
CH3CHzOH + Pt -> Pt-D-CH2CH3 + W + e-

(1-11)

CH3CH20H + Pt -> Pt-CH(0H)CH3 + W + e-

(1-12)

Pt-D-CHzCH3 or Pt-CH(OH)CH3

->

Pt-CHOCH3 + W + e-

(1-13)

Pt-D-CHzCH3 or Pt-CH(OH)CH3 -> Pt-CHx + Pt-CHyO + (7-x-y)H+ + (7-x-y)e- (1-14)
The EOR is continued by oxidation of the adsorbed Pt-CHx and Pt-CHyO species
to adsorbed CO (e.g. eq. 1-15) and then to C02 (eq. 1-16) as the final reaction product?l-

Pt-CHzO -> Pt-CO + 2W

+ 2e-

Pt-CO + Pt-OH -> 2Pt + CO 2 + W + e-

(1-15)
(1-16)

Recently, Wieckowski et al. 23 employed potentiodynamic sum-frequency
generation (SFG) spectroscopy to study the reaction pathways for ethanol oxidation at
polycrystalline Pt. They showed that adsorbed CO was the dominant intermediate at E <

+0.4 Y (vs. Ag/AgCl), after which oxidative removal of the adsorbed CO and the
oxidation of ethanol to acetate were active. Thus in the presence of the excess It (acidic
medium), acetic acid could be a possible product at potentials higher than +0.4 Y (vs.
Ag/AgCl)(eq.I-17).
Pt-O-CH2CH3 + PtO

---+

2Pt + CH3COOH + It + e-

(1-17)

It was also proposed that the C-C bond cleavage occurred extensively at potentials
typically below 0 Y (vs. Ag/AgCl), leading to formation of the Pt-CHx and Pt-CHyO
species (reaction 1-14). However, these two species tend to undergo different subsequent
reactions; that is, formation of the adsorbed CO originate, mainly, from oxidation of the
Pt-eHyO (eq. 1-15), while majority of the Pt-CH x can be reduced to methane at E < 0
y

24 . It is noteworthy to stress that, based on Wieckowski et al. 's report,23 acetaldehyde is

not a stable product for ethanol oxidation at Pt. As a matter of fact, their results suggested
that the oxidative adsorption of ethanol to acetaldehyde, depending on the potential, will
be followed by formation of Pt-eHyO and Pt-CHx, and/or acetic acid.
It is obvious that the reaction pathway for the EOR is much more complex than
that for the MOR. In fact, the key challenge for the EOR is the efficiency ofthe C-C bond
cleavage (eq. 1-14), which can significantly limit production of CO2 and results in low
overall efficiency for EOR as a fuel cell reaction.
1.1.2.5. Oxygen reduction
Even though efforts are being made to fmd alternative cathodic reactants (e.g.
CO 2), oxygen is the reactant of choice for use in the cathodes of fuel cells. The oxygen

reduction reaction (ORR) mechanism has long been a challenge and is believed to consist
of two parallel pathways, as follows. z5
1. The dissociative mechanism which begins with cleavage of the 0=0 bond followed by
protonation, eq. 1-18 through 1-20.

Y2 Oz + M (reaction site)
O-M + H+ + e

-+

-+

O-M

HO-M

HO-M + W + e -+ HzO + M

(1-18)
(1-19)
(1-20)

The complete reduction of Oz to produce two HzO is a 4-electron process which is
the desirable pathway for the ORR.

2. The associative mechanism in which the protonation step precedes 0=0 bond
cleavage, eq. 1-21 and 1-22.

Oz + M (reaction site) -+ Oz-M

(1-21)

Oz-M + (H+ + e)

(1-22)

-+

HOz-M

Then, the HOz-M intermediate can proceed through two different pathways: one
leading to production of HzO z (eq. 1-23), and the other leading to complete reduction of

Oz to HzO (eq. 1-24 through 1-26).
H02-M + (W + e)

-+

H20 2 + M

(1-23)

H0 2-M + (W + e)

-+

H20 + O-M

(1-24)

O-M + (W + e) -+ + HO-M

(1-25)

HO-M + (W + e) -+ H20 + M

(1-26)

Unfortunately, the complete reduction of O2 to H 20 only occurs to a large extent
at a few precious metals such as Pt and Pd. Note that production of H2 0 2 is

disadvantageous to the efficiency of fuel cells since not only can it be seriously harmful
to the cathode components (i.e. corrosive to the catalyst layer), but also incomplete
reduction of O2 to H202 occurs at markedly less positive potentials, lowering the fuel cell
potential, which can lead to significant energy and density losses. 25

1.1.3. Catalysts

An extensive amount of research has been focussed on the development of

efficient and active catalysts for both the anodes and cathodes offuel cells. In this regard,
under the acidic conditions of PEM fuel cells, precious metals such as Pt and Pd are
considered as metals of choice for both anode and cathode catalysts. This is owed to their
markedly higher activity for the common fuel cell reactions, including the oxidation of
organic fuels at the anode and the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) at the cathode.
Even though the study of the ORR as the inefficient cathodic reaction has been
intense for decades, it was only in 1999 that a systematic study on ORR at highly
improved Pt-based catalysts was reported. 26 Since then, many possible ways to enhance
the activities of Pt and Pd have been investigated. There are a number of papers reporting
the catalytic activity of conducting polymers towards the ORR27,28 and their synergetic
effects on ORR at metallic catalysts,29.32 enhanced activity of ORR due to the use of
various carbon supports,33.35 and introduction ofPt-non-noble metal alloys as prominent
catalysts for ORR. 26,36 More recently, the promotional effects of non-noble 3d metals on
the ORR on Pt have been systematically studied by Stamenkovic and coworkers. 37-40
They found that addition of a 3d transition metal such as Ni, Co, or Fe in a controlled
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ratio would accelerate ORR at Pt through modification of the electronic properties of Pt.
It was also suggested that the improved electronic effects could be attributed to the
optimal d-vacancy brought about by alloying with 3d metals. The optimal d-vacancy
gives rise to an adjusted adsorption energy of 02 on Pt. That is, O2 adsorption becomes
less exothermic after which the first electron-proton transfer step becomes less
endothermic. Therefore, the first electron-proton transfer step will require a lower
overpotential. 37-40
On the other hand, electrocatalytic oxidation of hydrogen, short-chain alcohols,
and formic acid are the most commonly studied fuel cell anodic reactions. 4 Pt is the metal
of choice for the oxidation of hydrogen, methanol, and ethanol while Pd is much more
active than Pt in formic acid oxidation. 7, 8,10,1\ However, large overpotentials and slow
kinetics for the oxidation of ethanol and methanol at pt,8,

II

unstable catalytic activity for

formic acid oxidation at Pd (due to gradual formation of poisoning intermediates), and
low activity ofPt towards formic acid oxidation lO (due to the fast formation of poisoning
intermediates) have caused considerable attention to be paid to the development of more
efficient catalysts to overcome these issues (i.e. more activity and higher catalytic
stability). In this respect, alloying Pt and Pd with various metals, use of conducting
polymers (CPs) as additives, and altering supports in terms of structure and composition
have been widely practiced to achieve these goals. 7, 8, 10, II
CPs such as polyaniline (PANI), polypyrrole (PPy), and polythiophene (PTh)
have been extensively investigated as additive materials to Pt and Pd for improving their
performances as anode catalysts. 41 Croissant et al. 42 showed that incorporating Pt into a
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PANI matrix greatly increased the activity ofPt for the oxidation of hydrogen. In an early
report by Gholamian et al.,43 it was suggested that a 10-fold increase in formic acid
oxidation activity of a PANI-Pt composite compared to pure Pt was due to the weakened
bond of poisoning species with Pt leading to a lower number of reaction sites being
blocked with such intermediates. Similarly, Kost et al. 44 reported that methanol oxidation
at Pt was promoted by deposition of Pt within a 3-dimensional PANI substrate. They
showed that the presence of PANI was effective in lowering the coverage of blocking
intermediates. Kost et al. 44 also showed that even though the oxidation of methanol at Pt
typically gave decaying currents typical for the catalytic oxidation of alcohols at Pt, the
PANI-Pt composite became stable after 5 hours in a sharp contrast to the pure Pt
electrode which showed decaying activity at all times. This superior long-term
performance was suggested to be a consequence of limited formation of blocking
intermediates at the Pt particles supported on PANI. Consistently, Salavagione et al. 45
reported a similar effect for a PANI-Pt system in the oxidation of methanol.
To commence discussion of formic acid oxidation at either Pt or Pd, it is
noteworthy to stress that formic acid and methanol oxidation at Pt follow quite similar
mechanisms including oxidative removal of adsorbed CO (see section 1.1.2); therefore,
any means of preventing formation/strong attachment of such intermediates should
accelerate both reactions at Pt. Hence, a similar explanation could apply to the
promotional effects of PANI on formic acid oxidation at Pt. Nevertheless, in contrast,
whereas PANI is known to promote formic acid oxidation at Pd which essentially follows
the direct oxidation pathway (i.e. one-step production of CO2 as final product without
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significant formation of intermediates; see section 1.1.2.3), its synergetic effects on the
system were suggested to originate from formation of oxygen donor agents which can
accelerate the oxidation. 46
Unlike methanol and formic acid oxidation, the oxidation of ethanol at Pt
supported on CPs has not been studied extensively. In a recent work, Gavrilov et al. 47
reported a promotional effect of a composite of PANI and carbon nanotubes on ethanol
oxidation at Pt nanoparticles. In support of the effects of CPs on the oxidation of anodic
fuels, one may also find a number of reports on hydrogen oxidation at Pt_ppy,41, 48
methanol oxidation at Pt and PtRu supported on ppy,41, 49-51 formic acid and
formaldehyde oxidation at Pt-based catalysts supported on PPy-carbon nanotube
composites,41,52 oxidation of methanol, ethanol and formic acid at Pt supported on PANI
networks,41,53 and a number of papers41 , 54-56 demonstrating metal-PTh systems as anode
catalysts.
Fabrication of metallic mixtures is an important approach in the development of
efficient catalysts for anodic reactions,lo, 11,57,58 Over the past decades, various methods
have been developed to make binary and ternary alloyed structures, codeposited,
coreduced, and decorated multirnetallic catalysts, and physical mixtures of metals. 57 As
noted earlier, due to their superior performances, Pt and Pd based catalysts have remained
unchallenged in the oxidation of anodic fuels.
In the mid 70s, Ross et al. systematically investigated the oxidation of hydrogen
in the presence of dissolved CO at Pt-based metallic catalysts.59, 60 Interestingly, they
showed that for a Pt-Rh system,59 the larger catalytic activity was not due to a higher
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degree of CO tolerance for the alloyed catalyst but was due to acceleration of the
oxidation of hydrogen in the presence ofRh. In contrast, their second work on alloyed PtRu catalysts showed that active oxidative removal of CO in the presence of Ru played a
key role in enhancement of the catalytic oxidation of hydrogen. These early studies
provide a suitable platform to begin discussion of Pt-Ru systems as highly active
catalysts in methanol oxidation. Due to the widespread use of Pt-Ru catalysts in the
development ofDMFCs, the oxidation of methanol at these catalytic assemblies has been
widely studied. I I.

61, 62

As shown in section 1.1.2.2, oxidation of methanol at Pt has to

proceed through a CO oxidation step. As an example, in 1995 Markovic et at. 63 showed
that for a Pt-Ru alloy trace amounts of Ru in the vicinity of Pt species lowered the CO
coverage (CO tolerance increase) and increased the activity for methanol oxidation
through Ru oxide assisted oxidation of CO. Therefore, in the light of previous work on
this system and as a result of the high activity of the Pt-Ru system for the oxidation of
methanol, much interest has been increasingly devoted to optimizing Pt-Ru catalysts to
improve the performances of DMFC anodes. Hiromi et al. 64 recently showed that a 50%
atomic content of Ru (ptRu) gave the highest methanol oxidation activity at their Pt-Ru
alloy catalysts. In another study, Inoue et al. 65 used the "polygonal barrel-sputtering
method,,66 to synthesize Pt-Ru mixtures of various particle sizes. They showed that
uniformity of the nanoparticles (optimized 50:50 atomic content for Pt and Ru) was
important to obtain a sharp and low-onset CO oxidation peak. In fact, their method seems
appropriate to produce Pt-Ru combinations of controlled size and ratio with superior
performances to commercial Pt-Ru catalysts.
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The electrochemical oxidation of ethanol is different from methanol oxidation in
that the former necessitates a C-C bond cleavage step for completion (i.e. C02
production). However, similar to methanol oxidation, Pt has long been considered the
metal of choice for ethanol oxidation. Even so, much effort has been made for further
improvement. In this respect, it has been shown that binary catalysts of Pt with Ru, Sn,
W, Pd, Rh, Re, Mo, Ti, Ce showed superior performances to pure Pt, with Pt-Ru and
particularly Pt-Sn being the best known binary catalysts for ethanol oxidation. 58 Antolini
et at. 67 reported that while Pt-Sn is truly the prominent binary combination for ethanol

oxidation, addition of Ru oxide in a certain ratio improved the activity significantly,
presumably due to synergetic effects of Sn and Ru. However, they showed that a 1: 1: 1
atomic ratio of the three metals is inferior to both Pt-Ru and Pt-Sn, since it seemed that Pt
tended to interact solely with Ru and not with Sn in the presence of high loadings of Ru.
This can clearly provide evidence for the important role of Sn in ethanol oxidation at Pt.
Similarly, Cunha et at. 68 showed that addition of Ru and Sn to Pt remarkably decreased
the onset potential for CO oxidation since oxides of these two metals can promote
oxidation of CO at less positive potentials than Pt. The results presented by both Antolini
et at67 and Cunha et at. 68 are in disagreement with Wang et at.'s report.

69

Wang et at.

developed a differential electrochemical mass spectrometry (DEMS) comparative
analysis on Pt, Pt-Ru, Pt-Sn, and Pt-Sn-Ru. They suggested that while the presence of Sn
and Ru or both caused a negative shift in the CO oxidation onset, the C02 yield remained
almost unchanged. Therefore, they concluded that the main issue in ethanol oxidation is
not CO oxidation but breaking the C-C bond. In fact, complete oxidation of ethanol
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l
occurred to only a small extent with these combinations, and the yield of CO2 did not
change for any of the catalysts. These somehow conflicting results clearly indicate that
the electrochemical oxidation of ethanol is still not a well understood reaction and should
be explored further. Meanwhile, it is always an interesting idea to develop less expensive
catalysts for fuel cell reactions. 70, 7\ Du et al. 71 have recently demonstrated a "surfactantfree method" to synthesize an iridium/iridium-tin/tin oxide catalyst for ethanol oxidation;
their report is very significant in that not only have they used a more economic base
metal 72 (Ir with - half price as Pt per gram) for catalyst preparation, but they have
obtained a catalyst with superior activity to Pt.
Research in the field offormic acid oxidation was systematically started when this
fuel was introduced as a serious alternative to methanol. 73 -76 In this regard, various
catalysts, mainly based on Pd and Pt as the most active metals for formic acid oxidation,
have been developed. 1O It is noteworthy that these two metals behave differently in
formic acid oxidation; Pd and Pt oxidize formic acid through direct and indirect pathways
(see section 1.1.2.3), respectively. 10,
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Consequently, they show different catalytic

features. Formic acid oxidation at Pt results in rapid accumulation of adsorbed CO
(dehydration of formic acid), so as a result the initial activity dramatically decays in a
manner of seconds. In contrast, formation of adsorbed CO at Pd during formic acid
oxidation is a very slow process. 77 ,

78

This difference can reasonably account for the

different constant potential oxidation behaviours of formic acid at Pd and Pt; that is, the
polarization at Pt shows a sharp drop at very short times followed by a somewhat stable
catalytic pattern, while the chronoamperometric profile for Pd normally displays a
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continuous decay over an experimental timescale of hours (but with a much lower rate of
decay with time initially compared to Pt).IO On this basis, research on the development of
efficient catalysts for formic acid oxidation has been essentially devoted to increasing
long term activity of both Pd and Pt. Yu et at. 79 synthesized a carbon black supported
PdSb catalyst for use in DFAPCs which was greatly resistant to the time-dependent
deactivation. Consistent with some earlier report ofHaan et at.,80 Yu et al. interpreted the
effect based on the promoted (i.e. negative shift in the oxidation onset) oxidation of CO
at their PdSb/C catalyst rather than inhibited formation of CO in the presence of Sb.
However, there are still concerns about the actual origin of this deactivation. In a
mechanistic study, Yu et at. 78 suggested that the deactivation can be basically ascribed to
buildup of adsorbed CO which agreed well with Miyake et at.'s

77

conclusion in an

earlier paper. Nevertheless, Miyake et at. showed that bridge-bonded formate and the
counter anion of the electrolyte (e.g. sulfate for H2S04) were also involved in the
deactivation. Yu et at. have also studied making combinations of Pt with metals such as
Pb,81 Sb,81.82 and Bi. 83 It was shown that formation of blocking CO adsorbate at Pt was
inhibited in the presence of all three metals (pb, Sb, and Bi) although the effect of Bi was
stronger and somewhat controversial and suggested to be due to "selective blocking of
sites at which CO is formed".83 Earlier on, Lopez-Cudero et at. 84 showed that while
formic acid oxidation at Pt was promoted by Bi, the effect was not attributed to inhibited
CO adsorption. This result is contrary to Hayden's report85 suggesting that a high
coverage of Bi greatly decreased CO adsorption. Research into the development of Pdbased and Pt-based catalysts for formic acid oxidation continues to be very active not
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only to unambiguously address conflicting issues but also to make catalysts that can
efficiently catalyze complete oxidation offormlc acid without significant deactivation.

PtOFormation

H Desorption

HAdSOrptiOn
PtOReduction

Potential V5. SeE I v

Figure 1-1. Cyclic voltammogram of a Pt electrode (0.071 cm2 ; CH Instruments) in I M
H2S04 at 100 mV S·I.

1.1.4. Typical voltammetric observations for fuel cell reactions

1.1.4.1. Electrochemistry of Pt
Metals such as Ir, Rh, Pd, and Pt produce similar voltammetric patterns which
consist of two main regions. 17, 86, 87 First, they all show hydrogen electrochemistry at the
cathodic tail identified with hydrogen desorption (Hdes) on the anodic leg and hydrogen
adsorption (Hads) on the cathodic leg. The typical sharp rising current at the extreme of
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the cathodic limit is indicative of the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). Another
characteristic region at more positive potentials (E > +0.5 V vs. SCE) encompasses
formation and stripping of a metal oxide layer. Here formation of an oxide layer normally
gives a broad wave on the anodic sweep which is followed by a well-defmed reduction
peak on the cathodic scan due to the oxide layer stripping. These features are illustrated

in figure 1-1 which is a typical voltarnmogram for a disc Pt electrode in a sulfuric acid
solution.
1.1.4.2. Electrocatalytic oxidation of methanol at Pt
As described in section 1.1.2.2, the methanol oxidation reaction (MaR) at Pt
involves formation of adsorbed CO intermediates followed by oxidative production of
CO2 • Figure 1-2, which illustrates MaR at Pt, presents typical voltammetric features of
this process. The peak AI is mainly due to the oxidative removal of the adsorbed CO
intermediates (reactions 1-6 and/or 1-7) formed during the adsorptive decomposition of
methanol at the Pt nanoparticles (reactions 1-4 and 1-5). As seen in the anodic extreme of
the forward scan, the sharp rising current can be attributed to the direct oxidation of
methanol at E > +0.8 V vs. SCE (peak A 2). On the reverse scan, rapid oxidation of
methanol occurs at sufficiently less positive potentials where the oxide layer is stripped
offand reaction sites are free of the blocking intermediates (peak A3).17
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Potential ys. SeE I v
02

Figure 1-2. A typical voltammogram (10 mV sol) of ca. 0.1 mg cm Pt nanoparticle (see
section 4.2.2 for the preparation method) coated on a glassy carbon electrode in 0.1 M

H2S04 containing 0.2 M methanol.

1.1.4.3. Electrocatalytic oxidation of formic acid
Figure 1-3 shows a typical cyclic voltarnmogram of the oxidation of formic acid
at Pt. The forward scan initiates with a weak signal (AI) at low potentials attributed to the
direct oxidation of formic acid (reaction 1-8), which is followed by a stronger signal (A2)
due to the oxidative removal of the adsorbed CO intermediates (reaction 1-10). The
reverse scan is dominated by signals (A3 and

~)

presumably due to the oxidation of the

adsorbed intermediates and/or the direct oxidation of formic acid. Voltarnmetric
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oxidation of formic acid (figure 1-4) at Pd gives different features; in contrast to formic
acid oxidation at Pt, the AI signal for Pd is strong and dominates the forward scan, and is
indicative of the prevailing direct pathway. However, the weak A2 shoulder likely
originates from the oxidative removal of the adsorbed intermediates formed as a result of
the incomplete oxidation of formic acid. The reverse scan for Pd appear with somewhat
similar characteristics to that for Pt displaying the oxidation of the adsorbed intermediates
and/or the direct oxidation of formic acid (figure 1-4; A3 region). 10, 88

<

E

C

~

0.10

Potential

Figure 1-3. A typical voltarnmogram (10 mV

V5.

S,I)

SeE I

v

of ca. 10 Jlg cm,2 Pt nanoparticles (see

section 4.2.2 for the preparation method) coated on a glassy carbon electrode in 0.1 M
H 2S04 containing 0.5 M formic acid.
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Figure 1-4. A typical voltammogram (10 mV

S·I)

of ca. IS Ilg cm·2 Pd nanopartic1es (see

section 5.2.2 for the preparation method) coated on a glassy carbon electrode in 0.1 M
H2S04 containing 0.5 M formic acid.

1.1.4.4. Electrocatalytic oxidation of ethanol at Pt
The ethanol oxidation reaction (EOR) at Pt typically gives similar observations to
the MOR at Pt. The Al peak (figure 1-5) can be ascribed largely to the oxidative removal
of the adsorbed CO intermediates (and probably CHxOy species) formed during the
adsorptive decomposition of ethanol. The A 2 region (E> +0.8 V vs. SCE) in the EOR at
Pt consists of a peak overlapping a rising current (only a rising current for methanol
oxidation). The reverse scan of the EOR at Pt, which accommodates rapid oxidation of
ethanol, displays similar observations to the MOR at Pt (peak A3).2 I . 23
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Potential vs. SeE I

Figure 1-5. A typical voltammogram (10 mV

S·I)

v

of ca. 5 l!g cm-2 Pt nanoparticles (see

section 4.2.2 for the preparation method) coated on a glassy carbon electrode in 0.1 M
H2S04 containing 0.2 Methanol.

1.1.5. Supports

Carbonaceous substances, conducting polymers, metals, and metal oxides are
well-known support materials for fuel cell catalysts. 41 Ideally, fuel cell catalyst supports
should possess a large surface/volume ratio to accommodate higWy dispersed catalyst
particles (i.e. high loadings in lower volumes) which can improve catalytic activity, and
size-controlled porosity to enhance gas flow rates (for the cathode where the reactant is
typically a gas such as O2 in air). Moreover, it is of high importance to develop supports
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with high electronic and ionic conductivity to increase the efficiency of the fuel cell
reactions through providing fast electron/proton transport and unimpeded accessibility of
the fuel to the catalyst species. This also decreases inevitable means of voltage losses
such as ohmic drop. Finally, long-term operation offuel cells necessitates development of
higWy stable supports. That is, suitable supports are expected to tolerate the operational
conditions of fuel cells which are higWy acidic and oxidative (large potentials).4I, 89-91
U.S.1. Carbon
Carbon supports have long been considered as important materials in the
development ofnanostructured catalysts for fuel cells. 41 They possess large surface areas
(i.e. large surface/volume ratio), high electrical conductivity, and can be higWy porous,
all of which are desired properties for a potential fuel cell support. 92 Consequently, they
can accommodate high loadings of a catalyst (e.g. Pt, Pd etc.) in a small volume and
establish fast (even accelerated) electronic communication between the catalyst and
electrode. 41 ,92 However, the rate of proton transport with carbon supports is limited since
carbon is intrinsically a poor ionic conductor. 41 Furthermore, catalyst species loaded into
a typical carbon black support cannot be accessed efficiently by the fuel due to the
presence of the ultrafine pores (- 2 run diameter) in the structure. 41 Another drawback
associated with the use of carbon blacks as fuel cell catalyst supports is their low
resistance to higWy corrosive envirorunents. 89,

90

As an alternative to carbon blacks,

carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been used more recently as catalyst supports41 , 93, 94
offering somewhat improved properties (e.g. larger surface area, faster electronic
conductivity, and more stability against corrosion). Nevertheless, they inherit the problem
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of the intrinsic low proton conductivity of carbonaceous materials. Moreover, CNTs are
very expensive materials and consequently inappropriate for economic mass production.
1.1.5.2. Conducting polymers
Conducting polymers (CPs) are a class of organic compounds with an extended norbital network that facilitates electron transfer along polymeric chainS. 41 , 95 The doping
process in CPs consists of oxidation causing electron deficiencies, compensated for by
incorporation of an equal number of anion charges from the oxidizing medium for charge
neutrality. In this state, the CP is electronically conductive and the counter ion inserted
for charge neutrality is termed the dopant. 96
Possessing excellent electron transfer characteristics and in some cases good
proton conductivities, CPs have been extensively used as either additive or alternatives to
carbon materials as supports for fuel cell catalysts. 41 ,

97

Materials of this class are

typically easy to prepare and have three-dimensional structures that can provide large
accessible surface areas for incorporation of metallic catalysts. 41 It was reported in a
number of studies that composites of metallic catalysts with CPs showed substantially
improved electrochemical

properties. 41

Additional to their excellent electronic

conductivity, CPs are beneficial in inhibiting the formation and/or strong attachment of
the poisoning intermediates (mainly CO) formed in the oxidation of alcohols and formic
acid at Pt or Pd. 41 It is discussed in section 1.1.2 that one important issues associated with
the oxidation of carbon-containing fuels is formation of poisoning intermediates. These
intermediates seriously block active sites of the catalyst, and as a result deteriorate
catalytic performance.
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Polyaniline (PANI), polypyrrole (pPy), and polythiophene (PTh) are the most
commonly used and studied CPs in the development of fuel cell supportS.

41

Scheme I-I

displays typical structures of these polymers.

1
f0
1"1~
H

Polyaniline

Polypyrrole

Polythiophene

Scheme I -1. Typical structures for polyaniline, polypyrrole, and polythiophene.

Among all CPs, PANI has been studied most extensively.41 It is easy to prepare,
environmental stable, and has simple redox chemistry. Furthermore, PANI presents
impressive electrical conductivity (- 5 S cm- I)98 and significant ion conductivity_99 The
potential-dependent conduction mechanism of PANI encompasses electron and proton
exchanges, the speeds of which approach a maximum at 0.3 - 0.5 V vs. SCE. loo The other
nitrogen-rich CP is PPy which has typically similar qualities to PANI but appreciably
higher conductivity.lol In both oxidative chemical and electrochemical methods for the
polymerization of pyrrole, the counter ion of the oxidizing agent plays a key role in the
conductivity of the resulting film. 102 The conductivity of PPy doped with either aromatic
or very large amphiphilic sulfonate dopants can reach 120 Scm-I, while PPy doped with
percWorate gives conductivities of only ca. 15 Scm-I. Besides, PPy possesses exciting
chemical stability, and also it can withstand temperatures as high as 300 °C. 103 The latter
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property is critical in the development of catalysts for high temperature fuel cells.
Moreover, in contrast to PANI, PPy has the highest conductivity in the range of -0.2 to
0.2 V vs. SCE, and is therefore potentially more suitable as a catalyst support for fuel
cells which are operational over this range. 104 The other CP considered here is PTh which
can be made either by oxidative chemical synthesis or electrochemical polymerization. lOS
While having interesting redox characteristics, PTh offers limited applications compared
to PANI and PPy. In fact, although it can reversibly change oxidation state from
negatively to positively charged, the stability of the n-doped form is not satisfactory. lOS
1.1.5.3. Metals and metal oxides
Metals and metal oxides form the other class of supports for fuel cell catalysts. 9,
106

The development of metals and metal oxides as support materials bas been targeted

not only to improve the activity of the catalyst species in a typical fuel cell reaction, but
they also can decrease the use of precious metals (e.g. Pt and Pd) while maintaining a
desirable level of performance. Furthermore, these support materials can provide a high
area platform for embedding the catalyst particles, which can greatly improve the
efficiency of the catalytic reactions. I06 Above all, metal-based supports are known to
impart synergetic effects (e.g. bifunctional, third-body effect, etc) on fuel cell reactions
through establishing strong electronic interactions with the catalyst particles and causing
changes in the physicochemical properties of the catalyst. 82,83,

107-111

As an instance, Ru

(i.e. Ru oxide) is unambiguously known as a strong CO oxidation promoter l12 and
therefore it should enhance activity for any fuel cell reactions that involves a CO
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oxidation step. As such, the Pt-Ru system is, to date, the most active combination for the
oxidation ofmethanol. 57,106

1.2. Scope and outline of this thesis

The present thesis essentially deals with fundamental studies of conducting
polymers as potential support materials for fuel cell applications, methods for preparation
of conducting polymer and metal oxide supports for use as support materials in fuel cells,
and a systematic study of support effects on the oxidation of well-known organic fuels
(methanol, ethanol, and formic acid). The research objectives for this thesis are
summarized as follows:
1. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy as a powerful tool to probe the formation of
polypyrrole by means of various electrochemical techniques on high surface area carbon
electrodes;
2. Study of the oxidation of formic acid at Pd nanoparticles (spontaneously deposited and
drop coated) incorporated into various polyaniline coated carbon fibre paper electrodes;
3. Introduction of drop coating as a powerful methodology to study support effects on the
oxidation of methanol at Pt nanoparticles;
4. Extention of the drop coating method to study the role of polyaniline supports on the
oxidation of formic acid at Pd nanoparticles;
5. A mechanistic study of the oxidation of ethanol at Pt nanoparticles drop coated on
various metal oxide modified electrodes.
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1.3. Electrochemical techniques

We

used

cyclic

voltammetry,

chronoamperometry,

and

electrochemical

impedance spectroscopy as powerful electrochemical techniques for our studies. Thus,
we describe in this section fundamentals and general theories of these techniques to
provide a background for readers of this thesis.
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Figure 1-6. Voltammogram (20 mV

S-I)

ofa Pt disk electrode (0.05 cm2) in 1 M KNO]

containing 0.01 M K]Fe(CNk

1.3. I. Cyclic voltammetry

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is an electrochemical technique in which the potential
of a working electrode (relative to a reference electrode) is cycled between two values
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(normally at a constant potential scan rate), and the response, in the form of an electrical
current, is recorded. I 13 This technique is a powerful diagnostic tool to provide significant
thermodynamic and

kinetic data,

as well

as important information such as

chemical/electrochemical reversibility. Figure 1-6 shows a cyclic voltammograrn for the
well-known reversible system of Fe 2+IFe 3+. The forward scan is dominated by a sharp
cathodic signal due to reduction of Fe3+ (sweeping from more positive to more negative
potentials) following which a sharp anodic peak on the reverse scan showing the
oxidation of Fe2 + (sweeping from more negative to more positive potentials).
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Figure 1-7. Typical chronoamperometric waveform (A) and waveshape (B) for a Pt disk
electrode (0.05 cm2) in 1 M KN03 containing 0.01 M K3Fe(CNk
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1.3.2. Chronoamperometry

Constant potential polarization or chronoamperometry (CA) is a powerful
technique to explore short and long term (i.e. time-dependent) operation of
electrochemical systems. This technique, which is central to fuel cell tests, involves
measuring the current over a certain timescale at a fixed potential. Figure 1-7 illustrates
profiles of a stimulus and response for typical chronoamperometry as a function of time
where the initial potential of E 1 is stepped to E2 at which the electrochemical reaction is
active. The decay pattern for the CA is because of the decrease of the current components
(both charging and faradaic) with time and depletion of the diffusion layer from
electroactive species. As can be seen, stepping back to E 1 from E2 would generate current
due to the oxidation of Fe2+ species, which was absent at the electrode surface at the
beginning of the chronoamperometry.' 14

1.3.3. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is an important technique which
can be employed to obtain a variety of information (capacitance, resistance/conductivity,
kinetics, etc). By definition,J15 a frequency-dependent sinusoidal stimulus, potential (v)
(or current), eq. 1-26, is applied to the working electrode, and the sinusoidal response in
the form of a current (i) (or potential), eq. 1-27, is analyzed by a frequency response
analyzer.
(1-26)

vet) = Vm sin(wt)
i(t)

= 1m sin(wt +

(1-27)

8)
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Here t, v, V m, i, 1m, OJ (= 2nf), and

e (=

tan- 1 Zima g ) are time, voltage, maximum voltage
Zreal

(sinusoidal wave amplitude), current, maximum current (sinusoidal wave amplitude),
radial frequency (f = frequency), and phase shift (between the voltage and the current),
respectively.
Taking into account the stimulus (potential; v / volt) and the response (current; i /
ohm), the total impedance (Z / ohm) which has components of a resistance can be derived
(eq.I-28).
Z=

V m sin(wt)

=Z

1m sm(wt+ 8)

Z = Zreal

sin(wt)
m sin(wt+ 8)

(1-28)

+ jZimag

(1-29)
(1-30)

Zreal = IZI cos e

(1-31)

Zimag = IZI sin e

(1-32)

Here j, the imaginary number, accounts for anticlockwise rotation of the imaginary
impedance (Zimag) relative to the real impedance Zreal.

IIS

As shown in eq. 1-29, the impedance (in ohm) consists of two components: real
impedance (Zreal) and imaginary impedance (Zimag). Combination of these two
components (both functions of frequency) forms a complex-plane diagram (Nyquist). I 15
In the study of EIS, the response of a typical electrochemical reaction is translated to
various electrical elements, each of which corresponds to a specific behaviour of the
system. In fact, electrical elements in an equivalent circuit represent characteristic
features of the system under study. For example, equivalent circuits irlclude a resistor
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(Rn ; connected in series) representing the resistances of the solutions and wires which
always have a nonzero value; as well, a charge transfer resistance (ReT) represents a
resistance to the electron transfer (i.e. in an electrochemical reaction). I 16
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Figure 1-8. A simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates Inc.) Nyquist plot and the
equivalent circuit (inset) used for the simulation: Rn = 6 11; ReT = 100011; C DL =
1.31x10-5 S s.

Figure 1-8 displays the circuit (inset) that is equivalent to the Nyquist plot shown
below it. Therein, elements such as an Rn, an ReT, and a C DL (capacitance ofan electrical
double layer) are seen, which together produce a semi-circle on the Nyquist profile. Apart
from this simplified example, electrochemical systems are often more complex and
therefore need sophisticated equivalent circuits.
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One complication that occurs to the impedance of porous electrodes is the
appearance of a 45° line in the midrange frequencies, namely a Warburg line, which
essentially indicates an ionic resistance (or mixed ionic/electronic resistance).117 Figure
1-9 displays a simulated Nyquist plot consisting of Rn and a Warburg-type line at high
frequencies and capacitive behaviour at lower frequencies.
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Figure 1-9. A simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates Inc.) Nyquist plot displaying
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Figure 1-10 exhibits a typical transmission line equivalent circuit, 117.

118

containing a Rn, and a number of paralleled R L and CL for simulating Warburg-type
behaviour. In a Warburg-type element, the R L represents ionic/electronic resistance of the
electroactive layer (e.g. for a porous electrode) at high frequencies, and the C L gives the
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capacitance at low frequencies. Assuming uniformity of the electroactive layer, it consists
of countless number of the equal paralleled RLand CL. 117 , 118

Figure 1-10. Equivalent circuit compatible with the Nyquist plot shown in figure 1-9.
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Figure I-II. Capacitance as a function of the real impedance for the Nyquist data shown
in figure 1-9.

As shown in figure 1-9, another important aspect of impedance is the appearance
of capacitive behaviour which is particularly significant for higWy capacitive materials
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such as porous carbons, CPs, and Ru oxide. 117-1 19 This type of impedance appears as a 90° line at low frequencies in Nyquist plots. Such capacitive behaviour is best visualized
by plotting series capacitance (Cse'ies; in farad) as a function of the real impedance. Figure
1-11 illustrates a "capacitance plot" for the impedance shown in figure 1-9. Here the real
impedance at the highest frequency, obviously, gives the ohmic resistance (Rn), while no
charge transfer resistance (ReT) was included in the simulation circuit model. In a
capacitance plot, a charge transfer resistance (ReT paralleled to a CDd is characterized by
offset of the Warburg region along the Z,eal axis (insignificant increase in capacitance
with frequency),117 as shown in figure 1-11. The slope of the rising part of the
capacitance plot, demonstrating the Warburg-type behaviour, is proportional to the
conductivity. I 17, 118 The lowest frequencies give the limiting capacitance. I 17, 118 In an ideal
system, the limiting capacitance following the Warburg-type region would consist of the
points overlaying each other at the same capacitance and real impedance (representing
the 90° line in a Nyquist plot with no further increase in the real impedance with
frequency). However, the limiting capacitance can form a plateau-type feature at low
frequencies in real systems. Ren et al. 117 and Lefebvre et al. 118 suggested that this "nonideality" could originate from a large ionic resistance in some parts of the porous
electrode.
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Chapter 2. Electrochemical impedance study of the polymerization of pyrrole on
high surface area carbon electrodes
This work has been published in part as Moghaddam, R.B. and Pickup P.G.,

Electrochemical impedance study of the polymerization ofpyrrole on high surface area
carbon electrodes, Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 2010, 12,4733-4741. The text
was written in part by Dr. Peter Pickup.

2.1. Introduction

Studies on conducting polymers (CPs) such as polypyrrole, polyaniline and
polythiophene have long been of great scientific interest. 1-8 In fact, this class of materials
possess

impressive

characteristics

such

as

mechanical

stability,

remarkable

ionic/electronic conductivities, and a wide range of electrochemical applications. On
account of these characteristics, CPs have found a great deal of multidisciplinary
applications; they have been extensively used in fabrication of anti-static and anticorrosion coatings, sensors, batteries and supercapacitors, light emitting diodes (LEDs),9
solar cells, 10 electrochrornic devices, I I and transparent electrode materials. 12
Conducting polymers are used as electrode materials in a variety of applications,
particularly in the general areas of electroanalysis and energy storage/conversion, which
generally require high surface area electrodes. Although conducting polymers can be
fabricated in a number of porous, high-area forms, there are significant advantages to
using a high area carbon support, such as carbon black or carbon nanotubes. Such
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supports can enhance mechanical stability, as well as conductivity and the
electrochemical utilization of the polymer (e.g. in a supercapacitor).13-23
Among the most commonly studied CPs, polypyrrole (pPy) has gained special
attention as it has numerous advantages such as desirable redox properties, the ability to
give high electrical conductivities, and environmental stability. Owing to the attractive
properties of PPy, study of this CP is of great importance (see section 1.1.5.2 for more
detailed discussion ofPPy).24-27
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is a powerful technique to investigate
the electronic properties of the doped (conducting) and undoped (non-conducting) states
of conducting polymers. 28, 29 Numerous studies have been devoted to polypyrrole and its
derivatives including documentaries on their capacitive behaviour,30-33 and ion and
electron transport. 29, 32-38 There is a large body of research on simulating the impedance
spectra. 29 ,39-62 Impedance spectroscopy is commonly used to probe the electrochemical
characteristics of conducting polymer composites with high surface area carbon. Much of
this work has been for the characterization of electrode materials for supercapacitors,
where impedance measurements provide the frequency dependence of the capacitance
and information on electrode and cell resistances. 19, 30, 63-69 There has also been a number
of more fundamental studies that reveal important details regarding ion and electron
transport within conducting polymer/carbon composites, as well as interfacial
characteristics. 70 -n By analogy with work on planar conducting polymer films, it can be
anticipated that such studies would also provide insight into the structures of the
composites that could not be obtained by other means. 32, 73
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Figure 2-1. Schematic diagrams of two of the limiting structures possible for the
electrodeposition of polypyrrole on a carbon black layer. A: Uniform deposition over the
carbon black (CB) particles; B: Deposition on the outer surface of the CB layer.
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potentiostatically, galvanostatically, and potentiodynarnically. Using high surface area
carbon black (CB; Vulcan XC-72) as a porous substrate for the polymerization, this work
is focussed on probing the location of the polypyrrole and how evenly it is distributed
over the porous structure of the carbon black. The two extreme possibilities are that the
polypyrrole could be evenly distributed as a very thin layer over the entire surface area of
the CB (Structure A), or that it could be deposited as a thick film on the outer surface of
the CB layer (Structure B). These two structures are illustrated in figure 2-1. In general,
the actual structures of the CBIPPy composites will be between these two extremes. A
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third limiting structure, with a polypyrrole layer between the GC surface and the carbon
black layer is thought to be highly unlikely. Impedance spectroscopy has been used to
infer the location of the polypyrrole via its influence on the charge transfer and Warburg
impedances of the electrodes.

2.2. Experimental

2.2.1. Chemicals

Analytical grade sodium perchlorate (Sigma Aldrich) was used as received.
Vulcan XC-72 (density of 0.264 g cm- 3; specific area - 200 m2 gO') was obtained from
Cabot Corporation and used without purification. Pyrrole (Analytical grade, Sigma
Aldrich) was purified by passing through an alumina column prior to use. Distilled and
deionized water was used throughout the experiments. All measurements were recorded
under a nitrogen atmosphere following purging for 15 min.

2.2.2. Instrumentation

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed with a Model FEI Quanta
400 environmental SEM. Electrochemical studies consisting of cyclic voltammetry and
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy were carried out in a conventional threeelectrode cell with a Model 273A EG&G Potentiostat/Galvanostat and Model 5210 Lockin Amplifier. The system was run by a PC through M270 commercial software for
voltammetric measurements and Power-Suite commercial software was used for
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. Electrochemical impedance measurements
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were performed over the range of 10 kHz to 10 mHz using an ac amplitude of 10 mY.
Before any impedance measurement, the electrode was held for 2 min at the dc offset
potential to reach electrochemical equilibrium. Selected experiments were repeated to
confirm that a steady-state had been achieved. The working electrode potential was
monitored against a Saturated Calomel Electrode (SCE) and a platinum wire formed the
counter electrode. A glassy carbon (GC) working electrode (area

=

0.071 cm2 ) was used

for all experiments. Porous, high surface area working electrodes were prepared by
coating the GC electrode with a drop of a Vulcan XC-72/Nafion/methanol mixture
(loading of ca. 0.001 g cm-2). A cyclic voltarnmogram of each carbon black coated glassy
carbon (CB) electrode was obtained in 0.5 M NaCI0 4(aq) prior to polypyrrole deposition
to confIrm that a similar loading of carbon black was used for all experiments.

2.2.3. Electrochemical polymerization ofpyrrole

In all cases, pyrrole was polymerized in an aqueous solution of 0.5 M pyrrole with
0.5 M NaCl04 as the supporting electrolyte.
Potentiodynamic polymerization: A cyclic potential sweep range of -0.2 to +0.8 V

(anodic as the forward sweep) and a scan rate of 50 mV sol were used in all
potentiodynamic polymerizations. PPCB-cv2, PPCB-cv4, PPCB-cv6, and PPCB-cv8 are
used to designate electrodes prepared using 2, 4, 6 and 8 continuous cyclic scans,
respectively.
Potentiostatic polymerization: A constant potential of 0.6 V vs. SCE was applied for 500

s to produce an electrode designated as PPCB-cp. As well, in a pulsed regime, a constant
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potential of +0.6 V was applied in 4 periods of 125 s, each of which was followed by a
125 s interval at E = 0 V to obtain the PPCB-pp electrode.

Galvanostatic polymerization: A constant anodic current density of 0.88 rnA cm-2 was
used to pass a charge of 0.22 C cm-2 for PPCB-ccl (250 s), 0.48 C cm-2 for PPCB-cc2
(545 s), or 0.88 C cm-2 for PPCB-cc3 (1000 s).

2.3. Results and discussion

2.3.1. Potentiodynamic polymerization

The striking contrast between the voltammetric polymerization of pyrrole on a
bare GC electrode, shown in figure 2-2, and that on a carbon black coated glassy carbon
(CB) electrode, shown in figure 2-3, was the incentive to initiate and develop this study,
and provided evidence for a strong dependence of the polymerization pathway on the
electrode structure. In the first cycle, the onset of pyrrole oxidation occurred earlier (ca.
+0.4 V) at the CB electrode than at the bare GC electrode (ca. +0.6 V), which could be
ascribed to facilitated initial oxidation (i.e. nucleation) ofpyrrole on the CB. This could
further also originate, in part, from faster electron transfer for the CB. Furthermore, a
substantially larger current value for the CB at the switching potential was recorded (5.4
rnA vs. 1.3 rnA for the bare GC), which can be attributed to the much higher surface area

and/or facile electron transfer for the CB. Further insight into differences in nucleation
rates can be inferred from the return scans on the first cycles of the two supports. At both
electrodes, the anodic current at the beginning of the return scan was higher than for the
forward scan, indicating that there had been nucleation of polypyrrole deposition.
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However, the cathodic current between ca. +0.35 and -0.2 V for reduction of the
deposited polypyrrole was much lower (by a factor of ca. 10) at the GC electrode than at
the CB electrode.

1.5

1.0

-1stCycie
- - 2nd Cycle
-4thCycie
- - 6th Cycle
-8thCycle

~

E
0.5

0.0

-0.2

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

E VS. SCE/mV

Figure 2-2. Polymerization voltammograms (50 mV

S·I)

for 0.5 M pyrrole in 0.5 M

NaCI04 (aq) at a bare GC electrode.

Inspection of the subsequent polymerization cycles provides additional
information. The polymerization of pyrrole at the GC electrode on the second cycle
showed significantly larger current (+0.65 - 0.8 V) than on the first scan. The
polymerization current on the subsequent scans also showed gradual increase with cycle
number, but not similar to the sharp increase from the first to the second scan. This
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clearly is indicative of a different polymerization step (i.e. nucleation) at the first scan,
which was followed by deposition of additional polymeric layers during the subsequent
scans. This can further be supported by the steadily increasing currents seen for reduction
and re-oxidation of the polypyrrole film between +0.6 and -0.2 V. The similarity of the
return scans for all the cycles is due to the fact that the polymerization of pyrrole
proceeds through an oxidative mechanism, which markedly affects the anodic sweeps,
but not the cathodic sweeps.

-1stCycie
- - - 2nd Cycle
4th Cycle
- - 6th Cycle
-8thCycle
c{

E

::

2

-1 ' - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - ' - - - - ' - - - - - - - - '
-0.2
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8

E

V5.

SeEI mV

Figure 2-3. Polymerization voltarnmograms (50 mV

S·I)

for 0.5 M pyrrole in 0.5 M

NaCI04 (aq) at a CB-coated GC electrode.
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Nevertheless, the voltammetric polymerization of pyrrole on CB generated a
different pattern. Here after the nucleation scan on the first cycle, the current for pyrrole
polymerization (i.e. at E > +0.6 V) decreased on the subsequent cycles. This can be
understood by closer inspection of the second scan. The polymerization current on the
forward leg initially followed that on the first return scan, as for the GC electrode,
indicating further polypyrrole deposition on the layer formed in the first scan. However,
at potentials above ca. +0.6 V, the current did not increase as steeply, and transitioned to
the lower profile seen on subsequent scans. This can be explained by depletion of the
pyrrole monomer within the CB layer and/or inhibited diffusion of the monomer. Based
on the charge passed during the first cycle (- 3.0xlO-2 C) and taking 2.23 as the number
of electrons involved in the polymerization of each pyrrole unit,34 it can be estimated that
1.4x 10-7 mol of pyrrole was consumed. This is an order of magnitude higher than the
amount initially within the ca. 4 !-Lm CB layer (GC area = 0.071 cm 2 and pyrrole density0.97 g cm-2), shown in figure 2-4.
Therefore, sustained polymerization of polypyrrole throughout the CB layer on
subsequent scans would require sufficient diffusion of pyrrole from the bulk solution into
the layer during the part of the cycle between +0.6 and -0.2 V (32 s). It would appear
from the voltammograms in figure 2-3 that there was not sufficient time for complete
replenishment of the pyrrole within the CB layer. In addition, pyrrole diffusing from the
bulk solution would be expected to deposit preferentially close to the CB layerlsolution
interface, where its accumulation could begin to block access to the CB layer. This would
have led to formation ofa structure approaching limiting structure B (see figure 2-1). The
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voltammograms in figure 2-3 strongly suggest that there was a transition from deposition
on the entire CB surface (Structure A; figure 2-1) to deposition primarily at the CB
layerlsolution interface (Structure B).

Figure 2-4. SEM image (cross sectional/45° view) for a CB coated GC electrode (- 1 mg
cm-2).
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Figure 2-5. Comparative CVs at 200 mV

S·I

of the PPCB-cv2, PPCB-cv4, PPCB-cv6 and

PPCB-cv8 electrodes in 0.5 M NaCl0 4 (aq).

Figure 2-5 shows overlaid voltammograms for the PPCB-cv electrodes prepared
using 2, 4, 6, and 8 consecutive cyclic scans. These voltammogram were started at +0.8 V
with no equilibration at this potential in order to show the initial un-doping behaviour of
the polypyrrole. The forward sweeps (cathodic) were initiated by a broad reduction signal
which is due to the transition of the polypyrrole films from conducting to non-conducting
states. This peak, which was centered at ca. -0.22 V for PPCB-cv2 and shifted to more
negative potentials for the subsequent electrodes, was followed by a second reduction
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peak at ~ -1 V presumably due to cation insertion. 34 A single broad oxidation peak
formed the dominant feature of the reverse scan for all the electrodes, which represents
the re-oxidation of the PPy to its conducting state. It is noteworthy that the center of the
anodic wave and its onset appreciably shifted to less positive potentials from PPCB-cv2
to PPCB-cv8. This could originate from accelerated electronic/ionic transport, and/or be
explained by improvement in the structure towards the end of the 8-cyc1e polymerization.
The cathodic waves at ca. -0.25 and 1 V correspond to the reduction of
polypyrrole accompanied by Cl0 4- expulsion and Na+ insertion, respectively. Reoxidation of the polypyrrole on the anodic sweep solely involves insertion of Cl04 - for
charge compensation. 34 Thus, the -1 V wave can be attributed to cation insertion into the
polypyrrole structure. This cation insertion signal became more pronounced for the
higher loadings of polypyrrole in the PPCB-cv electrodes, and this can be due to larger
NaCl0 4(aq) accumulation within the PPCB layer within the higher quantities of the
reduced polypyrrole (CI0 4- is released into the pores, while charge compensating Na+
migrates into the layer).
To investigate the effects of scan rate on the voltammetric features, typical CVs
for a PPCB-cv8 layer recorded at various scan rates are shown in figure 2-6. Obviously,
all three peaks shifted to more extreme potentials with increasing scan rate (more
negative for the cathodic peaks and more positive for the anodic peak), which should be
simply due to an increasing influence of the film resistance at higher scan rates. However,
the most notable observation is the change in the relative peak heights for the two
consecutive cathodic waves. In fact, the current of the cation insertion signal, located at
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more negative potentials, increased more significantly than its anion expulsion
counterpart. That is, the anion expulsion current increased from -0.78 rnA at 40 mV
-3.0 rnA at 200 mV

S·l,

S·I

to

while the corresponding currents for the cation insertion were-

0.75 and -3.9 rnA. This interesting effect could be most likely ascribed to highly resistive
anion expulsion, leading to the cation insertion process becoming more pronounced at
higher scan rates.
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Figure 2-6. Cyclic voltammograms for a PPCB-cv8 electrode at various potential sweep
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Comparative voltammetric responses of the PPCB-cv electrodes (figure 2-5)
clearly indicate a trend of improvement in the electrochemical properties with the
polymerization cycle number (e.g. negative shift of the oxidation peak). This could
originate from improvements in the electronic/ionic conductivity of the PPCB-cv films,
with the PPCB-cv8 and PPCB-cv2 being supposedly superior and inferior to the other
composite

electrodes.

To

investigate

this

further,

electrochemical

impedance

spectroscopy was used to measure film resistances with the expectation that these would
provide insight into the evolution of the PPCB structure.
Comparative complex-plane impedance (Nyquist) plots for the PPCB-cv2, PPCBcv4, PPCB-cv6, and PPCB-cv8 electrodes are shown in figure 2-7. An offset potential of
+0.3 V vs. SCE (or -0.1 V; see below) was used here in order to ensure that the
polypyrrole was in a highly conducting state and to avoid instability due to overoxidation (oxidative degradation) that would occur at higher potentials. The general
pattern of the Nyquist plots remained constant regardless of the polymerization cycle
number (and offset potential of -D. I or +0.3 V). At high frequencies, all of the Nyquist
plots are dominated by the uncompensated solution ohmic resistance (Rs) and a charge
transfer resistance (Rcr) in parallel with a double layer capacitance (CDd. This region
became insignificant and the real impedance value associated with the RC loop decreased
for electrodes prepared with higher cycle numbers, clearly due to a decrease of the ReT.
Presumably due to the accelerated charge transfer, this effect can account for the unusual
negative shift of the re-oxidation peaks in the CVs (figure 2-5) with increasing cycle
number.
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Figure 2-7. Nyquist profiles recorded at E = +0.3 V in 0.5 M NaCl04 (aq) for the PPCBcv2, PPCB-cv4, PPCB-cv6 and PPCB-cv8 electrodes; inset: expanded high frequency
region.

The intermediate frequency impedance for all the PPCB-cv electrodes comprises
ofa Warburg-type line (- 45°), characteristic of the porous substrates. It can be observed
that this line for the PPCB-cv2 electrode was the longest, while its length decreased with
the polymerization cycle number. However, overlap of this region with the high and low
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frequency impedances makes the visual judgement uncertain. That is, more accurate
interpretation of the changes requires quantitative evaluation (i.e. fitting) of the
impedance data (see below).
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Figure 2-8. Capacitance plots (series capacitance as a function of the real impedance)
recorded at E = +0.3 V in 0.5 M NaCI04 (aq) for the PPCB-cv2, PPCB-cv4, PPCB-cv6
and PPCB-cv8 electrodes.

A capacitive-type feature (- 90° line) at low frequencies terminates the Nyquist
profile for all the PPCB-cv layers. The capacitive responses of the PPCB-cv electrodes
can best be visualized using the capacitance plots (series capacitance vs. real impedance),
shown in figure 2-8 (E

=

+0.3 V). Such plots are particularly important for assessing the
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potential of materials for use in supercapacitors, since they clearly show how much
resistance (x-axis) is associated with accessing the capacitance of the material (y-axis).
As expected, the limiting capacitance for the PPCB-cv electrode (low frequency/high real
impedance limit) increased with the number of the polymerization cycles. The low real
impedance region, which demonstrates the paralleled charge transfer resistance to the
double layer capacitor, displays the same trend given by the corresponding Nyquist
profiles, with PPCB-cv8 and PPCB-cv2 showing the smallest and largest resistances,
respectively. Nevertheless, inspection of the intermediate frequency (or intermediate real
impedance) of the capacitance plots would provide information about the resistance
associated with the PPCB layers. As a matter of fact, the slope of this region is
proportional to the conductivity (the smaller of the ionic or electronic conductivity) of the
layer. 33 It can be seen that the slope of this portion increased from PPCB-cv2 to PPCBcv6, while the PPCB-cv6 and PPCB-cv8 electrodes both gave similar slopes. This further
indicates that the electronic/ionic resistance of the PPCB layer decreased with the
polymerization cycle number, which could be ascribed to a transition from the structure B
to structure A in the course of the potentiodynamic polymerization.
As noted earlier, it is necessary to quantify the impedance profiles for a more
clear assessment. Quantitative investigation of the impedance data were carried out using
two approaches. In a preliminary method, parameters were estimated from the
dimensions of the individual features of the Nyquist plots. Thus R,s, Rcr and CDL were
obtained by fitting a semicircle to the charge transfer region (RC), while the resistance
associated with the Warburg region provided an estimate of the resistance of the PPCB
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layer (RL) and the capacitance of the layer (CL) was obtained as the low-frequency
limiting value of -l!O}Zimag (0)

=

radial frequency;

Zimag =

imaginary impedance). With

these estimates in hand, the impedance data were then fitted to the equivalent circuit
shown in figure 2_9,36 with a constant phase element to model C DL and a generalized
finite Warburg element to model the non-ideal Warburg-type behaviour of the layer.

Figure 2-9. Equivalent circuit used to fit the impedance data.

Figure 2-10 shows the overlaid fitting and experimental results for PPCB-cv4 at0.1 V, as a sample, to illustrate the quality of the fitting. The results from both approaches
are presented in Table 2-1 (also see appendix, figures A-I to A-7, for the complete fitting
results compared with the experimental data for the PPCB-cv electrodes at -0.1 and +0.3
V). Data at an offset potential of -0.1 V are also included in Table 2-1 to show the
sensitivity of the parameters to the oxidation level of the polypyrrole. The model in figure

2-9 is a simplification of the circuit needed for a rigorous description of the system, but it
does provide reasonable fits to the data, and the parameters extracted are useful for
documenting the trends in behaviour discussed below. In general, the parameters
determined by the two methods described above are in reasonable agreement, and so
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either set can be used. In cases of large discrepancies, the values from both methods
should be regarded as semi-quantitative.
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Figure 2-10. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cv4 at -0.1 V. The fitting parameters were:
ReT

Rs = 43.3 n,

= 251 n, CPE-T(Qo or Yo) = 5.7x10-5 S SO 67, CPE-P (n or n) = 0.67, R L = 552 n, C L
= 6.6 mF and W-P = 0.42.
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Table 2-1 Parameters from impedance data for the PPCB-cv electrodes.

Cycles

Rs/Q

Rcr /Q

E/V

RC

fit

RC

fit

CDL/JlF

-0.1

39

36

246

114

3.9

-0.1

37

34

272

251

-0.1

33

30

202

183

35

-0.1

+0.3

41

CL/mF

fit

-l/roZ"

fit

1989

1106

4.4

2.7

5.0

642

552

4.9

507

321

11.8

10.1

213

219

14.8

12.9

50

45°

6.6

109

85

4.0

756

567

3.9

3.8

1.2

225

184

5.9

4.9

4.4

255

201

8.6

7.5

156

131

10.5

8.9

+0.3

19

36

88

42

+0.3

38

35

73

62

+0.3
-

42

RL/Q

38

20

Could not be determined.

Rs: uncompensated ohmic resistance
ReT: charge transfer resistance
CDL: double layer capacitance
R L: layer resistance
C L: layer capacitance

As suggested by visual examination of the Nyquist plots in figure 2-7, the charge
transfer resistances listed in Table 2-1 can generally be seen to decrease with the number
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of cycles applied for the polymerization. This phenomenon is consistent with the unusual
shift of the anodic peak in the voltammograms seen in figure 2-5, which moves to lower
potentials at higher polypyrrole loadings. ReT values were all lower at +0.3 V than -0.1
V, showing some sensitivity to the oxidation state of the polymer. The double-layer
capacitances associated with ReT range from 4 to 5 J.lF (except for one anomalous result),
which corresponds to 56-70 J.lF cm'2 based on the area of the glassy carbon support. It is
therefore too high to be reasonably attributed to the GC surface alone. On the other hand,
the double-layer capacitance of the CB is much higher (0.4 mF was measured for an
electrode with no polypyrrole), indicating that ReT is not associated with the entire CB
surface. In a previous report,36 the charge transfer resistance seen for polyrrole was
attributed to the electrodelpolypyrrole interface. Under the conditions employed here,
polypyrrole exhibited a negligible charge transfer resistance when deposited on Pt, while
a significant ReT is seen on GC (see figure 2-11). In the case of the polypyrrole/CB
composites studied here, ReT should be smaller than on GC because of the high surface
area. The fact that quite large ReT values were obtained (Table 2-1) suggested that they
may include a component due to the electronic contact resistances between the CB
particles. It is noteworthy to state that the experimental results summarized in Table 2-1
(and in the following tables) were repeated a number of times to test their reproducibility.
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Figure 2-11. Nyquist plot for a polypyrrole coated glassy carbon electrode at +0.1 V in
0.5 M NaCI0 4 (aq).

The resistances of the PPCB layers (R L ) obtained from impedance spectroscopy
strongly decreased with increasing polypyrrole loading (Table 2-1). The trend is the same
at both -0.1 and +0.3 V, and in the values obtained from both the length of the Warburgtype impedance

(~45°

line) in the Nyquist plots and from fitting of the whole data set.
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Since this resistance should represent the ionic resistance of the polypyrrole film, it
should increase with polypyrrole loading (i.e. film thickness) if the polypyrrole is
deposited as a layer on top of (or less likely underneath) the CB layer, as in Structure B.
If the polypyrrole is deposited primarily over the CB particles (Structure A), the ionic
resistance of the layer would be determined by a combination of the resistance of the
electrolyte solution within the pores and the resistance of the polypyrrole film over the
particles. At low loadings (very thin films), the polypyrrole resistance could be
negligible, and R L could be independent of the loading (but could not decrease).
However, at higher loadings the polypyrrole resistance would become more significant
and the resistances of the pores would increase as they contract and interconnections
become blocked with polypyrrole. This would result in an increasing RL with increasing
loading.
The only reasonable explanation for the decreasing R L appears to be that it
represents the electronic resistance of the PPCB layer. This conclusion is supported by
the impedance ofa CB layer (no polypyrrole) shown in figure 2-12. This layer exhibited
a very large Warburg-like resistance that can only be due to poor electronic conductivity.
This may arise from the use of the electronically insulating Nation binder, which could
result in significant contact resistances between carbon particles. The polymerization of
polypyrrole around the particles would increase their electronic connectivity, and this
would explain the trend in RL • The decrease in all R L values when the potential was
increased to +0.3 V is consistent with this explanation, since the electronic conductivity
of polypyrrole increases with increasing potential. Although, the ionic conductivity also
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increases with potential, the effect would be too smaU34 to account for the magnitude of
the observed changes in RL.
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Figure 2-12. Nyquist plot for a carbon black coated glassy carbon electrode at +0.1 V in
0.5 M NaCI04 (aq).

The decreasing

ReT

and R L seen in Table 2-1 with increasing polymer loading

strongly suggests that the polypyrrole was deposited primarily over the CB particles
(Structure A), since deposition of the polypyrrole as a layer on top of (or underneath) the
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CB layer (Structure B) should result in a constant

ReT. To visualize the structural

evolution during the polymerization, representative SEM images for the CB (with no
polypyrrole) and PPCB-cv2 and PPCB-cv6 electrodes are shown in figure 2-13. Herein,
all three electrodes had been scratched to obtain cross sectional views of the PPCB
composites. The agglomeration of the CB particles seen in the SEM images is consistent
with the decrease in

ReT with the polymerization cycle number (see table 2-1). As the CB

particles become embedded within the growing polymer particles, the connectivity of the
polymer and CB composite material should increase, which could appear as a decreasing

ReT. The thickness of the CB layer (A) can be seen to be ca. 4 11m. The SEM image (45

0

view) of the PPCB-cv2 electrode (C) indicates that the film consists of two somewhat
distinguishable layers, a densely packed structure in depth (thickness - 211m), on top of
which spheres with ca. 0.5 Ilffi diameter can be observed (thickness - 111m). Consistent
with the polymerization CVs in figure 2-3, this suggests that the polymerization initially
involved the entire CB layer, after which pyrrole was significantly depleted in depth of
the layer (i.e. insufficient diffusion of pyrrole before the polymerization onsets on
subsequent cycles) favouring the polymerization at the CB layerlsolution interface during
subsequent cycles. However, the SEM image for PPCB-cv6 displays a more
homogeneous morphology, mainly consisting of spherical structures (diameter - 0.5 11m),
which encompasses almost the entire layer. The structure evolution from PPCB-cv2 to
PPCB-cv6 is consistent with the decrease in the resistance of the PPCB-cv layer (R L
values; Table 2-1) with increasing cycle number.
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Figure 2-13. SEM images of a CB coated electrode (A and B) and similar electrodes
coated with polypyrrole by using 2 (C; PPCB-cv2) and 6 (D; PPCB-cv6) polymerization
cycles.

The SEM images shown in figure 2-13 provide strong evidence that the
polypyrrole is deposited over the CB particles (Structure A), although there is also
substantial deposition on top of the CB layer, as in Structure B. These observations, in
combination with the depletion of the pyrrole monomer within the CB layer indicated by
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the polymerization CVs (figure 2-3), suggest that polypyrrole deposition begins at the
individual CB particles on the first polymerization cycle, but then occurs largely at the
CB layerlsolution interface during subsequent cycles.
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Figure 2-14. Typical cyclic voltammograrns of a PPCB-cp electrode recorded at various
potential sweep rates in 0.5 M NaCI04 .
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2.3.2. Potentiostatic polymerization

In an attempt to fabricate composite films of lower resistance than the PPCB-cv
layers, potentiostatic polymerization was also employed to electropolymerize pyrrole on
CB (see experimental for details) substrates. In this respect, we tested several potentials
(in the range of +0.55 to +0.65 V where polymerization was expected to actively occur
based on the potentiodynamic polymerization CVs) to optimize the polymerization
conditions. It was found that potentials higher than +0.6 V would lead to production of
highly resistive PPy, while the polymerization rate (i.e. current) was too low at +0.6 V.
Therefore, as stated in the experimental section, +0.6 V was chosen as the polymerization
potential.
Typical cyclic voltammograms for a PPCB-cp electrode in 0.5 NaCl04 are shown
in figure 2-14. The forward scan (cathodic) at all scan rates is dominated by a very broad
peak, characteristic of the conducting polymer voltarnmetry. This peak centered at
0.25 V (at 40 mV

S·I)

~

-

demonstrates the reduction of the PPy film to its non-conducting

form. It is noteworthy that this reduction signal, involving the Cl04' expulsion, was the
only significant feature of the cathodic scan. In fact, in contrast to the CVs for the PPCBcv electrodes, no secondary reduction peak (i.e. assigned to the cation insertion) was
observed at any scan rates. Re-oxidation of the reduced form to the conducting state
occurred on the anodic scan, identified by the broad anodic peak centered at ca. +0.07 V
(at40mVs· I ).
Nevertheless, the general shape of the voltarnmograms (i.e. noticeable peak
separation) and the changes with increasing scan rate (i.e. appreciable shift in the peak
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potentials for both the cathodic and anodic signals) point to a possible kinetic barrier for
the doping/undoping process of the potentiostatically made polymer. Therefore,
impedance spectroscopy was used for further exploration.
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Figure 2-15. Complex-plane plots for a PPCB-cp electrode in 0.5 M NaCI04 at various
dc-offset potentials; inset: expanded high frequency region.

Figure 2-15 presents complex-plane (Nyquist) plots for a PPCB-cp electrode.
Here three dc-offset potentials were chosen to investigate sensitivity of the film to the
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oxidation state. The high frequency region at all potentials consists of the uncompensated
ohmic resistance (Rs) and a charge transfer resistance (RCT) paralleled with an electrical
double layer capacitance (Cod. The intermediate frequency for all cases is dominated by
a Warburg-type behaviour

(~

45°) giving a measure of ionic or mixed ionic and

electronic resistances, followed by a capacitive behaviour (- 90°) at low frequencies. The
high frequency regions of the Nyquist plots in figure 2-15 display a very significant
dependence on the potential. At +0.3 V, the RCT-C OL (RC) region is very small and
indicative of a low charge transfer resistance at this potential. In contrast, the diameter of
the RC loop at -0.1 V dramatically increased, clearly indicative of a transition from a
conducting to non-conducting form. Moreover, the RC region of the Nyquist was further
expanded at -0.3 V.
For better understanding of the impedance data, the analysis/simulation approach
described for the PPCB-cv layers (section 2.3.1) was used for the quantification of the
impedance data recorded for the PPCB-cp electrode. The results are listed in Table 2-2
(also see appendix, figures A-8 to A-lO, for the complete fitting results compared with
the experimental data). Herein, since the high frequency regions of the Nyquist plots at 0.3 and -0.1 V were well-defined (i.e. forming a complete loop that is not depressed or
distorted), both of the two quantification tools (i.e. estimated parameters from the
dimensions of the individual features of the Nyquist plots as well as the results of fitting
the impedance data to the equivalent circuit shown in figure 2-9) gave rise to quite
consistent results for these two potentials. However, fitting of the high frequency region
at +0.3 V with an RC element (i.e. a semicircle) was somewhat problematic.
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The values of ReT in Table 2-2 show a very strong dependence on the oxidation
state of the polymer; that is, it has a value of 1473 nat -0.3 V (fit results; Table 2-2),
while it decreased to 432 n at -0.1 and 65 n at +0.3 V. The midrange frequency
resistance values, R L, show acceptable consistency in the two fitting approaches,
although some discrepancy at -0.1 V can be observed. However, the R L seems to decrease
with increasing potential even though its change was not as significant as for the ReT.
The data shown in Table 2-2 for the C L values, describing the low frequency impedance
of the PPCB-cp electrode, indicate that the limiting capacitance of the electrode did not
remarkably change with potential over the range studied.

Table 2-2. Parameters from impedance data for a PPCB-cp electrode.

Rs/n

Ree/n

RL/n

CL/mF

E/V

RC

fit

40

42

-0.1

41

44

-0.3

41

44

+0.3

-

RC

fit

CDL/~F

45 0

fit

-l/roZ"

fit

6.5

2.2

65

211

390

373

498

432

131

475

741

7.9

4.7

1366

1473

131

834

756

6.5

3.7

Could not be determined.

Rs: uncompensated solution resistance
ReT: charge transfer resistance
C DL : double layer capacitance
R L: layer resistance
C L: layer capacitance
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Figure 2-16. Series capacitance as a function of the real impedance for a PPCB-cp
electrode in 0.5 M NaCI04 at various dc-offset potentials.

To more clearly visualize the low frequency impedance of the PPCB-cp electrode,
figure 2-16 presents capacitance profiles from the data in figure 2-15. In line with the
Nyquist plots, the high frequency region at all potentials shows an appreciable increase of
the real impedance without significant increase in the capacitance. It is noteworthy to
stress that the offset along the real impedance is indicative of the RCT, while the angle of
this region with the

Zreal axis gives a measure of COL. As a matter of fact, since COL is

often very small, systems with high ReT produce a "visually" horizontal line over the
high frequency region in the capacitance plots. However, the capacitance profiles at +0.3
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and -0.1 V had a quite sharp rising capacitance subsequent to the RC region, while that at
-0.3 V was much less steep. Comparison of the limiting capacitances at -0.3, -0.1, and
+0.3 V shows sensitivity to the potential value, with the profile at -0.1 V giving the
highest capacitance for this electrode.
The appreciable resistance of the PPCB-cp electrode and dramatic increase in ReT
with decreasing potential are indicative of a low quality polymer. Therefore, we tested a
pulsed regime (short periods of polymerization with intervals at an offset of 0 V; see
section 2.2 for details) to explore whether this alteration in the polymerization condition
may result in production of a higher quality polypyrrole.
Figure 2-17 displays typical CVs for a PPCB-pp electrode. The PPCB-pp
electrode shares similar voltammetric features with PPCB-cp, except for some shift in
peak potentials of the both cathodic and anodic waves. That is, at 40 mV s", the cathodic
and anodic peaks for the PPCB-pp electrode appeared at ca. -0.3 and +0.28 V,
respectively. This corresponds to a peak separation of about 0.58 V compared to about
0.32 V observed for the PPCB-cp electrode (figure 2-14). This could originate from
slower kinetics of the redox reactions for the PPCB-pp, and/or in part due to its lower
electronic/ionic conductivity. Hence impedance spectroscopy was invoked to further
explore this.
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Figure 2-17. Typical cyclic voltammograms of a PPCB-pp electrode recorded at various
potential sweep rates in 0.5 M NaCI04 •

Figure 2-18 presents Nyquist and capacitance (inset) profiles for a PPCB-pp
electrode. Similar to PPCB-cp, the Nyquist plots for PPCB-pp display RC loops at high
frequencies followed by Warburg-type lines in the midrange frequencies, and capacitive
behaviour at low frequencies. The potential dependence of PPCB-pp was also similar to
that ofPPCB-cp, although relatively more resistance can be observed in the Nyquist plots
ofPPCB-pp. As an instance, the lowest frequency real impedance (i.e. at 10 mHz) for the
PPCB-cp was 3050

n,

while that for the PPCB-pp was 4008
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n.

The quantitative

differences between the Nyquist plots in figures 2-15 and 2-18 can reasonably account
for the larger peak separation in the CVs of the PPCB-pp.
Capacitance profiles of the PPCB-pp film are also shown in figure 2-18 (inset).
As for PPCB-cp, the maximum capacitance for PPCB-pp was obtained at -0.1 V.
However, it is notable that the capacitance at -0.3 V for PPCB-pp shows a very large
resistance, which consists of an ReT overlapping a Warburg-type resistance.
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Figure 2-18. Complex-plane plots for a PPCB-pp electrode in 0.5 M NaCl04 at various
dc-offset potentials; capacitance profiles (inset).
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Figure 2-19. Scanning electron micrographs for the PPCB-cp and PPCB-pp composite
films.

To obtain morphologic information about the two potentiodynamically prepared
PPCB films, representative SEM images for the PPCB-cp and PPCB-pp electrodes are
shown in figure 2-19. It is remarkable how a slight modification (i.e. pulsed versus
continuous polymerization) in the polymerization condition could have resulted in such
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significant changes in the structure. The interesting surface structure of the PPCB-cp
appears to evenly consist of large sized twisted plates (diameter ~ 5 - 10 /lm) forming a
very rough morphology, into which the CB particles could have been embedded (i.e. no
evidence for the presence of pure CB can be found). In contrast, the SEM images for the
PPCB-pp film display a somewhat homogeneous background covered with spheres of
about 0.5 /lm, onto which randomly distributed islands consisting of somewhat tubular
buildups can be noticed. These images clearly indicate production of uneven structures
using the pulsed potential polymerization, although they may not provide conclusive
information attributable to the poor electrochemical performance of the PPCB-pp
electrode.

2.3.3. Galvanostatic polymerization

Even though we were able to monitor/characterize the PPCB films prepared using
either of the potential-controlled (i.e. potentiodynamic and potentiostatic) polymerization
methods (see sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2) to meet one of the important scopes of this study,
unfortunately, it was found that these two fashions led to formation of uncontrolled
structures and resistive composites. Although the impedance data for the PPCB-cv
electrodes show good capacitive behaviour and quite low resistances for the layers with
high polypyrrole loadings, the SEM images and polymerization CVs clearly show that a
large amount of polypyrrole was deposited at the CB layerlsolution interface. As well,
undesirable electrochemical properties of the potentistatically prepared PPCB films
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would not justify further study of this method. Therefore, we used a constant current
(galvanostatic) regime as the third possible electrochemical method of polymerization.
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Figure 2-20. Cyclic voltammograms of a PPCB-cc2 electrode in 0.5 M NaCI04 •

Typical CVs for a selected galvanostatically prepared PPCB composite with a
polymerization charge of 0.48 C cm-2 (see experimental section for the polymerization
conditions), PPCB-cc2, are shown in figure 2-20. These voltammograms are significantly
different from those for the PPCB-cv electrodes shown in figure 2-5. They exhibit only a
single redox process, which can be attributed to anion expulsion/insertion. Similar to the
CVs for PPCB-cp and PPCB-pp electrodes, the cathodic sweep consists of a single
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reduction peak. This suggests that anion expulsion for this electrode (PPCB-cc2), and for
both of the potentiostatically prepared electrodes, was more facile than for the PPCB-cv
electrodes.
In a meaningful contrast to all of the PPCB films prepared in potential-controlled
regimes, peak potentials in the CVs for PPCB-cc2 show a very negligible dependence on
scan rate, which can be attributed to faster kinetics/charge transport of the PPCB-cc2
film. Further evidence for the superiority of the PPCB-cc2 to both the PPCB-cv8 and
PPCB-cp (and PPCB-pp as well) can be obtained by comparing their corresponding
redox peak separations. Herein, one may estimate a peak separation of about 0.3 V (at
200 mV

S·I)

for the PPCB-cc2 electrode, which is dramatically lower than that for PPCB-

cv8 (- 0.7 V) and PPCB-cp (> 0.9 V). Moreover, the onset potential for the re-oxidation
ofPPy to its conducting state (compare anodic sweeps in figures 2-5, 2-14, and 2-17) for
PPCB-cc2 was at - -0.7 V, compared to -0.65 and -0.45 for the potentiodynamic and
potentiostatic counterparts, respectively. This suggests that the galvanostatically prepared
PPy must become conductive at a lower potential than the other PPCB composites.
Exploration of this effect can best be made using impedance spectroscopy, as follows.
Figure 2-21 displays Nyquist profiles for the PPCB-cc2 electrode at various dcoffset potentials. Even though it is uncertain to judge whether there was a charge transfer
resistance at high frequencies, a resistance-type feature attributable to a RC loop
(paralleled ReT and Cod at -0.5 V can be seen over this region, which became less
pronounced at higher potentials. The overlap of this feature with the effects of the
geometric

capacitance

prevents

unambiguous
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identification

and

quantification.

Consequently, it was problematic to fit the high frequency impedance of the PPCB-cc2
electrode. The quantification results for the Nyquist plots shown in figure 2-21 are listed
in Table 2-3 (also see appendix, figures A-I I to A-14, for the complete fitting results
compared with the experimental data).
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Figure 2-21. Complex-plane (Nyquist) profiles for the PPCB-cc2 electrode at +0.3, -0.1, 0.3,-0.5V.

It is clear that

ReT values remained much smaller than those seen for the PPCB-cv

and PPCB-cp electrodes at the same potentials (Tables 2-1 and 2-2), and surprisingly its
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value did not significantly change with potential. The midrange frequency resistance,
demonstrating the resistance of the PPCB layer (RL ; Warburg-like region in figure 2-21)
increased somewhat with decreasing potential, but the effect was much smaller than
observed for the PPCB-cv and PPCB-cp electrodes (see Tables 2-1 and 2-2). This
suggests that R L is essentially dominated by the ionic resistance for the PPCB-cc2
electrode (at least at +0.3 and -0.1 V), in contrast to which the Warburg-type region of for
PPCB-cv and PPCB-cp is controlled by the electronic resistance.

Table 2-3. Parameters from impedance data for a PPCB-cc2 electrode.

Q/Ccm-

RL/Q

Rcr /Q

Rs/Q
2

RC

CL/mF

45°

fit

-11m2"

fit

0.9

240

182

1.1

0.09

13

2.3

174

117

2.1

0.12

9.5

13.2

108

91

2.5

0.13

13.2

72

86

1.7

0.1

E/V

RC

fit

fit

0.48

-0.5

42

39

0.48

-0.3

42

39

0.48

-0.1

42

39

0.48

+0.3

42

39

9.4

13.5

- Could not be determined.

Rs: uncompensated solution resistance
ReT: charge transfer resistance
C DL : double layer capacitance
RL : layer resistance
C L : layer capacitance
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Figure 2-22. Series capacitance as a function of real impedance for the PPCB-cc2
electrode at +0.3, -0.1, -0.3, -0.5 V.

The low-frequency capacitance is related to the charge storage in the polymer and
can be seen as an equilibrium insertion capacitance. The capacitive behaviour of the
PPCB-cc2 at the various potentials is best visualized using the capacitance profiles,
figure 2-22. According to the data in 2-22, the capacitance of the polymer increased to a
peak at ca. -0.1 V and then decreased at higher potentials (+0.3 V). This is approximately
consistent with the location of the peak seen in cyclic voltammetry (figure 2-20).
Furthermore, indicative of the system resistance and in line with the Nyquist profiles, the
low real impedance region for all the capacitance plots at all potentials displays
insignificant resistances (i.e. RCT). This is opposite to potentiodynamic polymerization
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which led to poor control of the electrode structure and large resistances, and to
potentiostatic polymerization which resulted in higWy resistive electrodes.
Figure 2-23 pictures selective SEM images for the PPCB-cc2 electrode. Taking
0.48 mC cm-2 as the polymerization charge for this electrode, and assuming 2.25 as the
number of electrons per unit of pyrrole, one may work out ~ 1.8xlO-7 mol for the
polymerized pyrrole. This further corresponds to a mass of ca. 1.3 x I 0-4 mg (pyrrole

=

67.09 g mor l ), which would form a layer with a thickness of about 2 !JlIl on a 0.71 cm 2
GC electrode (density of pyrrole ~ 0.96 g cm-2). This amount of polypyrrole could be
reasonably accommodated within the pores of the ca. 4!JlIl CB layer.
Nevertheless, the morphology of the film is significantly different from those
prepared under either of the potential-controlled methods. Here, the PPCB layer has a
similar appearance as the blank CB layer (with no polypyrrole; figure 2-4), and the
structure appears quite even with particle sizes of less than 0.5 !JlIl. The dense particles
for the PPCB-cc2 layer may account for its insignificant

Rcr value, while homogeneous

deposition of pyrrole allover the CB (structure A) could have resulted in the significantly
low midrange frequency impedance associated with the layer resistance (Warburg-type
line resistance;

Rd.
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Figure 2-23. Representative SEM images for a PPCB-cc2.

It appears that 0.48 C cm-2 was, accidentally, close to the optimum charge for the

galvanostatic polymerization of pyrrole on the CB layer. In fact, this charge was adopted
from a previous repor24 demonstrating the polymerization of pyrrole on a Pt surface, and
the PPCB-cc2 was the first galvanostatically prepared electrode in this study. Therefore,
we conducted the galvanostatic polymerization using two other charge values, to
fabricate one PPCB-cc layer with a lower polypyrrole loading (pPCB-ccl) and one with a
higher loading (pPCB-cc3) (see section 2.2 for details).
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Figure 2-24. Cyclic voltarnmograms in 0.5 M NaCl04 at 200 mV S·l for the PPCB-ccl,
PPCB-cc2, and PPCB-cc3 electrodes.

Cyclic voltanunograms for the three types of PPCB-cc layer are shown in figure
2-24. Interestingly, PPCB-ccl and PPCB-cc3 both display the same voltammetric
features as described for the PPCB-cc2, except for their different charge accumulation, as
expected. By integrating the anodic waves between -0.6 and +0.4 V for these plots, ca.
2.9,2.0, and 1.4 mC charge values (corrected for the CB background) were estimated for
the PPCB-cc1, PPCB-cc2, and PPCB-cc3 films, respectively. Taking into account the
polymerization charges (see section 2.2; experimental section), and considering 0.23 and
2.23 as number of electrons involved per unit of pyrrole in the doping (oxidation wave;
anodic sweep) and the polymerization processes,34 respectively, a polymerization
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efficiency (i.e. the estimated doping charge in the CVs over the consumed polymerization
charge) of about 50-60% can be obtained for the PPCB-cc layers.
SEM images for the PPCB-ccl and PPCB-cc3 electrodes are displayed in figure
2-25 to reveal the effect of the polymerization charge on structure. While the PPCB-ccl
layer displays lower thickness

(~

2

~m)

than the PPCB-cc2 with a somewhat similar

structure, the highest loading electrode (PPCB-cc3), with nearly twice as much
polypyrrole, shows a much different morphology (figure 2-2IB) from PPCB-cc2. In
PPCB-cc3, the CB appears to have become embedded within a dense polypyrrole layer,
as also seen in figure 2-13 for the PPCB-cv6 electrode.

Figure 2-25. SEM images for the PPCB-ccl and PPCB-cc3 electrodes.
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Figure 2-26. Complex-plane diagrams in 0.5 M NaCl04 at +0.3 V for the PPCB-ccl,
PPCB-cc2, and PPCB-cc3 electrodes.

Figure 2-26 shows impedance data at E

=

+0.3 V for the PPCB-ccl, PPCB-cc2,

and PPCB-cc3 electrodes. None of the Nyquist plots exhibit significant charge transfer
features in their high frequency regions, in a distinct contrast to the Nyquist plots for
PPCB-cv, PPCB-cp and PPCB-pp layers. Apart from the RC region, the other
observations are similar to those for the PPCB-cv electrodes. The surprisingly
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insignificant high frequency resistance for the PPCB-cc electrodes at all loadings suggest
that the use of a low constant current for the polymerization resulted in more even
coverage of the CB surface area, since Rcr should be inversely proportional to the surface
area over which the polypyrrole was deposited. The fact that the C DL values measured for
the PPCB-cv layers are much lower than the total capacitance of the CB does indicate
that there was limited coverage of the CB for those electrodes. However, it is not possible
to measure C DL values for the PPCB-cc electrodes to determine whether they are in fact
higher, as implied by the absence of charge transfer features. The similarity of the three
Nyquist plots in figure 2-26 is remarkable given the different amounts of polymer that
were deposited.
Inspection of the intermediate frequency impedance of the three PPCB-cc layers
provides interesting structural information. That is, the length of the Warburg region did
not change with loading (or charge), indicating the formation of relatively uniform PPCB
layers (Structure A), rather than separate CB and polypyrrole layers (Structure B). R L
values of 76, 86 and 77

n

for PPCV-ccl, PPCV-cc2 and PPCV-cc3, respectively, were

obtained by fitting a simplified version of the circuit shown in figure 2-9, without the
Rcr-CDL element. This confirms the independence of R L on the polypyrrole loading. The
fact that R L did not change significantly with polypyrrole loading for the PPCB-cc
electrodes suggests that it is associated with the ionic (and not electronic) resistance
within the pores of the PPCB structure. It is also notable that these R L values are all
significantly lower than those reported in Tables 2-1 and 2-2 for the PPCB-cv and PPCBcp layers, even though these PPCB-cc electrodes all had lower polypyrrole loadings.
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Moreover, the fact that RL for the PPCB-cv layers decreases clearly indicates the
difference in the polymerization pathway (i.e. structural evolution) for different
polymerization regimes.
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Figure 2-27. Capacitance plots for the PPCB-ccl, PPCB-cc2, PPCB-cc3, and PPCB-cv2
electrodes at +0.3 V.

Figure 2-27 illustrates the Cseries against real impedance for PPCB-ccl, PPCB-cc2,
PPCB-cc3 at +0.3 V to better visualize the low frequency impedance of the PPCB-cc
electrodes. As well, data for the PPCB-cv2 electrode, which had a polypyrrole loading
closest to those for the PPCV-cc electrodes (note the similar limiting capacitances for
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PPCB-cv2 and PPCB-cc3) is also included for comparison. The plots for the PPCB-cc
films reveal a regular trend of increasing capacitance with polymerization time. Their
steep profiles at the initial stages (i.e. low real impedance) indicate that the PPCB-cc
layers had high conductivities. This also reflects the absence of significant charge transfer
resistances and the low RL values for these layers relative to PPCB-cv2. These
comparative plots for the three loadings of PPCB-cc and the PPCB-cv2 clearly indicated
that the constant current method is superior for preparing electrodes with low polypyrrole
loadings. However, comparison of the results with those for PPCB-cv6 suggests that the
CV method may be better for high loadings (note the much lower resistances at the
highest capacitances). The potentiostatic polymerization may also be suitable for
preparing high loading PPy films for use in the electrochemical devices provided that the
operation potential lies within the range where the film is acceptably conductive (i.e. E>
0.3 V vs. SCE). Nevertheless, possible oxidative degradation ofPPy at high potentials, in
concert with the high resistance of the potentiostatically prepared PPy, makes this method
an inappropriate regime for the polymerization of pyrrole.

2.4. Concluding remarks

This work demonstrates the electrochemical polymerization of pyrrole on high
surface area carbon black (CB) electrodes. Potentiodynarnically, potentiostatically, and
galvanostitcally prepared polypyrrole-CB composites (PPCB) were probed using SEM,
cyclic voltarnmetry and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. In fact, using SEM as
visual proof, we intended not only to characterize the differently made PPCB films, but
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also to investigate whether it was possible to unveil structural information by impedance
spectroscopy as a powerful technique in this respect. It is noteworthy that in a follow-up
work done by Goswarni et aI., 74 impedance spectroscopy was successfully employed to
measure ionic/electronic properties of Au/polypyrrole composite films to obtain the
optimized conductivity.
Herein, it was found that constant current and potentiodynamic, and potentiostatic
polymerization methods yielded PPCB composites with different structures. In the
potentiodynamic method, the initial steps involved deposition of PPy all over the CB
layer, while a mixture of the structures A and B was formed at the final stages of the 8cycle polymerization. The PPCB composites prepared using potentiostatic methods (i.e.
continuous and pulsed) displayed large particle size structures with somewhat
homogeneous morphologies, with the pulsed regime showing additional top layer tubular
islands as well. However, slow polymerization of the polypyrrole at a constant rate
(galvanostatic) allows the individual carbon particles to be coated with a thin layer of
polypyrrole (Structure A). These PPCB-cc composites show rapid electrochemistry
characterized by negligible charge transfer resistances, and high electronic and ionic
conductivities. The conductivities of the electrodes are limited by the conductivity of the
electrolyte within the pores of the PPCB layer. Consequently, their resistances do not
depend on the polypyrrole loading (over the range investigated). This is a particularly
important finding regarding the use of such electrodes in supercapacitors and fuel cells.

It was originally thought that use of a potentiodynamic method, in which the
polymerization occurred only during certain periods of each cycle, would facilitate
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polymerization within the CB layer. There would be time for pyrrole consumed during
the polymerization phase to be replenished by diffusion during the undoping-<loping
phase. Indeed, voltammograms obtained during the polymerization, and SEMs, supported
the hypothesis that pyrrole depletion would lead to subsequent polymerization on the
outer surface of the CB layer (Structure B). However, the large overpotentials required to
initiate polypyrrole deposition caused loss of control over the polymerization rate and
consequently the location of the polymerization. The rapid deposition of polypyrrole led
to electrodes with incomplete coating of the CB particles. As well, the potentiostatic
polymerization similarly gave a high resistance polymer, and the attempt to use a pulsed
potentiostatic regime resulted in an even more resistive PPCB. In contrast, charge transfer
and electronic resistances for electrodes prepared by slow deposition at constant current
(PPCB-cc) were markedly lower, and their values changed only slightly with potential.
Interestingly, similar to the potentiostatic polymerization case, adoption of a pulsed
regime in the galvanostatic polymerization gave rise to a somewhat more resistive
polymer film.
This study demonstrates the complexity of the electrochemical polymerization of
polypyrrole on porous carbon electrodes and the power of impedance spectroscopy for
probing the electrochemical characteristics of the resulting composites. Further work will
be aimed at developing a full understanding of how to control deposition conditions for
the creation of desired structures and to optimize the performances of these structures.
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Chapter 3. Electrocatalytic oxidation of formic acid at Pd nanoparticles
incorporated into polyaniline modified carbon fibre paper
This work has been published in part as Moghaddam, R.B. and Pickup P.G.,

Formic acid oxidation at spontaneously deposited palladium on polyaniline-modified
carbon fibre paper, Electrochimica Acta, 2011, 56, 7666-7672. The text was written in
part by Dr. Peter Pickup.

3.1. Introduction

A significant amount of research has been increasingly focused on the
electrochemical oxidation of formic acid (FA), which is the central reaction in the
development of anodes for direct formic acid fuel cells (DFAFCs).1 In fact, due to a
number of superior properties of FA, DFAFCs have become potential alternatives to the
most widely applied Hz-fed polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) and direct methanol
fuel cells.z- Io That is, FA is largely safer than Hz in transportation, less toxic than
methanol, and its oxidation gives an appreciable electromotive force. 1,3,6 Moreover, the
well-known fuel crossover which is a common source of voltage losses in alcohol fuel
cells is less significant in DFAFCs. l , 11-13 This will allow use of more concentrated FA
solutions to be fed to fuel cell anodes to improve energy and power densities.' In this
regard, extended reaction zone anodes have also been developed to compensate for the
inherent low energy density of DFAFCs. 8, 14 For example, Pd deposited onto a three
dimensional graphite felt electrode was shown to provide higher power densities than a
commercial Pd catalyst-coated membrane. 8 The improved performances of such anodes
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with liquid fuels have been attributed to better catalyst utilization, improved fuel mass
transport, and decreased CO 2 accumulation.
As a result of their ease of preparation, appreciable stability, and excellent
electronic/ionic conductivity, conducting polymers (CPs) have gained a great deal of
attention among all the potential catalyst support materials. 7• 15-17 In a number of studies,
as support materials they have shown large effects on the electrochemical characteristics
of the resulting catalysts. 18-20 In this regard, as a result of its superior physicochemical
properties (e.g. stability, conductivity, etc), polyaniline (PANI) has been used most
extensively? I The promotional effects of PANI supports have been ascribed to
accelerated electronic/ionic transport, homogenous dispersion of catalyst particles on the
substrate, and inhibited adsorption of poisoning intermediates (such as -CO and -CHO,
formed as a result of incomplete oxidation of small organic molecules). 7 Having excellent
electron conductivity owing to their conjugated structure, CPs such as PANI are also
well-known as strong ion transporters. Antolini et al. 7 have comprehensively reviewed
research on the effects of CPs on the acceleration of the electron/ion transport rate as well
as on homogenous accommodation of catalyst species into the polymeric films. They
have also summarized the reports on how conducting polymers can increase accessibility
of the fuel to catalyst active sites 22. 23 to increase catalytic efficiency. As noted before, the
other important effect of PANI has been repeatedly shown to be inhibition of the
poisoning species adsorption on Pt during the oxidation of CI molecules (CH30H,
HCHO, HC0 2H, CO).24-26 Nevertheless, while possessing considerable promotional
effects, Hable et al. 21 showed in an early report that synergetic effects of PANI on
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catalytic systems was limited to the potential range in which it was electronically
conductive. The oxidation of methanol and ethanol at PtRu and PtSn as well-known
catalytic systems were presented to validate the hypothesis. They showed that in order for
a typical PANI support to exert promotional effects, it has to be sufficiently conductive
over the catalytic potential window. It was shown that the cocatalytic effects of Sn on the
Pt were significantly inhibited by PANI when it had low conductivity at low potentials.
In contrast, Ru-assisted oxidation of methanol at Pt, which takes place at higher

potentials, was not affected by the low-potential resistivity of PANI. More recently, one
may find a number of reports on the effects of the method used for deposition of the
PANI suppOlf7,28 and Pt l , 29, 30 catalyst on the catalytic oxidation of methanol at PANI-Pt
composites. It has also been demonstrated that the dopant type can greatly influence the
activity of Pt in the oxidation of methanol. As such, polymerization in H2S04 results in
the formation of a granular PANI structure while HCl0 4 and HBF4 form fibrillar PANI
structures; the composites of the granular and fibrillar PANI with Pt gave high and low
activities for methanol oxidation, respectively.27 Furthermore, in recent work by us, it
was shown that the polymerization medium had a remarkable influence on the catalytic
activity ofPd on PANI in FA oxidation with H2S04 giving the highest current density.31
However, in addition to the effects of the polymerization medium, Zhou et at. 28 showed
that the polymerization regime greatly influenced both the structure and activity of the
PANI supports. Therein, nanofibrillar PANI prepared by a pulse galvanostatic method
was shown to provide a more active catalyst than granular PANI prepared
galvanostatically.28 It was suggested that the higher conductivity and specific area of the
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nanofibrillar PANI were responsible for the enhanced electrocatalytic activity. As well,
PANI nanowires doped with trifluoromethanesulfonic acid have recently been used to
fabricate a carbon black/PANI composite support for Pt nanoparticles. 32 An impedance
study of methanol oxidation with this catalyst indicated that the PANI improved ion and
methanol transport as well as decreased the susceptibility of the Pt to poisoning.
In a large body of literature, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) has
been used as a powerful tool to inspect the electronic/ionic characteristics of conducting
polymers. 33-37 It has been shown for polyaniline,l2, 35, 38-40 polypyrrole,41-44 poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT)41, 45 and polythiophene46,47 as the most commonly
studied polymers that the preparation conditions can enormously influence the
electrochemical performance ofthe polymers.
Therefore, it was intended in the present work to investigate whether the
electronic/ionic

characteristics

of polyaniline

films

fabricated

under

various

electrochemical conditions (potentiodynamic, potentiostatic, and galvanostatic) can affect
the activities of their resulting composites with Pd nanoparticles. In fact, we essentially
aimed at accounting for possible different activities of the prepared composites towards
the oxidation of FA based on the electrochemical characteristics of their corresponding
PANI substrates.

For this purpose, three types of PANI films were made

potentiodynarnically, potentiostatically, and galvanostatically. Thereafter, these PANI
films were loaded by Pd nanoparticles using two approaches as follows:
I. Spontaneous deposition of Pd on PANI based on reductive deposition of Pd from a

solution of PdCh at a CFPIPANI electrode preconditioned at a negative potential
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(described in the experimental section in detail); here, we actually adopted the method
originally introduced by Eliseeva et al. (spontaneous incorporation of Pd nanoparticle in
PEDOT)48 for our system.
2. Drop coating of the PANI films with an aqueous solution of Pd nanoparticles
(synthesis of the Pd nanoparticles is described in the experimental section in detail); this
complementary study was performed not only to further assess the trend observed for the
composites made by the spontaneous deposition method but also to test whether the drop
coating method could give composites with higher activities.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) has been employed to elucidate
the different electronic/ionic and capacitive characteristics of the PANI supports and their
possible roles in the FA oxidation activities of the resulting composites.

3.2. Experimental

3.2.1. Chemicals

Sulfuric acid (Fisher Scientific), formic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, ACS reagent
grade), paliadium(II) cWoride (PMO Pty Ltd.), paliadium(II) nitrate (Alfa Aesar), sodium
borohydride (Sigma Aldrich), sodium citrate (Anachemia), and carbon fibre paper (Toray
TGP-H-090) were used as received. Aniline (Sigma Aldrich) was purified by passing
through an alumina column prior to use. Doubly distilled water was used throughout the
experiments. All measurements were recorded under a nitrogen atmosphere following
purging for 15 min.

III

3.2.2. Electrochemical Instrumentation

An EG&G Model 273A PotentiostatlGalvanostat run by a PC through M270

commercial software was used for voltarnmetric measurements. In addition, an EG&G
Model 5210 Lock-in Amplifier and Power-Suite commercial software were used for
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. Electrochemical impedance measurements
were performed over the range of 10 kHz to 1 Hz using a potential amplitude of 10 mY.
A saturated calomel electrode (SCE) and a platinum wire formed the reference and
counter electrode, respectively.

3.2.3. Working electrode preparation

3.2.3.1. Electropolymerization of aniline
Polyaniline supported carbon fibre paper (CFP; ca. 3 cm x 1 cm with ca. 1 cm 2
immersed in the electrolyte) electrodes were synthesized galvanostatically (CFP/GPANI) (I

=

l.4xI0-4 A, t

=

1000 s), potentiostatically (CFP/P-PANI) (E

=

0.69 mY, t

=

1000 s), and potentiodynarnically (CFP/PD-PANI) (3 cycles between -0.2 and 1.1 mVat
50mVs").
3.2.3.2. Spontaneous deposition ofPd
Spontaneous deposition of Pd onto the PANI coated CFP electrodes was achieved
by first reducing the PANI at E

=

-200 mV for 100 s, followed by exposure to 0.005 M

PdCh in 0.1 M H2S04 for 100 S.48 Simultaneous oxidation of the PANI and reduction of
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Pd(II) results in formation of a Pd-PANI composite, generally designated as
CFPIPANIIPdsp.
3.2.3.3. Drop coating of PANI films with Pd nanoparticle (Pd NP) solution

A Pd nanoparticle solution was prepared by adding NaB14(aq) (1.5 mL, 60 mM)
dropwise to a stirred solution ofPd(N03Maq) (10 mL, 3 mM) containing 0.6 mL of 50
mM sodium citrate. The mixture was stirred for a further 2 h and then the gray colloidal
Pd nanoparticle solution was stored in a fridge. X-ray diffraction measurements indicated
that the average particle diameter was 6.4 ± 0.4 nm, and this was confirmed by
transmission electron microscopy. About 50

~g

ofPd NP (ca. 0.17 mL) was drop coated

on each of the three CFPIPANI electrodes to obtain CFPIPD-PANIIPd NP , CFP/PPANIIPdNP , and CFP/G-PANIIPd NP electrodes.

3.2.4. Characterization of the working electrodes

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed with a Model FEI Quanta
400 environmental SEM. To perform transmission electron microscopy (TEM), dark
green PANIIPdsp polymer powder was carefully scraped from the CFPIPANIIPdsp
electrode (using a fine spatula) and dispersed in ethanol with sonication. A drop of the
suspension was applied to a 200 mesh copper grid with a carbon support film. The grid
was allowed to dry overnight and then observed under a Model JEOL 2011 transmission
electron microscope (The Microscopy and Microanalysis Facility, University of New
Brunswick). X-ray diffraction measurements on the CFPIPANIIPdsp electrodes did not
show any peaks that could be attributed to Pd, presumably because the loadings of Pd
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were below the detection limit. Pd loadings were determined by placing the
CFP/P ANIIPdsp electrodes in a concentrated mixture of HCI + HN03 to dissolve the Pd

(3 days). The concentration of the resulting solution was determined by using a model
EALN DRC II inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (ICP-MS; Axial Field
Technology).
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Figure 3-1. Cyclic voltammograms (10 mY
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3.3. Results and discussion

3.3.1. Characterization of the CPFIPANI

Figure 3-1 presents typical voltarnmograms of CFP/G-PANI, CFPIP-PANI, and
CFPIPD-PANI (10 mV

S-I)

in 0.5 M H2S04. In all voltammograms, the forward sweep is

dominated by a well-defined anodic peak at about +0.15 V following which a broad
reduction peak develops in the cathodic sweep centered at about +0.03 V. The areas
under the voltarnmograms indicate similar quantities of PANI films deposited for each
polymerization regime. The most considerable difference in the voltarnmograms is at
potentials below 0 V, where CFP/G-PANI shows significantly higher current than the
other two. The feature cannot be reasonably accounted for by the somewhat different
PANI loadings for each electrode. In fact, CFPIPD-PANI had the highest PANI loading
in the group but produced the lowest current between -0.2 to

a V.

Figure 3-2. SEM images of the CFPIPD-PANI, CFP/G-PANI, and CFPIP-PANI
electrodes.
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Figure 3-2 displays SEM images of carbon fibres coated with PANI films under
potentiodynamic, galvanostatic, and potentiostatic polymerization conditions. Although
all three CFPIPANI composites showed fairly similar morphology, it can be observed
that CFP/G-PANI displays a smoother surface. This can be ascribed to the formation of
more homogenous polymeric assemblies in the slow galvanostatic polymerization,
similar to a previous report on the polymerization of polypyrrole (see chapter 2).42 Closer
inspection of the SEM images reveals that there are dust-type precipitates on each PANIcoated fibre, with CFP/G-PANI visually having less of these features. X-ray analysis (not
presented) showed that these dusts were nitrogen-rich and could be mainly composed of
assemblies of PANI chains.

3.3.2. Characterization of the CPFIPANIIPdsp composites

Voltammograms of the CFPIPANIIPdsp electrodes made with the three types of
PANI are shown in figure 3-3. Herein, similar features can be observed by inspection of
the voltammograms at potentials between -0.2 and 0.1 V where CFP/G-PANIlPdsp and
CFPIPD-PANIlPdsp exhibit the largest and smallest background currents. Moreover, all
of the three PANIIPdsp composites displayed qualitatively similar patterns beyond 0.1 V,
where the voltammograms are dominated by the electrochemistry of the PANI. This
indicates that the spontaneous deposition method employed here preserved the original
electrochemical characteristics of the PANI substrates.
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Figure 3-3. Cyclic voltammograms (10 mV sol) ofCFP/PD-PANVPd, CFP/P-PANVPd,
and CFP/G-PANVPd electrodes in 0.5 M H2S04.

Nevertheless, in all the CVs in figure 3-3, hydrogen electrochemistry can be
identified by the peaks at ca. -0.27 V (cathodic;

Hads)

and -0.21 V (anodic;

H des).

These

signals along with the cathodic current spike at potentials below ca. -0.28 V (due to H2
evolution) confirmed the presence of electroactive Pd species. The significant peak
separations between the H adsorption and desorption waves can be either attributed to the
electronic resistance of the PANI, which becomes non-conductive when fully reduced, or
due to the 3-dimensioanl structure of carbon fibre paper which may limit ionic diffusion.
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We show in section 3.3.4 that a bare carbon fibre paper coated with Pd
nanoparticles (no PANI) also shows a significant peak separation. However, it can be
inferred from the relative sizes of the H adsorption peaks that the CFPIPD-PANIIPdsp
electrode had a higher electroactive Pd surface area than the other two composites. This
was further explored by TEM images of the three CFPIPANIIPdsp electrodes shown in
figure 3-4. Consistent with the CVs, TEMs displayed smaller crystallite sizes for the
CFPIPD-PANIIPdsp electrode (ca. 5 nm) compared to ca. 17 and 25 nm for CFP/GPANIIPdsp and CFPIP-PANIIPdsp, respectively. Moreover, the larger electroactive area
for CFP/PD-PANIIPdsp is also in line with its higher Pd loading (80 Ilg compared to 70
and 50 Ilg for CFP/G-PANIIPdsp and CFPIP-PANIIPdsp; see section 3.2.4 for details).

Figure 3-4. TEM images ofPANIIPdsp deposits scraped from CFPIPD-PANIIPdsp,
CFP/G-PANIIPdsp, and CFPIP-PANIIPdsp electrodes.
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Figure 3-5. Cyclic voltammograms (10 mV
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ofCFPIPD-PANIIPdsp, CFPIP-

PANVPdsp, and CFP/G-PANIIPdsp electrodes in 0.5 M H2S04 containing 0.5 M
HCOOH.

3.3.3. Formic acid oxidation at CPFIPANIIPdsp composites

Figure 3-5 presents voltammetric oxidation of 0.5 M formic acid (FA) at
CPF/PANIIPdsp electrodes at a scan rate of 10 mV

on TEMs and the

Hads,des

S·I.

It was reasonably expected, based

relative areas, that CFPIPD-P ANIIPdsp would exhibit
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significantly better performance than the other two composites. Interestingly, it can be
seen that CFP/G-PANVPdsp was remarkably superior to both CFPIPD-PANVPdsp and
CFPIP-PANVPdsp merely by comparing the FA oxidation peak centred at about +0.18 V.
Coincidental to the electrochemistry of PANI, this large peak provides further evidence
for the presence of electroactive Pd particles. As such, CFP/G-PANVPdsp gave a peak
current of ca. 5.5 rnA compared to 2 and 0.9 rnA for CFPIP-PANIIPdsp and CFPIPDPANVPdsp, respectively, compared to peak currents of ca. 0.75 to 0.95 rnA for all three
electrodes with no Pd or FA, respectively (see figure 3-1).
Constant potential oxidation of FA was also conducted to further investigate the
oxidation of FA at the three types of CFPIP ANVPd composite electrodes. Figure 3-6A-D
presents chronoamperometric (CA) profiles of the CFP/G-PANIIPdsp, CFPIP-PANVPdsp,
and CFPIPD-PANVPdsp electrodes at various potentials ranging from -0.2 to +0.1 V. The
range highlighted here covers the useful potential window for operation of the anode of a
DFAFC. For all three composites, the current decayed significantly over the 100 s time
scale of the experiment, which is typical for FA oxidation at Pd catalysts. I Consistent
with the voltammograms in figure 3-5, CFP/G-PANVPdsp was significantly superior to
CFP/PD-PANIIPdsp while CFPIP-PANVPdsp showed intermediate activity at +0.1 V.
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Figure 3-6. Chronoamperornetric responses at E = -0.2 (A), -0.1 (B), 0 (C), and +0.1 (D)
V for CFPIPD-PANl!Pdsp, CFPIP-PANl!Pdsp, and CFP/G-PANl!Pdsp electrodes in 0.5
M H 2 S04 containing 0.5 MFA.

A similar trend to the profiles at +0.1 V was seen at 0 V although there was a
negligible difference between CFPIPD-PANIIPdsp with CFPIP-PANIIPdsp. In contrast, in
CAs recorded at -0.1 and -0.2 V, although CFP/G-PANIIPdsp still gave the highest
current, CFPIPD-PANIIPdsp was superior to CFP/P-PANIIPdsp. This follows the trend
seen in the voltammograms. The higher activity of CFPIPD-PANIIPdsp relative to
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CFPIP-P ANIJPdsp at low potentials could be explained by its higher Pd loading and

smaller Pd particle size, both of which should provide a larger Pd active area.

3.3.4. Formic acid oxidation at CPFIPANIJPd NP composites

Recently in the study of support effects, drop coating of preformed metal
nanoparticles has been shown to be a powerful tool in investigating synergetic effects of
metal oxides and conducting polymers on the oxidation of organic fuels at Pt and Pd
nanoparticles.

31,49

Drop coating is advantageous over spontaneous deposition in that the

catalyst loading can be reproducibly controlled, simply, by the aid of a fine micropipette.
Therefore, we employed this versatile tool to directly inspect the effects of the CFPIPANI
supports on the activity of Pd in the oxidation of FA. Figure 3-7A-B shows overlaid
voltammograms of the CFPIPD-PANIJPdNP , CFPIP-PANIJPdNP, and CFP/G-PANIJPd NP
electrodes in the absence and presence of 0.5 M FA. Consistent with figure 3-1, the
background current for CFP/G-PANIJPdNP was the largest whereas CFPIPD-PANIJPd NP
displayed the smallest. Peaks assigned to underpotential hydrogen deposition (cathodic
sweep; - -0.25 V) and stripping (anodic sweep; - -0.23 V) together with the current spike
due to the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER; below -0.3 V) are indicative of the
presence of e1ectroactive Pd species. The hydrogen signals for all three composites
should correspond to similar quantities of active Pd. However, close inspection of the
Had' and Hdes peaks reveals that there was a more significant peak separation for CFP/GPANIJPd NP (similar to that in the CFPIPANIJPdsp electrodes), probably due to its larger
ionic/electronic resistance. It is shown in section 3.4 that unlike CFPIPD-PANI and
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CFPIP-PANI, impedance ofCFP/G-PANI gave a significant Warburg-type impedance at
intermediate frequencies. This is characteristic of a porous electrode and is due to the
combined ionic and electronic resistance. 5o Detailed discussion of the impedance data is
presented in section 3.3.5.
Nevertheless, voltarnmograms for the oxidation of FA at CFPIPANIIPdNP
composites

(figure

3-7B)

displayed

quite

different

observations

from

their

CFPIPANIIPdsp counterparts (figure 3-5). The main differences are the much higher
currents at the CFPIPANI/PdNP electrodes and the approximately linear current increases
relative to the peaked responses in figure 3-5.
The currents at the CFPIPANIIPdNP electrodes did not peak or reach limiting
values before the selected anodic limit (+0.35 V). The upper limit was set at +0.35 V to
avoid oxidative degradation (overoxidation) of the PANI films while covering the useful
potential window for operation of the anode of a DFAFC. In contrast, for the
CFPIPANIIPdsp electrodes FA oxidation started at ca. -0.1 V followed by a sharp surge
up to about +0.18 V after which current decreased rapidly (see figure 3-5).
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Figure 3-7. Cyclic voltammograms (10 mV

S·I)

IV
ofCFP/PD-PANVPd NP , CFP/P-

PANIIPdNP , and CFP/G-PANVPd NP electrodes in 0.5 M H 2 S04 and in the absence (A)
and presence (B) of 0.5 MFA.
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For better visualization of the difference between the two series of composites,
figure 3-8 illustrates comparative CVs of the CFP/G-PANIIPd sp and CFP/G-PANIIPd NP
electrode in the presence of FA over an extended anodic window (up to + I V). In these
voltarnmograms, the peak current value for CFP/G-PANIIPd NP was ca. 65 l-lA compared
to ca. 5.5 l-lA for CFP/G-PANIIPd sp. Furthermore, CFP/G-PANIIPdNP exhibited a much
wider active range for FA oxidation. That is, FA oxidation at CFP/G-P ANIIPdNP took
place over -0.1 to about +0.8 V while that for CFP/G-PANIIPd sp was limited to -0.1 to
+0.35 V. These observations show that the preformed Pd nanoparticles gave much more
active palladium-polyaniline composites than did the spontaneous deposition of Pd.
Figure 3-7B also shows that the onset for FA oxidation at all the CFPIP ANIIPd NP
electrodes was at ca. -0.1 V. Nevertheless, it is clear that CFPIPD-PANIIPd NP had the
lowest activity towards FA oxidation whereas both CFPIP-PANIIPd NP and CFP/GPANIIPdNP displayed similarly remarkable activities. It is noteworthy that all three
composites

show

noticeably

better

performances

than

their

corresponding

CFPIPANIIPdsp counterparts. As presented in figure 3-5, CFPIPD-PANIIPdsp exhibited
poor activity for FA oxidation (ca. 0.5 rnA at +0.1 V) while CFPIPD-PANIIPd NP gave
substantially higher activity (ca. 6 rnA at +0.1 V). A similar factor of ca. 10 improvement
from the spontaneous deposition to the drop coating method was observed for all the
three types of the CFPIPANI.
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Figure 3-8. Comparative voltammetric responses ofCFP/G-PANIlPdsp and CFP/GPANIIPd NP electrodes at 10 mV

S·I

in 0.5 M H2S04 containing 0.5 MFA.

Constant potential oxidation of FA was also employed to further inspect the
trends observed in the voltammograms. Figure 3-9 shows chronoamperometric responses
of the CPFIPANIIPdNP composites towards FA at various potentials. The time scale for
+0.1 V was chosen as 2000 s to test the stability of the catalysts. In the CAs, both CFP/GPANIIPdNP and CFPIP-PANIIPdNP were superior to CFPIPD-PANIIPd NP at all potentials,
consistent with the voltammetric results.
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H2 S0 4 containing 0.5 M FA.

However, while CFP/G-PANIIPdNP and CFPIP-PANIIPdNP gave similar initial
activities (consistent with the CVs in figure 3-7), the rate of decay for CFP/G-PANIIPd NP
was lower at -0.1 and 0 V, indicating greater stability at low potentials. In contrast,
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CFP/G-PANVPd NP exhibited more rapid decay at +0.1 V, while CFPIP-PANIlPdNP was

more stable at this potential. Nevertheless, unlike the CAs for the CFPIPANVPdsp
composites, CAs for the CFPIPANVPdNP composites up to t

=

800 s exhibited the same

general trend at all potentials with CFP/G-PANVPdNP and CFPIPD-PANVPdNP giving the
highest and lowest activities, respectively.
Due to appreciably high activity of the CFP/PANVPdNP composites, it was
intended to investigate whether the PANI supports had any synergetic effects on the
activity of Pd towards FA oxidation. Here, by means of the drop coating method, we
were able to compare a CFPlPdNP electrode (CFP drop coated with the Pd NP solution)
with the CFPIP ANVPd NP composites. Unfortunately, it would be impractical to make a
similar comparison for the CFPIPANVPdsp composites since Pd cannot be quantitatively
loaded onto CFP using the spontaneous deposition method described in this work.
Figure 3-10 presents overlaid CVs of the CFPIPd NP , CFPIPD-PANVPd NP , and
CFP/G-PANVPd NP electrodes in the absence (A) and presence (B) of 0.5 M FA. In the

blank CVs, CFPlPd NP can be clearly identified by its significantly stronger Hads,des signals
indicating an inhibitory effect of PANIon the electrochemistry of hydrogen at the Pd
particles. Considering the 50 Ilg loading for Pd NP with an average particle size of 6.4
nm, a theoretical active area of ca. 39.3 cm 2 was obtained. Then, by integrating the Hads
signal for CFPlPdNP one may obtain ca. 24.5 cm2 as the experimental active area which
indicates a 62% utilization. However, the hydrogen signals for the CFPIPANVPdNP
composites are too suppressed to produce meaningful utilization values.
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Unfortunately, due to the large background of the PANI supports, it was not
possible to obtain useful results from Cu underpotential deposition/stripping for the
CFPIPANIIPdNP composites (neither for the CFPIPANIIPdsp composites) to estimate
their corresponding experimental active areas.
Nevertheless, figure 3-lOB exhibits FA oxidation onsets of about -0.1 V for all
three composites though CFP/G-PANIIPd NP displayed remarkably higher activity to FA
for the rest of the oxidation region (E> 0 V). Here, comparison of CFPIPD-PANIIPd NP
and CFPIPd NP indicates that CFPIPD-PANI would not be a promising alternative to CFP
as a support for the oxidation of FA at Pd. On the other hand, the superiority of CFP/GPANIIPd NP (and also CFPIP-PANIIPd NP) to CFP/Pd indicates that slow polymerization
conditions lead to the production of CFPIPANI supports that accelerate FA oxidation at
Pd. This is consistent with a recent communication concerning the promotional effect of a
thin layer of G-PANI on the oxidation of FA at Pd nanoparticles. 31 Shown in figure 3lOB, the substantial activities of the CFPIPANIIPdNP and CFPIPd NP composites justified
comparing long term constant potential oxidation of FA at them to illustrate the relative
stabilities of this series of catalysts.
Figure 3-11 displays comparative chronoamperometric responses of the CFPIPd NP
and CFP/PANIIPdNP composites at +0.1 V in the presence of 0.5 MFA over a 2000 s
timescale. Herein, although long-term CAs of the composites showed significant current
decreases, particularly in the early stages of the polarization, it is notable that the current
losses for CFPIP-PANIIPdNP and CFP/G-PANIIPd NP were only about 50-60% while that
for CFPIPd NP was more than 70% after 2000 s of polarization. These results clearly
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demonstrate the importance of the nature of the support in the present system, and can be
attributed to more facile direct formic acid oxidation (direct production of C0 2 l ) and/or
inhibition of the formation of poisoning species such as carbon monoxide at Pd to sustain
turnover of the active sites. As future work, beyond the scope of this thesis, it would be
interesting to investigate whether the PANI supports have any mechanistic effects (e.g.
oxidation of CO through a bifunctional mechanism) and/or third body effects (e.g.
geometric effects) on the Pd nanoparticles.
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Figure 3-11. Chronoamperometric responses of CFPlPdNP , CFP/G-PANIIPdNP , CFPIPPANIIPdNP , and CFPIPD-PANIIPdNP in 0.5 M H2 S04 containing 0.5 M FA at +0.1 V.
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3.3.5. Impedance spectroscopy

It is shown in this chapter that PANI supports prepared under various

electrochemical conditions can have considerable impacts on the electrochemical
characteristics of the resulting CFPIPANIIPd composites. In fact, it was found that
CFP/PANIIPd composites incorporating different PANI supports behave toward the
oxidation of FA quite differently. As well, we have shown that while CFPIPD-PANIIPd
composites gave the higher electrochemical active area (stronger

Hads

and

H des

signals)

compared to the other two PANI-supported catalysts, they exhibited the lowest activities
for FA oxidation. The more pronounced hydrogen electrochemistry of CFPIPDPANIIPdsp was consistent with the TEM images (see figure 3-4) which showed
significantly smaller Pd particles (ca. 5 nm) than both CFPIP-PANIIPdsp and CFP/GPANIIPdsp. As a result, it can be assumed that the electrochemical oxidation of FA at the
CFPIP ANIIPd composites was mainly affected by the electronic and/or ionic properties

of the PANI supports and not necessarily by the active area of the Pd particles. This was
also supported by the fact that while CFP/PdNP gave a ca. 10 times larger

Hads

and

H des

peaks than all the other composites, it was remarkably inferior to both the CFP/PPANIIPd NP

and

CFP/G-PANIIPdNP

electrodes

for

FA

oxidation.

Therefore,

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy as a powerful technique for conducting polymer
studies was used to unveil the actual importance of the electronic/ionic characteristics of
the PANI supportS. 35
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Figure 3-12. Complex plane impedance plots at +0.1 V for PD-PANI, P-PANI, and GPANI coated CFP electrodes in 0.5 M H2 S04 .

Figure 3-12 presents complex-plane plots (Nyquist) of the CFPIPD-PANI, CFPIPPANI, and CFP/G-PANI electrodes at +0.1 V. Nyquist plots for all three electrodes at
high and midrange frequencies were dominated by a charge transfer resistance (negligible
for CFPIP-PANI, and CFP/G-PANI at all potentials and for CFPIPD-PANI at +0.1)
and/or Warburg-like region (an approximately 45° line) approximating the behaviour of a
porous electrode.
resistance
Rionie)/3)

(ReleelTonie)

Warburg-like behaviour corresponds to the combined electronic
and ion resistance

(Rionie)

of the electrode

(RWarburg = (Releelronie

which is followed by a low frequency capacitive behaviour.
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The very short

Warburg-like region for the CFP/P-PANI electrode indicates that its electronic and ionic
resistances were quite insignificant at +0.1 V. In contrast, the CFP/G-PANI electrode
displayed the longest Warburg region, although the PANI resistance was still low « 15
Q), and should not have greatly influenced the FA oxidation current.
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Figure 3-13. Complex plane impedance plots at -0.1 V for PD-PANI, P-PANI, and GPANI coated CFP electrodes in 0.5 M H 2 S0 4 (inset: expanded high frequency region)

The differences in high frequency resistances seen in figure 3-12 were most likely
due to differences in the bulk solution resistance,

Rsolution,

which could not easily be

controlled because of small differences in the areas of the CFP electrodes exposed to the
electrolyte and small differences in the positioning of the electrodes. However, there is an
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indication for the CFPIPD-P ANI of a small charge transfer resistance at high frequencies.
Comparable values of the imaginary impedance at +0.1 V for all three electrodes indicate
their similar capacitive behaviours.
In contrast to the similar impedance responses of the three CFPIPANI films at
+0.1 V, they exhibited notably different features at -0.1 V, figure 3-13 (Nyquists at -0.1
V). At this potential, CFPIP-PANI and CFP/G-PANI showed low impedances which did
not change significantly from those at +0.1 V, while CFPIPD-PANI displayed much
larger impedances at -0.1 V. This clearly shows that CFPIPD-PANI becomes nonconductive at the potential (- -0.1 V) at which FA oxidation at Pd initiates (at the present
composites).
Better visualization of the potential dependent impedances of the CFPIPANI
electrodes can be obtained with the series capacitance plots (-l!OOZimag vs. the real
impedance, where

00

is the radial frequency and Zimag is the imaginary impedance)51, 52

shown in figure 3-l4A-C.
Although the shapes of these plots are complex because of the use of 3dimensional CPF electrodes, they do clearly show how the low frequency, limiting
capacitance and PANI resistance vary with potential. The slope of the rising portion of
the capacitance plot is proportional to the conductivity of the PANI and is dominated by
the smaller of the ionic or electronic conductivity. The real impedance at the point where
the series capacitances begins to level off approximately represents the solution
resistance plus one third of the resistance of the CFPIPANI layer (i.e. Rsolution +
Rwarburg).51,52
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It is clear from the data in figure 3-14 that the CFP/G-PANI film had a low

resistance ([real impedance -

Rsolution] x

3) at all potentials employed, and that its

resistance did not change greatly with potential. This resistance is presumably dominated
by the ionic resistance of the PANI, since it did not change significantly with potential. In
contrast, the series capacitance of the CFP/G-P ANI increased significantly with
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increasing potential, which is consistent with the increasing current seen in cyclic
voltarnmetry over this range. CFPIP-PANI gave a similar impedance response over the
same potential range, with very similar capacitances (also increasing with potential) but
somewhat lower resistances. CFPIPD-PANI (figure 3-14A) also displayed similar
capacitances (increasing with potential) and resistances to those of CFP/G-PANI and
CFPIP-PANI at the highest potentials (+0.06 mV and +0.1 mY), but its resistance
increased sharply and its capacitance decreased sharply at lower potentials. The increase
in resistance was most likely due to an increase in the electronic resistance of the PANI
as it was reduced to its non-conducting form over the ca. +0.06 V to -0.06 V range. Its
earlier (i.e. at higher potentials) loss of electronic conductivity relative to CFP/G-PANI
and CFPIP-PANI is consistent with the lower currents seen in its voltarnmogram at low
potentials (figure 3-1), which are also consistent with the loss of capacitance observed for
CFPIPD-PANI. In contrast, both CFP/G-PANI and CFPIPPANI must remain partially
oxidized and electronically conducting at potentials as low as -0.1 V.
For the case of spontaneously deposited Pd, the differences in electronic
resistances observed for the three types of PANI clearly do not provide a direct
explanation for the differences in activities of the corresponding CFPIPANIIPdsp
electrodes, since large differences in activity were maintained at +0.1 V when all three
forms exhibited low resistances. However, the differences in resistances and/or
capacitances at low potentials could have exerted an indirect influence through their
effects on the Pd deposition process. 39, 53 Since the reduced form of the PANI acts as a
chemical reductant in this method, differences in its chemical and electrochemical
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characteristics can playa large role in determining the morphology of the Pd. It appears
to be reasonable to conclude that the low capacitances and high resistances of the
CFPIPD-PANI at low potentials (figure 3-14A) played a role in limiting the size of the Pd
particles that were formed (TEM images: figure 3-4). On the other hand, there seemed to
be correlations between activities of the CFPIPANIIPdNP composites and the
physicochemical properties of the PANI supports. That is, in the case of FA oxidation on
the CFPIPANIIPdNP electrodes, CFPIP-PANIIPdNP and CFP/G-PANIIPd NP showed quite
similar performances, and both were markedly superior to CFPIPD-PANIIPdNP (see
figure 3-7). This clearly provides evidence for the role of capacitances and resistances of
the PANI support at low potentials in the electrochemical performances of the resulting
composites.

3.4. Concluding remarks

Spontaneous deposition and drop coating methods were used to impregnate three
CFP/PANI supports with Pd species to fabricate CFP/PANIIPdsp and CFPIPANIIPd NP

composites, respectively. It was shown that the electrocatalytic activity of these
composites towards FA oxidation greatly depends on the polymerization conditions for
preparation of the CFPIPANI supports. CFP/G-PANI and CFPIP-PANI were found to be
superior supports to CFPIPD-PANI characterized typically by their lower oxidation onset
and higher activities for FA oxidation. On the other hand, it was revealed that
CFPIP ANIIPdNP composites gave substantial activities for FA oxidation, remarkably

higher than their CFPIPANIIPdsp counterparts. However, both methods showed similar
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trends for the three PANI supports, validating the methodology presented in this work.
Furthermore, it was shown by comparing CFPlPd NP and CFPIPANIIPdNP composites that
CFP/G-PANI and CFPIP-PANI electrodes were better supports than CFP for FA
oxidation at the Pd particles whereas CFPIPD-PANI was not. Considering these
observations, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was conducted to study the
electronic/ionic characteristics of the PANI supports to address the different activities.
Based on the EIS results, one may suggest that the electronic conductivity and/or
capacitance of the PANI supports played a significant role in determining the
morphology, particle size, and electrocatalytic activity of the spontaneously deposited Pd.
That is, CFP/PD-PANI which dramatically loses conductivity and capacitance with
lowering potential, gave CFPIPD-PANIIPdsp with poor activity even though it displayed
the highest electrochemically active area. The higher activity of CFP/G-PANIIPdsp
compared to that of CFPIP-PANIIPdsp may be explained by their different Pd loadings
(70 vs. 50 jJ.g, respectively) and/or their different particle sizes (17 vs. 25 nm,
respectively). This can be further supported by the similar activities of CFP/GPANVPdNP and CFPIP-PANIIPd NP (both having similar impedance behaviours and the
same Pd sizes and loadings). Also, the trend seen for activities of the CFPIPANIIPdNP
composites would suggest that the electronic/ionic conductivity of the PANI films at the
onset potential of the FA oxidation (ca. -0.1 V) can further affect activity of the resulting
composites.
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Chapter 4. Support effects on the oxidation of methanol at Pt nanoparticles

This work has been published in part as Moghaddam, R.B. and Pickup P.G.,
Support effects on the oxidation ofmethanol at platinum nanoparticles, Electrochemistry
Communications 2011, 13, 704-706. The text was written in part by Dr. Peter Pickup.

4.1. Introduction

The remarkable energy output of direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) makes them
an important subcategory of fuel cells, which have long been a center of attention in
academia and technology as efficient energy producing devices. I-3 In this respect, a great
deal of research has been increasingly devoted to studying the oxidation of methanol as
the central reaction in the anode of a DMFc. l , 3-15 Particularly, much attention has been
focused on preparation of improved catalysts, mainly based on Pt as the catalyst of
choice, to decrease the large overpotential and increase the kinetics of methanol
oxidation, and to avoid detrimental adsorption of poisoning intermediates (e.g. CO).2
Combining Pt with metals such as Ru and making its composites with conducting
polymers such as polyaniline (P ANI) have been shown to greatly improve the
performance of Pt catalysts in the oxidation of methanol. As well, it was shown in a
number of studies that deposition of Pt onto Ru oxide l6 and PANI I4 ,

17

substrates was

effective for promoting the oxidation of methanol and CO at those composite catalysts.
However, even though it is well understood that the presence of a modifier such
as Ru in proximity to Pt (e.g. in an alloy, as a support, or in a physical mixture) improves
its activity, the actual role of modifiers serving as supports is still elusive. In fact, most of
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the methods used for deposition of catalysts could make considerable change in the
structure and morphology of the support (e.g. electrodeposition which requires applying a
potential/current to the working electrode). Moreover, use of such methods could lead to
a significant amount of the catalyst species diffusing into the support layer which would
create a mixture (e.g. alloy) rather than a layered structure. Therefore, it is unclear
whether changes in activity for such mixtures can be attributed to pure support effects.
On this basis, we have developed methodology to more clearly elucidate the
effects ofRu oxide and PANI supports on the electrocatalytic activity ofPt nanoparticles
in the oxidation of methanol. To achieve this goal, we aimed at making thin-layer
supports and using drop coating of preformed Pt nanoparticles to decrease the possible
effects of diffusion and structural changes on the system. In this regard, polyaniline and
Ru oxide supports were chosen as model systems, since both of them have been shown in
a number of studies to promote methanol oxidation at Pt. Here, we adopted a facile
method to prepare an Ru oxide modified glassy carbon electrode through spontaneous
reduction of Ru(VII), 18, 19 and utilized galvanostatic polymerization of aniline to fabricate
thin layers of the two supports. The use of preformed Pt nanoparticles 20 negates the
influences of the support on the nature of the catalyst particles21 ,22 in order to unveil true
support effects on the oxidation of methanol.
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4.2. Experimental

4.2.1. Chemicals

Sulfuric acid (Fisher Scientific), methanol (Sigma Aldrich, HPLC grade), KRU04
(Alfa Aesar), HzPtCk6HzO (Alfa Aesar), sodium citrate (Anachemia), potassium
hydroxide (ACP Chemical Inc.), Nafion™

solution (5%; Dupont) and sodium

borohydride (Sigma Aldrich) were used as received. Aniline (Sigma Aldrich) was
purified by passing through an alumina (neutral) chromatography column prior to use.
Doubly distilled water was used throughout the experiments. All measurements were
recorded under a nitrogen atmosphere following purging for 15 min.

Figure 4-1. Transmission electron microscopy images of colloidal Pt nanoparticles
(deposited on a Cu grid).
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4.2.2. Preparation ofPt nanoparticles

To prepare the colloidal Pt nanoparticle solution, 10 mL of 3 mM H2PtCI6(aq)
was mixed with 0.6 mL of 50 mM aqueous sodium citrate and stirred vigorously while
1.5 mL of 120 mM NaBH4(aq) was added dropwise. Following stirring for a further 2 h,
the resulting grey colloidal Pt nanoparticle solution was stored in a fridge. This stock
solution was diluted by a factor of 10 with water and Nafion solution prior to use to give
48 !!g mel Pt and 2.4 !!g mL- 1 Nafion. X-ray diffraction measurements indicated that
the average particle diameter was 5.0 ± 0.4 om. This result is consistent with the particle
sizes (5.0±1.3 om) seen by transmission electron microscopy, figure 4-1, which also
confirmed the narrow size distribution previously reported for this synthesis method. 23

4.2.3. Working electrode preparation
Glassy carbon electrodes (GC; CH Instruments; 0.071 cm 2) were polished with
0.05 IJ.II1 alumina and rinsed well with water before use. They were coated with a thin
layer of hydrous Ru oxide (GC/Ru oxide), as required, by the following procedure. 19, 24
The GC electrode was conditioned at -0.5 V for 300 s in 0.1 M H2S04, rinsed with water,
and then placed in aqueous 0.05 M KRU04 (in 0.1 M KOH) for 15 min. It was then rinsed
thoroughly with water and placed in lightly stirred, distilled water for 5 min to ensure
removal of all non--ehemically attached Ru species. The presence of Ru oxide on the
electrode surface was confirmed by microprobe analysis (energy dispersive X-ray
emission) which showed the presence of C, 0 and Ru, but no other elements. Scanning
electron microscopy of the modified surface was featureless, indicating that the Ru oxide
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had deposited as a thin film, as observed on carbon nanotubes and carbon fabric. 18,

19

Analysis by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) gave a Ru loading
of 1.3 x10.6 g. Polyaniline (PANI) coated GC electrodes (GCIPANI) were prepared by
galvanostatic polymerization (I = 3.5

JlA, t = 150 s) of 0.1 M aniline in 0.5 M H2 S04 • The

GC, GC/Ru oxide, and GCIPANI electrodes were drop coated with l2.511L of the diluted
Nation-containing Pt colloid to obtain GCIPt, GC/Ru oxidelPt, and GCIP ANIIPt
electrodes with Pt loadings of ~ 7.2xlO·7 g (~ 10 Ilg cm·2) with 5% Nation by mass
relative to Pt. In one case, the quantity of Pt on a CG/Ru oxidelPt electrode was
determined by ICP-MS to be 5.6xlO·7 g. This quantity of Pt nanoparticles would
correspond to ca. two close-packed monolayers.

4.2.4. Instrumentation

An EG&G Model 273A PotentiostatiGaivanostat run by a PC through M270
commercial software was used for voltarnmetric measurements. A saturated calomel
electrode (SCE) and a platinum wire formed the reference and counter electrode,
respectively.
A Model FEI Quanta 400 environmental SEM was used to perform scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) measurements. For transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
the colloidal Pt nanoparticle solution was diluted with ethanol and sonicated for several
minutes. A drop of the mixture was then placed on a 200 mesh copper grid with a carbon
support film. The grid was allowed to dry overnight and then observed under a Model
JEOL 2011 transmission electron microscope (The Microscopy and Microanalysis
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Facility, University of New Brunswick). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements
were conducted with a Quesant Q-Scope 350 using a smooth glassy carbon plate (SPI
Supplies, USA) as the substrate.

4.3. Results and discussion

4.3.1. Characterization of the Pt nanoparticles

Figure 4-2 presents a cyclic voltammogram of a GC electrode coated with ca. 10
Ilg cm-2 Pt nanoparticles. The CV shows characteristic voltarnmetry for Pt, with H
electrochemistry below 0 V and oxide formation/stripping at potentials above +0.3 V.
Here, the negative tail of the CV is dominated by clearly defined signals of hydrogen
adsorption/desorption (H ads and Hdes) in the cathodic and anodic scans, respectively, and
the hydrogen evolution current spike below -0.22 V. Generally, Hads and H des signals are
characteristics of a few transition metals such as Pt, Pd, Rh, and Ir. In theory, the
appearance of such waves indicates strong interactions (i.e. energetically favoured)
between hydrogen and the metal atoms. 25 Usually, these characteristic signals are useful
to estimate the electrochemical active surface area (EASA) of such metals. Here for a Pt
electrode, the EASA Pt can be calculated using eg. 4_1. 26 ,27
(4-1)
Where QH stands for the background corrected charge under the Hads signals and 2.10 x
10-4 is the average charge value (in C cm-2 ) associated with deposition of one monolayer
of hydrogen atoms on polycrystalline Pt. 26,27
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Figure 4-2. Voltammogram of a GClPt electrode in 0.1 M H2S04 at a potential sweep rate
ofl0mVs- l .

For the GClPt electrode, the background corrected area under the H ads peaks
yielded an experimental active area of ca. 0.12 cm2. Taking into account a theoretical
electrochemical active area of ca. 0041 cm2 based on the Pt loading (ca. 10 Ilg cm-2) and
an average particle size of 5 nm, one may obtain a utilization of ca. 29%. As well, one
may estimate EASAPt using the background corrected area under the oxide stripping
wave (cathodic scan; background corrected area between 0.8 and 0.1 V), eq. 4-2, which is
a 2-electron reaction, eq. 4_3. 26,27
EASA Pt =

QOxide Stripping /

(4.20

X

2
10-4 C cm- )

(4-2)
(4-3)
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Inconsistency of the EASAPt value from Hads signals (0.12 cm 2) with the EASAPt
value from the oxide stripping wave (0.27 cm 2 active area corresponding to a utilization
of ca. 66%) shows that the hydrogen electrochemistry was significantly inhibited at the
GClPt electrode.

Figure 4-3. Scanning electron microscopy images for 10 J.Lg cm-2 Pt nanopartic1es + 5%
Nafion coated on a GC plate.

SEM and AFM measurements were conducted to unveil whether there was any
geometric/morphologic evidence for this electronic isolation. Figure 4-3 shows
representative SEM images of the Pt nanopartic1es coated on a GC plate. Herein, the
complete spot image along with view of a selective region of the same spot display an
uneven distribution of the Pt+Nafion deposit on the electrode. It can be seen that the Pt
nanopartic1es randomly concentrated in the middle and also at the edge of the spot with
some bare regions between them.
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Figure 4-4. Atomic force microscopy (B; 10 x 10 j.1m x 128 nm) images of ca. 10 j.1g cm-2
ofPt nanoparticles + 5 % Nafion on a GC plate.

Thereafter, AFM measurement following rinsing with water (to remove residual
salts of the synthesis solution) showed similar observations to the SEMs, both indicative
of an uneven distribution of the Pt nanoparticles on the GC substrate. However, it was
revealed that relatively uniform regions of Pt+Nafion corresponding to ca. 50 nm
thickness (see figure 4-4) covered approximately half of the coated GC area. Since
approximately equal volumes of Pt and Nation solids were applied to the electrodes, the
Pt+Nafion deposits typically consisted of ca. 5 layers of Pt nanoparticles.
Since the electrochemical active area calculated from the Hads signals gave only a
29% utilization value, the Cu underpotential deposition/stripping method (Cu UPD)
described by Green and Kucema0 7 was performed for further assessment.
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Figure 4-5. Cyclic voltammograms (10 mV S-I) ofa GCIPt electrode in 0.1 M H2S04 in
the absence (solid line) and presence (dashed line) of 0.005 M CUS04.

Due to high tendency of the Cu(Il) ions to be reduced at metals such as Pt and Pd,
the deposition of one monolayer of Cu atoms from a Cu(lI) solution (Cu2+ + 2e-

->

Cu)

can be carried out at potentials significantly more positive than that for the bulk
deposition. 28 ,29 In fact, under this condition, the potential is not sufficiently negative for
the Cu(II) ions to be deposited as adlayers on top of the preformed Cu monolayer. To
perform underpotential deposition of Cu at the GCIPt electrode, the electrode was
conditioned at +0.75 V for 120 s, and then stepped to +0.05 V for 100 s to deposit
approximately a monolayer of Cu. This UPD Cu was then stripped in a +0.05 to +0.75 V
cyclic scan. Some diagnostic experiments (not shown) were carried out to test the
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applicability of the protocol for this system. For instance, the conditioning potential was
varied from +0.5 to +0.75 V, and the conditioning step was also excluded in one
experiment. It was found that this conditioning step played a key role in obtaining a more
efficient Cu stripping process (e.g. more charge under the stripping peak at the anodic
scan conditions), although no observable difference was seen for conditioning potentials
higher than +0.6 V. This could be assigned to activation of the Pt nanoparticles during
conditioning, and/or changes in their structure or arrangement. Furthermore, consistent
with Green et al.'s report,27 it was found that a slightly more negative deposition potential
(e.g. +0.03 V) can activate the bulk deposition ofCu significantly. Therefore, we set the
deposition potential at +0.05 V to ensure complete exclusion of the bulk deposition.
Figure 4-5 illustrates CVs of a GC/Pt electrode in the absence and presence of 5
mM CUS04 in 0.1 M H2S04 to depict typical Cu UPD behaviour. The electrochemically

active Pt area (EASA Pt) of the electrode was estimated by integrating the charge (EASA Pt
=

Qcu UPD / 4.20x 10'" C cm-2) under the anodic portion of the curve between +0.05 and

+0.4 V, corrected for the background contribution in the absence of Cu, and found to be
ca. 0.16 cm 2. This gives a utilization of ca. 40% for the GCIPt electrode which is
consistent with the uneven distribution of Pt+Nafion composites on the surface, with half
of the Pt content not establishing electronic communication with the electrode surface.
However, since the area of the oxide reduction peak (cathodic sweep; +0.7 to +0.2 V)
yielded 66% utilization (0.27 cm2 active area) and the oxide charge should not exceed the
active Pt area, it appears that both H adsorption and Cu UPD on this electrode were
suppressed in some way. Nevertheless, based on repeated experiments (not shown), the
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EASApt estimated by either of the methods, H adsorption and Cu UPD could be subject
to some uncertainty (- 5%), probably as a consequence of uncontrollable experimental

4.3.2. Polyaniline supported Pt

Overlaid CVs of the GCIPt and GCIPANIIPt electrodes in 0.1 M H2S04 are
presented in figure 4-6. For both cases, as a result of the selected anodic window, poorly
defined Pt oxide formation/reduction signals can be seen in the voltarnmograms. The
upper potential limit was restricted to +0.7 V here in order to avoid instability due to
oxidative degradation of the polymer at higher potentials. The presence of the PANI layer
in GCIP ANIIPt is identified by its large background current in the entire voltarnmetric
range. Furthermore, the oxidation peak at +0.15 V and a broad reduction peak at ---D.05 V
are presumably due to the electrochemistry of PANI. The thickness of the PANI layer
was estimated to be ca. 10 nm based on the charge under the oxidation wave located at
+0.15 V, which was integrated between 0 and +0.4 V. 30 Interestingly, while only a thin

layer of PANI was used as the support, it appears to have greatly inhibited the hydrogen
electrochemistry. However, the Hads signal and hydrogen evolution current surge were
less affected while the Hdes twin peaks virtually disappeared. Furthermore, the large
background current of the GCIP ANI/Pt electrode prohibited accurate integration of the
Hadssignals.
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Figure 4-6. Cyclic voltammograms (10 mV

S·I)

ofGC (solid line) and GC/PANI (dashed

line) electrodes coated with ca. 10 J.lg cm-2 ofPt nanoparticles in 0.1 M H2 S04 .

Consequently, only the eu UPD method explained earlier was performed for the
GC/PANIIPt electrode to obtain the EASA. Figure 4-7 displays cyclic voltammograms of
the GC/PANIIPt electrode in the absence and presence of Cu(II) ions. The active surface
area for this electrode was estimated to be 0.18 cm 2 to give a catalyst utilization of ca.
43%. SEM images for the GC/PANI/Pt electrode (not presented) showed that the
presence of the PANI layer did not visually change the morphology of the Pt layer on the
electrode surface (randomly distributed aggregates leaving uncoated support in some
regions; see figure 4-3).
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Figure 4-7. Cyclic voltammograms (10 mV

S-I)

ofa GCIPANIIPt electrode in 0.1 M

H2 S04 in the absence (solid line) and presence (dashed line) of 0.005 M CUS04.

Figure 4-8 displays overlaid voltammograms of the GCIPt and GCIP ANI/Pt
electrodes in the presence of 0.2 M methanol. As can be observed, multiple scan CVs (10
and 15 scans for the GCIPt and GCIPANI/Pt electrodes, respectively) were carried out for
the two electrodes in order to establish stable voltammetric patterns. Here, GCIPANI/Pt
showed a quite low anodic peak current on the first cycle

(~30 ~

at +0.57 V), which

significantly increased in subsequent cycles with no observable shift of the peak potential
(to

~

70

~

at +0.57 V). This may be due to changes in the distribution of the

nanoparticles incorporated into the polymeric film, partial oxidative dissolution of the
PAN! layer, oxidation of an adsorbed poison (e.g. aniline), and/or an activation effect by
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cycling. However, investigation of this behaviour requires complementary work and was
not the scope this preliminary study. On the other hand, GCfPt showed a stable
performance, the limiting current of which (- 70

IlA at

+0.49 V) and the peak potential

remained almost unchanged with cycling.
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Figure 4-8. Multiple cycle voltarnmograms (10 mV sol) ofGC (solid line; 10 cycles) and
GCfPANI (dashed line; cycles I and 15 are shown) electrodes coated with ca. 10 llg cm

02

ofPt nanoparticles in 0.1 M H 2 S04 containing 0.2 M methanol.

It is noteworthy that while the two electrodes displayed similar peak currents (Ip),
their peak potentials (Ep) were notably different (+0.49 V for GCIPt vs. +0.57 V for
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GCIPANIIPt). Thus the presence of the PANI layer had no promotional effect on the

current density and also shifted the peak current to a more positive potential. The more
positive peak potential could have originated from inhibited access of methanol to a
portion of the Pt species which are in contact with the PANI layer (i.e. innermost layer)
and/or weak electronic communication of the electrode with the Pt nanoparticles due to
the presence of the PANI layer. However, the oxidation onset for the GCIP ANIIPt
electrode was slightly less positive, presumably due to promoted oxidation of CO at the
PANI layer, and/or electrochemistry of PANI over this region. Nevertheless, the reverse
scan for the GCIP ANIlPt electrode followed the same changes with cycling. That is, it
was inferior to the GC/Pt electrode on the first scan but showed more current after
cycling.
As shown in the voltammetric results (figure 4-8), the PANI layer did not impart a
significant promotional effect on the reaction of methanol at the Pt nanoparticles
suggesting that the previous observations of an effece 4,

17,31

were due to factors other

than a direct interaction of the PANI with the Pt. They could have been due to better Pt
dispersion and/or enhanced transport properties of the catalysts, rather than to inherent
effects of the PANIon the methanol oxidation mechanism or via electronic effects.

4.3.3. Ru oxide supported Pt

Figure 4-9 presents overlaid cyclic voltarnmograms of the GClPt and GClRu
oxidelPt electrodes in 0.1 M H2S04. The voltarnmogram of the GC/Ru oxide electrode is
characterized by its larger background current most noticeable at E > 0 V in both the
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forward and reverse scans, and is diagnostic of the presence of the Ru oxide layer.
Furthermore, the Pt oxide formation signal is less pronounced for this electrode compared
to GCIPt. In fact, the oxide formation region (E > +0.6 V) would have overlapped the
oxidation of Ru oxide. Also, on the reverse leg of the CV for the GC/Ru oxidelPt
electrode, the Pt oxide reduction peak had shifted to +0.47 V which is slightly less
positive than that for the GCIPt electrode

(~+0.50

V). Moreover, at about +0.2 V, there

seems to be a poorly-defined peak presumably due to the reduction of Ru oxide which
overlaps the Pt oxide reduction region.
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Figure 4-9. Cyclic voltammograms (10 mV S·I) ofGC (light) and GC/Ru oxide (heavy)
electrodes coated with ca. 10 Jlg cm·2 ofPt nanoparticles in 0.1 M H2S04.
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It appears that the Ru oxide layer had an inhibitory effect on the hydrogen

electrochemistry at the Pt nanoparticles as the Hads and Hdes peaks were suppressed
significantly. The EASAPt for the GClRu oxidelPt electrode based on the area under the
H ads signals was found to be ca. 0.05 cm 2 which corresponds to a utilization of about
12%. Therefore, the Cu UPD protocol explained earlier was also conducted for this
electrode (figure 4-10) giving an active area of ca. 0.25 cm2 which corresponds to a ca.
61 % utilization. This number is higher than the Cu UPD utilization for the GCIPt
electrode (40%) and close to the utilization obtained by integrating the oxide reduction
peak of the GC/Pt electrode (66%).
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Figure 4-10. Cyclic voltarnmograms (10 mV

S·I)

ofa GClRu oxidelPt electrode in 0.1 M

H2S04 in the absence (solid line) and presence (dashed line) of 0.005 M CUS04.
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Comparative CVs of the GClPt and GClRu oxidelPt electrodes in the presence of
0.2 M methanol are presented in figure 4-11. The forward scans of the CVs reveal
significant observations. First of all, the oxidation onset for the GClRu oxidelPt electrode
was considerably less positive (+0.24 V compared to +0.36 V for the GClPt electrode),
explicit evidence for a cocatalytic effect of the Ru oxide layer on the oxidation of
methanol at the Pt nanoparticles. The voltammogram of the GCIPt electrode on the
forward leg shows a sharp oxidation peak at +0.48 V, in contrast to the forward scan of
the GClRu oxidelPt electrode that is dominated by two overlapping peaks over this
region.
Here, the forward scan of the GClRu oxidelPt exhibits a shoulder at +0.43 V
overlapping a larger wave at +0.52 V. The oxidation current for GClRu oxidelPt reached
the peak value for the GClPt electrode ca. 90 mV earlier (at +0.40 V vs. SCE, vs. +0.49
V for GClPt). Furthermore, inspection of the voltammograms at E > +0.75 V displays
notable features. In this region, the GClRu oxidelPt electrode gave significantly larger
activity at potentials above +0.8 V which became more pronounced towards the end of
the scan. The current surge after +0.8 V, presumably due to the direct oxidation of
methanol, is substantially sharper for the GClRu oxidelPt electrode suggesting a strong
catalytic activity of the Ru oxide layer over this region, or a large synergetic effect on the
direct oxidation of methanol at the Pt nanoparticles. Therefore, in order to elucidate the
actual effect of the Ru oxide layer, a control experiment in the absence of the Pt
nanoparticles on a GClRu oxide electrode was performed.
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Figure 4-11. Cyclic voltammograms (10 mV S-I) ofGC (light) and GClRu oxide (heavy)
electrodes coated with ca. 10 llg cm-2 ofPt nanoparticles in 0.1 M H2S04 containing 0.2
Mmethanol.

Figure 4-12A shows a cyclic voltammogram ofa GClRu oxide electrode in 0.1 M
H2S04. Here, typical reversible oxidation and reduction waves (pseudocapacitance) of the
hydrous Ru oxide layer l8 can be observed between +0.2 to +0.6 V. At the anodic tail, the
electrode exhibited a sharp current surge initiated from about +0.80 V which could have
been due to formation of hydrous Ru (VI), and possibly superposition of oxygen
evolution at the final stages (e.g. > +0.95 V). This feature can clearly account for the
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different voltammetric observations of the the GCIPt and GC/Ru oxidelPt over this region
(see figure 4-9) where Pt appears to be less active than the Ru oxide layer in the oxidative
hydrolysis of H20.
CVs of the GC/Ru oxide electrode in the absence and presence of 0.2 M methanol
are displayed in figure 4-l2B. The electrode exhibited no activity below +0.75 V, where
both the anodic and cathodic legs remained unchanged over this region. This clearly
indicates that the Ru oxide layer had essentially a cocatalytic effect (i.e. mechanistic
and/or electronic) on the Pt nanoparticle activity for methanol oxidation at low potentials
(> +0.75 V). The mechanistic aspects of this effect are discussed in section 4.3.4.
However, a sharp current surge initiated at

~

+0.75 V points to the independent catalytic

activity of the Ru oxide layer at high potentials. Consequently, one may conclude that the
larger activity of GC/Ru oxidelPt compared to GCIPt at E > +0.75 V was due to
superimposition of currents of the Pt nanoparticles and the Ru oxide layer in the presence
of methanol. Interestingly, current values for the GCIPt and GC/Ru oxide electrodes at E
=

+1 V were ca. 100 and 75

~A,

summation of which is close to the current for the

GC/Ru oxide/Pt electrode at this potential (180
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Figure 4-12. (A) Cyclic voltammograms (10 mV

S-I)

ofa GClRu oxide electrode in 0.1 M

H 2 S04 ; (B) Overlaid CVs of a GClRu oxide electrode in 0.1 M H 2 S04 in the presence
(dashed line) and absence of 0.2 M methanol (solid line).
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Further insight into the role of the Ru oxide layer can be obtained by inspection of
the reverse sweeps of the GClPt and GC/Ru oxidelPt electrodes (figure 4-11). The two
exhibited quite similar onsets (ca. +0.58 V) for rapid oxidation of methanol. As a matter
of fact, here the oxidation onsets for both electrodes were close to the onsets for the
reduction of Pt oxide in figure 4-9. Consistent with Jiang and Kucernak's report,32 this
would clearly signify the inhibitory role of the oxide film (pt oxide) before the rapid
oxidation of methanol during the cathodic scan. Additional evidence for this inhibitory
effect32 can be obtained by comparison of the onset potential here with that in figure 4-8
(GClPt; cathodic scan) where the rapid oxidation of methanol in the reverse scan initiated
at a much more positive potential (+0.7 V). Nevertheless, the GC/Ru oxidelPt electrode
gave Ip of ca. 60 JlA at +0.4 V, whereas that for the GClPt was only about 45 JlA at +0.35
V (figure 4-11; reverse scans). At final stages of the reverse scan (E < +0.35 V) the
GClPt electrode was superior to GC/Ru oxidelPt which gave much lower current.
To obtain further insight into promotional effects of the Ru oxide layer a series of
chronoamperometric experiments were conducted for the GClPt and GC/Ru oxidelPt
electrodes over a wide potential range. That is, we selected the range of +0.2 to +0.95 V
in which methanol oxidation is active at both electrodes. Note that the CAs were
performed following multiple cycling between -0.3 and +1 V in the absence of methanol
followed by a single linear sweep from --0.3 to +0.2 V in the presence of 0.2 M methanol.
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Figure 4-13. Chronoamperometric responses of GClPt and GC/Ru oxidelPt at +0.2 V in
0.1 M H2S04 containing 0.2 M methanol.

Figure 4-13 compares chronoamperometric (CA) responses at +0.2 V in the
presence of 0.2 M methanol subsequent to this voltammetric treatment. Both electrodes
showed quite low activity for methanol oxidation with GC/Ru oxidelPt giving a
somewhat better initial performance, although both electrodes gave similarly insignificant
activities at t = 100 s. In a sharp contrast, CAs of the two electrodes at +0.3 V, figure 414, shows remarkable superiority of the GC/Ru oxidelPt at all times. The different
activities of the two electrodes at this potential match well with the voltarnmetric profiles
(figure 4-11) in which the oxidation onset for the GC/Ru oxidelPt electrode was less
positive. In fact, it was expected that the GClPt electrode would exhibit little activity at
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this potential while the GClRu oxidelPt electrode should have been fairly active.
Furthermore, CAs of the two electrodes at +0.4, +0.5, and +0.6 V (figures 4-15 and 4-16)
consistently followed the trend seen in the voltammograms with GClRu oxidelPt giving
higher activity at all of these potentials.
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Figure 4-14. Chronoamperometric responses of GCIPt and GClRu oxidelPt at +0.3 V in
0.1 M H2S04 containing 0.2 M methanol.

Figure 4-15 illustrates CAs of the GCIPt and GClRu oxidelPt electrodes at +0.4
V. Here, the GCIPt electrode gave a typical chronoamperometric pattern dominated by a
large initial current which decayed over the designated timescale. In contrast, the GClRu
oxidelPt electrode at this potential showed more complicated behaviour. That is, the
current decreased during the first 3-4 s (probably due to the exponential decay of the
background current), after which it increased up until t - 30 s. This increment, which was
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not seen for the GClPt electrode, should be ascribed to the effect of the Ru oxide layer in
activation of the reaction at the Pt nanoparticles. Taking into consideration the oxidizing
nature of the Ru oxide layer, its effect in the oxidation of methanol at +0.4 V could be
through a bifunctional mechanism, in which it can act as oxidizing agent to promote
oxidation of the poisoning species (e.g. CO) at the Pt nanoparticles. The mechanistic
aspects of this effect are discussed in section 4.3.4. After t - 30, no significant current
change was observed until t - 60 s, where the current slowly began to decay for the
remainder of the chronoamperometry.
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Figure 4-15. Chronoamperometric responses of GClPt and GC/Ru oxidelPt at +0.4 V in
0.1 M H2S04 containing 0.2 M methanol.
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Figure 4-16 presents CAs of the GClPt and GClRu oxidelPt electrodes at +0.5 and
+0.6 V in the presence of 0.2 M methanol. The GClRu oxidelPt electrode was superior at
+0.5 V at all times but its initial high activity decayed more rapidly than GCIPt. The

catalytic instability of the GClRu oxidelPt electrode was more pronounced at +0.6 V,
which resulted in comparable activity to the GClPt electrode at t = 100 s.
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Figure 4-16. Chronoamperometric responses of GClPt and GClRu oxidelPt at +0.5 (A)
and +0.6 (B) in 0.1 M H2 S04 containing 0.2 M methanol.

Chronoamperometric responses of the two electrodes at +0.85 and +0.95 V are
presented in figure 4-17. Here the CAs followed the voltarnmetric results which further
indicated catalytic activity of the Ru oxide layer in this region. However, the rate of
decay for the GClRu oxidelPt electrode was significantly larger particularly at +0.95 V.
This may be ascribed either to lower catalytic stability of Ru oxide (i.e. rapid
deactivation) or electrodissolution of Ru at this potential which can greatly decrease
activity.
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Figure 4-17. Chronoamperometric responses of GC/Pt and GC/Ru oxidelPt at +0.85 (A)
and +0.95 (B) V in 0.1 M H 2 S04 containing 0.2 M methanol.
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4.3.4. Mechanistic insights

The electrocatalytic oxidation of methanol at Pt is well-known to initiate with
adsorption, eq. 4-4, and decomposition of methanol at early potentials, eq. 4_5. 7,32,33
CH30H + Pt -+ Pt-CH30Hads

(4-4)

Pt-CH30Hads -+ Pt-CO ads + 4W + 4e-

(4-5)

In order to complete the reaction, oxidative removal of the -COads (representing
several possible intermediates such as -CO, -CHO, etc) should take place either at high
potentials (E > +0.6 V vs. RHE), eq. 4-6, or by means of an oxidizing agent such as a
metal oxide (MO), eq. 4_7. 33
Pt-CO ads + H20 -+ Pt + CO 2 + 2W + 2e-

(4-6)

Pt-CO ads + MO -+ Pt + M + CO2

(4-7)

Reaction 4-7 is addressed as bifunctional oxidation which requires the presence of
an oxidizing agent (MO) in the vicinity of the Pt active sites. Direct oxidation of
methanol at Pt occurs during the final stages of the anodic sweep where poison-free sites
of Pt are accessible for adsorption of methanol, eq. 4_8. 7,32-34
(4-8)
Pt oxide species formed during the anodic sweep can be reduced during the early
stages of the reverse scan, onto which methanol would adsorb (eq. 4-4) and be oxidized
rapidly, eq. 4_9. 7,32-34
Pt-CH30H ads + Pt-DH-+ 2Pt + C02 +

5W + 5e-

(4-9)

Typically, the large anodic wave observed during the cathodic scan is known to
be due to rapid oxidation of methanol at Pt, reaction 4-9, which necessitates the presence
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of unblocked reaction sites. The onset potential for this wave highly depends on the
anodic switching potential (the upper potentiallimit).32 In fact, the oxide layer formed in
the final stages of the anodic sweep becomes more stable when using larger upper limits,
the reductive removal of which would require more negative potentials so that the
methanol oxidation onset will shift to more negative potentials.
Here, similar voltarnmetric observations were made for the GCIPt and GC/Ru
oxidelPt electrodes. Close inspection of the forward scans of the electrodes showed lower
oxidation onset and substantially larger activity at E > +0.2 V for the GC/Ru oxidelPt
electrode. The lower oxidation onset together with the low potential shoulder (at 0.43 V)
suggests that the effect of Ru oxide should be mechanistic. It was discussed in an early
report)? that the presence of Ru species caused efficient removal of COads and decreased
the rate of the adsorption of CO on the reaction sites. Consistently, Ochal et al. 3S have
recently shown that the onset for voltarnmetric stripping of CO at Ru-Pt core-shell
particles was less positive than that at either pure Pt or Ru electrodes. In fact, the CO
stripping at the Ru-Pt core-shell alloy gave two overlapping waves, one at ca. +0.55
VIRHE close to the CO stripping potential at pure Ru, and one at +0.8 V/RHE
coincidental to the CO stripping potential at the pure Pt. On this basis, we may suggest
that the oxidation of methanol at the GC/Ru oxidelPt electrode has been performed
through the well-known bifunctional mechanism. In fact, in our system, dehydrogenation
of methanol at Pt occurred at below +O.2/SCE, following which Ru-oH promoted
oxidative stripping the CO ads at lower potentials (i.e. than that at Pt-OH) appears as a
small shoulder at +0.43 V. However, the increased activity at +0.5 < E < +0.65 (CO
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stripping at Pt; reaction 4-6) may have been due to improvement (by the Ru oxide layer)
in the electronic properties of the Pt nanoparticle. Furthermore, decisive evidence for the
presence of the Ru oxide layer was found by inspection of forward scans of the two
electrodes at potentials above +0.75 V (figure 4-11) where GC/Ru oxide/Pt was
significantly more active than GCIPt. In this way, a control experiment for the GC/Ru
oxide electrode (figure 4-12B) verified that the significant difference between the two
forward sweeps at E > +0.75 V originated from direct oxidation of methanol at the Ru
oxide layer over this region.

4.4. Concluding remarks

We introduced drop coating as a facile and powerful method for the study of the
support effects on the oxidation of methanol at Pt nanoparticles. By the aid of this
method, we showed that a thin layer of Ru oxide can promote the reaction through a
bifunctional mechanism, lowering the oxidation onset and increasing the current density.
Here, we adopted the spontaneous deposition method previously described for
modification of high surface area carbon black 18,

19

for modifying glassy carbon

electrodes by a thin layer of Ru oxide. Nevertheless, it was also found that the thin
polyaniline support had no promotional effects on the reaction suggesting that the
previous observations of an effect may have been due to changes in morphology,
electronic/ionic transport, and/or distribution of the catalyst species inside the polymeric
film.
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Chapter 5. Support effects on the oxidation of formic acid at Pd nanoparticles
This work has been published in part as Moghaddam, R.B. and Pickup, P. G.,

Support effects on the oxidation of formic acid at Pd nanoparticles, Electrocatalysis
2011, 2, 159-162. The text was written in part by Dr. Peter Pickup.

5.1. Introduction

Owing to their large electromotive force, high degree of safety, and superior
performance, formic acid fuel cells (DFAFCs) have become a potential alternative to H2fed PEMFCs and direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs).1 Consequently, a large body of
research has been increasingly focussed on the study offormic acid (FA) oxidation which
is the performance limiting anodic reaction in DFAFCs. l -6 The study of FA oxidation has
been dominated by development of catalysts with high activity and stability. In this
regard, use of Pd and Pt has gained increasing attention as they exhibit superior activities
to other catalysts for FA oxidation. I As such, there are a significant number of reports on
improving the performance of Pt. I,

7-9

In contrast, Pd possesses substantial intrinsic

activity in the oxidation of FA, making it the dominant catalyst for use in DFAFC
anodes.! As a matter of fact, Pt is well-known to perform FA oxidation through an
indirect pathway in distinct contrast to Pd which promotes the direct oxidation of FA.
The indirect mechanism consists of a preliminary decomposition of FA to intermediates
such as CO, which can detrimentally deactivate the catalyst. 1Here, the oxidation of FA at
Pt gives two anodic peaks, one weak signal at low potentials (below +0.4 V vs. RHE) due
to the direct oxidation of FA, and a second strong oxidation peak at higher potentials
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(above +0.6 V vs. RHE) which depicts oxidative removal of CO. 10-13 The strength of the
signal attributed to the oxidative removal of CO reveals the prevalence of the indirect
pathway for FA oxidation at Pt. On the contrary, FA oxidation at Pd is characterized by a
single anodic peak demonstrating complete oxidation of FA to CO2, which typically
initiates at low potentials (below +0.1 V vs. RHE).14-16 In fact, efficient oxidation (direct
pathway) of FA at Pd at low potentials is the basis for the remarkable activity of this
catalyst at operational potentials for DFAFC anodes (E < +0.4 V vs. RHE). Even so,
there has been considerable interest in increasing the activity of this reaction at Pd.
However, stability of the activity of Pd in FA oxidation is somewhat limited; therefore,
efforts have been made also to increase the long term activities of such a catalyst. It has
been repeatedly shown that alloying Pd with metals such as Pb,17, 18 Sb,19 and Pt 20-22
could improve its long term activity for FA oxidation.
On the other hand, in consideration of their excellent ionic/electronic properties,
controllable morphology, ease of preparation, and ability to provide large surface area
networks, conducting polymers (CPs) such as polyaniline (pANI) have been extensively
used as additive materials to Pd 6, 23-26 and shown to markedly promote the oxidation of
FA. Specifically, it has been reported that use of PANI as a support material not only
could provide a high surface area platform for dispersion of the catalyst species (i.e.
increase of electrochemical accessibility)6,26 but it also could impart synergetic effects to
the reaction at Pd. 26 However, even though several reports can be found in the literature
demonstrating the promotional effects of PANI on FA oxidation at Pd,27 there is a lack of
clear studies of the pure synergetic influence of such support materials. Hence, it would
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be an asset to design a catalytic system in which the support and catalyst are in direct
electronic contact while not being physically combined. In fact, fabrication of such a
layered structure is useful since it should satisfy the need for adequate electronic
communication between the support material and the catalyst species (e.g. Pd), and
simultaneously hinder formation of mixed structures (e.g. alloyed or composite
structures).
For this purpose, we extended the drop coating method recently developed for the
oxidation of methanol at Pt nanoparticles28 to the present work, the oxidation of FA at Pd
nanoparticles. The present study is aimed at investigating effects of PANI supports on the
oxidation of formic acid at Pd nanoparticles, whether synergetic or electronic, by means
of drop coating a solution of preformed Pd nanoparticles on thin layers of PANI
deposited on glassy carbon electrodes. In this respect, we used galvanostatic
polymerization to deposit a controlled amount of PANI on glassy carbon electrodes in the
presence of various acids (H2S04, CF3COOH, and CF3S03H). By using cyclic
voltammetry and chronoamperometry, FA oxidation was explored on the unmodified and
PANI modified electrodes following drop coating with Pd nanoparticles. The recently
developed drop coating method, encompassing the use of a preformed nanoparticles
solution,28 allows direct analogy between performances of unmodified GC and PANImodified GC supports in the oxidation of FA at Pd.
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5.2. Experimental

5.2.1. Chemicals

Sulfuric acid (Fisher Scientific), formic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, ACS reagent
grade), trifluoroacetic acid (Sigma Aldrich), trifluoromethanesulfonic acid (Sigma
Aldrich), palladium nitrate (Alfa Aesar), sodium citrate (Anachemia), sodium
borohydride (Sigma Aldrich), and Nafion™

solution (5%; Dupont) were used as

received. Aniline (Sigma Aldrich) was passed through a dry alumina column prior to use.
Doubly distilled water was used throughout the experiments. All measurements were
recorded under a nitrogen atmosphere following purging for 15 min.

Figure 5-1. Transmission electron microscopy images for Pd nanoparticies coated on a
Cugrid.
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5.2.2. Synthesis ofPd nanoparticles

NaB~(aq)

(l.5 rnL; 60 mM) was added dropwise to a stirred solution of

Pd(N03Maq) (10 rnL; 3 mM) containing 0.6 rnL of 50 mM sodiwn citrate. The mixture
was stirred for a further 2 h and then the grey colloidal Pd nanoparticle solution was
stored in a fridge. X-ray diffraction measurements indicated that the average particle
diameter was 6.4 ± 0.4 nm. This result is consistent with the particle sizes (5.0 ± 1.3 nm)
seen by transmission electron microscopy, figure 5-1, which also confirmed the narrow
size distribution previously reported for this synthesis method. This stock solution was
diluted by a factor of 10 prior to use with water and Nafion solution to give 26 )lg mL"
Pd and 1.3 )lg mL· 1 Nafion.

5.2.3. Preparation of working electrodes

Glassy carbon electrodes (GC; CH Instrwnents; 0.071 cm 2) were polished with
0.05

)lffi

alumina and rinsed well with water before use. Galvanostatic polymerization (I

= 3.5 )lA, t = 150 s) of 0.1 M aniline (purified on a dry alumina column) in 0.5 M H 2 S04 ,
0.5 M CF3COOH, or 0.5 M CF3S03H was performed to prepare GCIPANI-S04 ,
GCIPANI-CF3COOH, and GCIPANI-CF3S03H electrodes, respectively. The GC and
GCIPANI electrodes were then drop coated with 12.5
containing Pd colloid solution to obtain GCIPd,

~L

of the diluted Nation-

GCIPANI-SO~d,

GCIPANI-

CF3COOHlPd, and GC/PANI-CF3S03H1Pd electrodes with Pd loadings of3.9xl0· 7 g (ca.
5.4 ~g cm·2) with 5% Nation by mass relative to Pd. Since this loading of Pd would
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correspond to only 150% of a closely packed monolayer of Pd nanoparticles, a high
fraction should have been in direct contact with the GC or GC/PANI electrodes.

5.2.4. Instrumentation

An EG&G Model 273A PotentiostatiGalvanostat run by a PC through M270

commercial software was used for voltammetric measurements. A saturated calomel
electrode (SCE) and a platinum wire formed the reference and counter electrodes,
respectively.
A Model FEI Quanta 400 environmental SEM was used to perform scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) measurements. For transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
the colloidal Pt nanoparticle solution was diluted with ethanol and sonicated for some
minutes. A drop of the mixture was then placed on a 200 mesh copper grid with a carbon
support film. The grid was allowed to dry overnight and then observed under a Model
JEOL 2011 transmission electron microscope (The Microscopy and Microanalysis
Facility, University of New Brunswick). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements
were conducted with a Quesant Q-Scope 350 using a smooth glassy carbon plate (SPI
Supplies, USA) as the substrate.

5.3. Results and discussion

5.3.1. Characterization of the Pd nanoparticles
Figure 5-2 shows representative SEM images ofa GC plate coated with 3.9xI0-7
g of Pd nanoparticles with 5% Nafion by mass following washing with deionized water to
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remove residual salts from the synthesis solution. The view of the complete spot, figure
5-2A, shows that the Pd nanoparticles tend to concentrate in the centre of the GC disk
resulting in an uneven distribution of the Pd+Nafion composite. This could originate
from the hydrophilic nature of the nanoparticles which is incompatible with the
hydrophobic GC substrate. Figure 5-2B displays a selected region (with a high
concentration ofPd+Nafion composite) to illustrate the morphology of the composites on
the GC electrode. It should be pointed out that control drop coating in the absence of
Nafion did not change the distribution significantly.

Figure 5-2. SEM images ofa GC plate coated with ca. 5.4l!g cm-2 ofPd nanoparticles +
Nafion.

The distribution of the Pd nanoparticles on the GC substrate can be better
visualized by means of the atomic force microscopy (AFM) image shown in figure 5-3
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(taken from the high concentration area). It can be observed that there are areas with low
coverage of the Pd+Nafion composite whereas some other regions have high
concentrations of aggregates. The thickness of Pd+Nafion composite in this high
concentration area was ca. 40 nm average height (range of 0-94 nm) which would
correspond to a total average of ca. 15 nm taking into account the ca. 60% bare region.
The Pd mass of 3.9xlO·7 g would correspond to a total volume of ca. 3.2xlO-8 cm3 (Pd
density

=

12.02 g cm·\ This volume contains ca. 2.34x10 II nanoparticles of 6.4 nm

diameter. Taking the Pd particle size 6.4 nm (cross sectional area of - 3.22xlO· 13 cm2 ),
and assuming 30% empty area to compensate for the spaces between closely packed
nanoparticles on the surface of a GC electrode (area for GC

= 0.071

cm 2), the mass of

7

3.9xlO- g will form a coverage with a thickness of ca. 10 nm. Also, having 5% Nafion
(w"Io) content produces a volume of ca. 1.97xlO-8 cm3 (Nafion density - 0.874 g cm-\
which forms a layer of ca. 2.7 nm on a 0.071 cm2 GC. Hence, one may obtain a total
thickness of about 12.7 nm which is equivalent to ca. 150% of a layer of Pd+Nafion
composite deposited on the GC electrode.
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Figure 5-3. AFM (B; 10 x 10 11m x 94 run) images of ca. 5.4l1g cm-2 ofPd nanoparticles
+NafiononGC.

Figure 5-4 shows the voltammetric response ofa GC/Pd electrode (5.4l1g cm-2 of
Pd nanoparticles) in 0.1 M H2 S04 at a potential sweep rate of 10 mV

S-I.

Typical for

metals such as Pd, the cathodic tail of the voltammogram (E < 0 V) is dominated by welldefIned H adsorption/desorption peaks, which in concert with the H2 evolution/oxidation
current spike at E < -0.23 V are indicative of hydrogen electrochemistry at active Pd (0)
species. The anodic leg of the CV consisted of oxide formation above E - +0.3 V which
became more pronounced in the fInal stages of the sweep (E > +0.6 V). Furthermore, it
can be observed that the oxide formation during the anodic scan was followed by a sharp
reduction peak in the reverse sweep (at about +0.42 V) ascribed to oxide stripping.
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Figure 5-4. Cyclic voltammograms (10 mV

S,I)

in 0.1 M H 2S04 ofa GC electrode coated

with ca. 5.4 flg cm,2 ofPd nanoparticles.

As explained in section 4.3.1, Hads,des signals of a few metals including Pd can be
used to estimate electrochemical active surface area (EASA). Here we use the H ads region
(cathodic scan; 0 to -0.15 V) to obtain EASA for Pd (EASApd). Background corrected
integration of the peak area for the H ads twin signals gives a ca. 0.06 cm2 active area
which would correspond to a utilization value of ca. 20% taking into account a theoretical
active area of ca. 0.30 cm2 for Pd (The geometric area of the Pd particles, estimated from
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the mean particles size and mass of Pd applied to the electrode, was ca. 0.30 cm2). The
limited utilization value obtained from the Hads area can be correlated with the uneven
distribution of the Pd+Nafion aggregates (see figures 5-2 and 5-3) which would have
caused a significant portion of the Pd nanoparticles establishing weak electronic contact
with the electrode surface.

0.1
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0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

E vs. SeE IV

Figure 5-5. Cyclic voltammogram (10 mV S·I) ofa GClPd electrode in 0.1 M H2 S04 in
the presence (solid line) and absence (dashed line) of 0.005 M CUS04.

However, this was further explored by Cu underpotential deposition (Cu UPD)
and stripping following the protocol described by Green and Kucemak for Pt
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electrodes. 29 Figure 5-5 presents CVs of a GClPd electrode in the absence and presence
of 0.005 M CUS04 in 0.1 M H2S04.
Here based on the Cu UPD protocol,29 the electrode was conditioned at +0.75 V
for 120 s, and then stepped to +0.05 V for 100 s to deposit approximately a monolayer of
Cu. Thereafter, a single cycle CV was conducted in the range of 0.05 to 0.75 V with Cu
stripping between 0.05 and 0.4 V on the anodic sweep. The electrochemically active Pd
area (EASApd) of the electrode can be estimated from the charge (Q) under the anodic
portion of the curve between 0.05 and 0.4 V, corrected for the background contribution in
the absence ofCu (dashed line in figure 5-5), according to eq. 5_1. 30
EASApd

=

Qcu vPDI (4.07 x 104 C cm'2)

(5-1)

The estimated EASApd for the GClPd based on the Cu UPD results was ca. 0.11
cm 2 corresponding to about 35% utilization.
Figure 5-6 presents overlaid cyclic voltammograms of a GC electrode and three
types of GCIPAN1 electrode coated with 5.4 Ilg cm'2 Pd nanoparticles in 0.1 M H 2S0 4.
The anodic limit was restricted to +0.4 V in order to avoid oxidative degradation
(overoxidation) of the PANI films at higher potentials. The larger background currents
along with the oxidation and reduction peaks above 0 V indicate the presence of PANI in
all of the GCIP ANIIPd electrodes.
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Figure 5-6. Cyclic voltammograms (10 mV S·I) in 0.1 M H2S04 ofGC, GCIPANICF3S03H, GCIPANI-S04, and GC/PANI-CF3COOH electrodes coated with ca. 5.4l!g
cm·2 ofPd nanoparticles.

The hydrogen electrochemistry at the GCIPANIlPd electrodes was appreciably
weaker than that at the GClPd electrode, providing evidence for inhibitory effects of the
PANI layers on HadJHdes at the Pd nanoparticles. The EASApd of the GCIP ANIIPd
electrodes based on the charge under the Hads waves was less than 50% of that for the
GClPd electrode, and corresponded to less than 10% utilization of the Pd nanoparticles.
Consequently, the Cu UPD methodology described earlier was used to investigate the
reliability of these values.
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Figure 5-7. Cyclic voltammograms (10 mV S-I) of GCIPANI-SO,JPd (A) GCIPANICF3 S03H (B), and GCIPANI-CF3COOH (C) electrodes in 0.1 M H2S04 in the presence
(solid line) and absence (dashed line) of 0.005 M CUS04.
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Figure 5-7A-C presents cyclic voltammograms for each of the three GCIPANVPd
electrodes in the absence and presence of 0.005 M CUS04 in 0.1 M H2S04. General
characteristics of the CVs were similar to those for the GClPd electrode (except for the
somewhat larger background) with Cu stripping waves appearing in the anodic portion of
the curves between +0.05 and +0.4 V. By integrating the anodic sweeps of the Cu
stripping CVs between +0.05 and +0.4 V corrected for the background contribution in the
absence of Cu(II), the EASApd values for the GC GCIPANI-SO$d, GCIPANICF3COOH/Pd, and GCIPANI-CF3S03H1Pd electrodes were ca. 0.15, 0.12, and 0.13 cm2,
respectively. These values represent utilizations (EASA/geometric area) ranging from ca.
40 to 50% for the GCIP ANVPd electrodes.
It was shown that the utilization values obtained by either of the methods (Hads

signals or the Cu UPD protocol) did not exceed 50% for any of the four electrodes. This
could originate from clumping of the Pd+Nafion aggregates (SEM and AFM images;
figures 5-2 and 5-3) giving rise to 50-65% of the Pd particles not establishing electronic
contact with the substrate. However, the electrochemical active area by the Cu UPD
procedure gave quite similar results for all the electrodes, in contrast to the different
values given by the Hads signals. This clearly suggests that the PANI supports exert an
inhibitory impact on the hydrogen electrochemistry at the Pd nanoparticles whereas
underpotential deposition of Cu(O) was not affected. This further indicates that general
electronic/ionic transport characteristics of the Pd species (i.e. accessibility) were not
markedly altered by nature of the supports. However, the Cu UPD results showed
somewhat larger utilization values for the GCIPANVPd electrodes than that for GClPd.
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5.3.2. Formic acid oxidation at Pd nanoparticles

Figure 5-8 shows voltammetric oxidation of FA at the GC/Pd and GCIP ANl/Pd
electrodes. All the CVs typically consist of a large oxidation peak in the forward sweep
demonstrating direct oxidation of FA. Interestingly, FA oxidation continued during the
backward sweep characterized by a large anodic signal. However, the oxidation current
on the cathodic scan could also be in part due to anion adsorption. 3l ,32
Nevertheless, no significant voltammetric feature was seen beyond E = +0.4 V
when the upper potential was set at + 1 V (not shown), so the upper limit was set at +0.4
V in order to prevent possible oxidative degradation of the PANI. On the basis of
previous reports on FA oxidation at Pd, the anodic peak should be ascribed to a one-step
oxidation of FA at all these electrodes which follows the direct oxidation pathway, eq. 52, as opposed to the indirect pathway, eq. 5_3. 1,33
HCOOH - CO2 + 2W + 2e-

(5-2)
(5-3)

However, figure 5-8 clearly shows that all three GCIP ANl/Pd electrodes were
considerably superior to the GClPd electrode in the entire voltammetric range for both
the forward and backward scans. Here, the GCIPANI-SO,JPd electrode gave the largest
current for FA oxidation (slightly better than GCIPANI-CF3S03H1Pd) while GCIPANICF3COOHlPd displayed the lowest activity of the GCIPANIIPd electrodes. Furthermore,
less positive oxidation onsets (by 50-70 mV) can be detected for the GCIP ANIIPd
electrodes (compared to the GClPd electrode), which together with their larger limiting
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currents elucidate significance of the PANI supports in promoting the reaction at the Pd
nanoparticles.

0.2

GC/Pd
GC/PANI-S04 /Pd
GC/PANI-CF3 COOH/Pd
GC/PANI-CF3S03H/Pd

EV5.SCE/V

Figure 5-8. Cyclic voltammograms (10 mV

S·I)

in 0.1 M H2S04 + 0.5 MFA ofGC,

GCIPANI-CF3S03H, GCIPANI-S04, and GCIPANI-CF3COOH electrodes coated with
ca. 5.4llg cm-2 ofPd nanoparticles.

Comparison of the catalytic utilization of the GCIPd electrode with any of the
three GCIPANlIPd electrodes cannot account for the different FA oxidation activities
recorded for these electrodes. In fact, the GCIPd electrode exhibited larger hydrogen
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signals than all the GC/PANI/Pd electrodes whereas it showed considerably lower
activity for FA oxidation. As well, the Cu UPD stripping area for the GC/Pd electrode
was only slightly lower than that for the GC/PANI/Pd electrodes which also could not
explain its lower FA oxidation activity. Therefore, it is suggested that various types of
PANI, regardless of their dopant types, had synergetic effects on the oxidation of FA at
the Pd nanoparticles. Even so, it is reasonably expected that the presence of such a
support material could improve the ionic/electronic properties of the carbon substrate
although no explicit evidence was found for such effects.
Further evidence for superiority of the GC/PANI supports to GC was provided by
constant potential oxidation of FA at Pd nanoparticles supported on these electrodes.
Figure 5-9 presents chronoamperometry of the GC/Pd, GC/PANI-SO,JPd, GC/PANICF3COOHIPd, and GC/PANI-CF3S03H1Pd electrodes at -0.1 V in the presence of 0.5 M
FA. Consistent with the voltammetric results, all three GC/PANI/Pd electrodes exhibited
markedly larger currents than the GC/Pd electrode, with their activities increasing in the
order PANI-CF3COOH < PANI-CF3S03H < PANI-S04 . Here, the three GC/PANI/Pd
electrodes developed similar patterns with insignificant differences in activities, and
followed the trend observed in their comparative voltammetric profiles (see figure 5-8).
The GC/PANI-CF3COOHlPd electrode showed a larger initial current than GC/PANICF3S03H1Pd, but its current decayed more rapidly with time. In contrast, the GC/PANISO,JPd electrode showed the highest initial current and least rate of decay. We may
summarize the stability of the activities of the GC/PANI/Pd electrodes at -0.1 V as
increasing in the order PANI-CF3COOH < PANI-CF3S03H;:;: PANI-S0 4 •
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Figure 5-9. Chronoamperometry at -0.1 V for GCfPd, GCfPANI-CF3COOl-I/Pd,
GC/PANI-CF3S03H1Pd, and GCfPANI-SO,JPd electrodes in 0.1 M H2S0 4 containing 0.5
MFA.

Chronoamperometric oxidation of FA at the GCfPd, GCfPANI-CF3COOHlPd,
GCfPANI-CF 3S03H1Pd, and GCfPANI-SO,JPd electrodes at 0 V is presented in figure 510. Similar to the CAs at -0.1 V, all three PANI-supported electrodes were significantly
superior to the GCfPd electrode. However, there are interesting differences between this
set of CAs at 0 V and their counterparts at -0.1 V. While all three electrodes displayed
similar initial activities at 0 V, the GCfPANI-CF3S03H1Pd electrode gave the highest
stability whereas the current density at the GCfPANI-CF3COOHlPd electrode decayed
most rapidly over the 100 s timescale.
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Figure 5-10. Chronoamperometry at 0 V for GClPd, GCIPANI-CF3COOH/Pd, GCIPANICF3S03H/Pd, and GCIPANI-SO,JPd electrodes in 0.1 M H2S04 containing 0.5 MFA.

Chronoamperometry

of the

GClPd,

GCIPANI-CF3COOH/Pd,

GC/PANI-

CF3S03H/Pd, and GCIPANI-SO,JPd electrodes in the presence of 0.5 M FA at +0.1 V is
displayed in figure 5-11. Here, comparative CAs at +0.1 V further showed unambiguous
superiority of all GCIPANI/Pd electrodes to the GClPd electrode. Moreover, comparison
of the three PANI-supported electrodes provided further evidence for higher activity of

electrodes both exhibited initial currents of ca. 85 JlA, but GCIPANI-SOJPd underwent a
more rapid decay pattern resulting in 45 JlA at t
SO,JPd electrode was 55 JlA at t

=

=

100 s while that for the GCIPANI-

100 s. However, consistent with the voltarnrnetric
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results, both GCIPANI-CF3S03H1Pd, and GCIPANI-SOJPd were superior to the
GC/PANI-CF3COOHlPd electrode with appreciably lower initial activity and a current of
only 32 IlA at t = 100 s. It is obvious that the CAs at this potential typically show lower
currents compared to those at 0 V (chronoamperometry was performed sequentially at0.1,0, and +0.1 V), presumably due to the deactivation at earlier potentials. In fact, while
CAs for fresh electrodes at +0.1 V (not presented) produced the same trend as shown in
figure 5-11, they exhibited larger activities than either of the CAs in figures 5-10 and 511.
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Figure 5-11. Chronoamperometry at +0.1 V for GCIPd, GCIP ANI-CF 3COOHIPd,
GC/PANI-CF3S03H1Pd, and GCIPANI-SOJPd electrodes in 0.1 M H2S04 containing 0.5
MFA.
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The comparative decay patterns for all three electrodes at various potentials can
be more clearly visualized by normalizing with respect to their corresponding initial
activities of 1. Figure 5-12 displays overlaid normalized chronoamperometric profiles of
the GCIPd, GCIPANI-CF3COOHlPd, GCIPANI-CF3S03H1Pd, and GCIPANI-SOJPd
electrodesat-O.l V.
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Figure 5-12. Normalized Chronoamperometric profiles at -0.1 V for GCIPd, GCIPANICF3COOHlPd, GCIPANI-CF3S03H1Pd, and GCIPANI-SOJPd electrodes in 0.1 M
H2S0 4 containing 0.5 M FA.

Taking the CAs at -0.1 V, one may notice that all of the GC/PANl/Pd electrodes
showed more stable long term activities compared to GCIPd. Here their long term
performance patterns roughly follow the trend seen for their comparative activities (see
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figure 5-9) except for the GC/PANI-CF3S03H/Pd electrode which gave more stable long
term pattern than GC/PANI-SO,JPd. Interestingly, the GC/PANI-CF3S03H/Pd electrode
gave more stable long term activities than the other GC/PANIlPd electrodes at all
potentials. This may be attributed to the effect of the counter ions used for the
polymerization (e.g. PANI with superior electronic/ionic properties) and/or directly to the
electrochemical performances of the PANIlPd composites. At 0 V, figure 5-13, all four
electrodes showed similar long term patterns although GC/PANI-CF3S03H/Pd was
slightly superior.
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Figure 5-13. Normalized Chronoamperometric profiles at 0 V for GC/Pd, GC/PANICF3COOH/Pd, GC/PANI-CF 3S03H/Pd, and GC/PANI-SO,JPd electrodes in 0.1 M
H2 S04 containing 0.5 M FA.
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Figure 5-14. Normalized Chronoamperometric profiles at +0.1 V for GCIPd, GCIP ANICF3COOHlPd, GCIPANI-CF 3S03H1Pd, and GCIPANI-SOJPd electrodes in 0.1 M
H2S04 containing 0.5 MFA.

Comparison of the long term patterns at +0.1 V (figure 5-14) again indicates
better long term performance of the GCIPANI-CF3S03H1Pd electrode; it is noteworthy
that the GC/Pd electrode produced a moderately more stable pattern than GCIPANICF3COOHlPd and GCIPANI-SOJPd. Nevertheless, while repeated experiments (not
shown) confirmed the validity of the observed trends, the differences in the long tenn
activities (see figure 5-12), particularly at 0 and +0.1 V, were not sufficiently great to
provide a clear explanation of an effect. However, the chronoamperometric profiles in
figure 5-12 strongly suggest that the PANI prepared in CF3S03H was a better support,
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giving high activity and the best long term stability for FA oxidation at the Pd
nanoparticles.

5.3.3. Mechanistic insights

It was discussed in chapter I (section 1.1.2.3) that the oxidation of FA can

proceed through two pathways; direct (equation 5-2) and indirect pathways (equation 53). Furthermore, it was discussed that FA oxidation at Pd essentially follows the direct
pathway, which favours complete oxidation of FA. However, as suggested by Liao et
a126 , the significant increases in the activity for the GCfPANIIPd electrodes compared to

GC/Pd could originate from "more oxygen-donating species formation on the surface
area of Pd catalysts" resulting in promotion of FA oxidation. However, they did not
provide conclusive evidence for the presence/formation of such oxygen-donating groups.
In an early report by Podlovchenco and coworkers,34 it was shown that the effect of PANI
was more pronounced on Pd compared to Pt in FA oxidation. Therein, the authors did not
clearly address the origin of this promotion, although they suggested that the effect could
be due to interaction between Pd and the polymer matrix, facilitated diffusion of formate
as counter anion for the protonated -NH- groups (i.e. -NH/-), or provision of "new
active sites for the current-determining reaction of the HCOOH electro-oxidation
process". Moreover, in an attempt to investigate the mechanism of FA oxidation, they
employed Tafel plots, which showed that FA oxidation at the pure Pd and PANIsupported Pd electrodes followed the direct pathway (see section 1.1.2.3). On the other
hand, Antolini et al. 27 reviewed several reports on "polymer supports for low-temperature
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fuel cell catalysts". In this review, there are a number of papers35 -37 that ascribe the
promotional effects of polyaniline to its ability to provide highly conductive catalyst
supports, which can also prevent formation/strong adsorption of the poisoning species
(e.g. CO) during the oxidation of organic fuels at either Pd or Pt.
Nevertheless, the actual role of polyaniline as additive material (e.g. as support) to
Pd in FA oxidation is still elusive. In this regard, more focussed work is required not only
to unveil the interaction between polyaniline and Pd in this reaction, but also to help
development of more active catalysts based on conducting polymers such polyaniline for
FA oxidation.

5.4. Concluding remarks

By means of cyclic voltarnmetry and chronoamperometry we explicitly elucidated
synergetic effects of PANI supports prepared in the presence of various dopants for FA
oxidation at Pd nanoparticles. We employed a drop coating method to load various
supports, GC and PANI-modified GC electrodes, with Pd nanoparticles. The use of a
preformed Pd nanoparticle solution, along with preparing thin layers of various PANI
supports (under slow galvanostatic polymerization condition) allowed direct analogy
between various supports in FA oxidation at Pd without observably altering of the
structure and morphology of either the support or Pd nanoparticles. It was also shown
that all of the GC/PANI/Pd electrodes provided higher FA oxidation currents than the
GC/Pd, with the activity increasing in the order PANI-CF 3COOH < PANI-CF3 S03H <
PANI-S04 . As a matter of fact, the PANI influenced both the onset of FA oxidation and
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the peak current. Therefore, it can be seen that not only does the presence of a thin layer
of PANI impart synergetic effects to the oxidation of FA at Pd nanoparticles, but it was
also revealed that nature of the dopant played a key role in the activity of the resulting
electrodes. A study of the effects of various dopants with different functional groups on
the oxidation of FA at Pd nanoparticles could form basins for a sophisticated future work,
the fundamentals of which are currently under investigation in our group.
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Chapter 6. Support effects on the oxidation of ethanol at Pt nanoparticles
This work has been published in part as Moghaddam, R.B. and Pickup P.G.,

Support effects on the oxidation ofethanol at Pt nanoparticles, Electrochim. Acta, 2012,
65,210-215. The text was written in part by Dr. Peter Pickup.

6.1. Introduction

In the development of fuel cell technology, the electrochemical properties of the

catalyst layer playa key role in the design of efficient cells. 1-4 In this regard, making high
activity catalysts has long been a focus in this area. l -4 Particularly for direct ethanol fuel
cells (DEFCs), which form an important class of fuel cells, Pt-based catalysts have been
widely considered. I,

2, 5

Here, alloying Pt with metals such as Sn6-8 and Ru l ,

8

has been

shown to remarkably promote the oxidation of ethanol at the anode, which is one of the
main factors limiting the performance of DEFCs. In fact, even though Pt is the catalyst of
choice for this reaction, the oxidation of ethanol at this catalyst has slow kinetics and also
can be detrimentally affected by poisoning intermediates. I Efforts in this area have been
made not only to improve the electronic properties of Pt based catalysts, but also to
facilitate the complete oxidation of ethanol, both of which could increase the catalytic
efficiency. To achieve these goals, metals such as W, Pd, Rh, Re, Mo, Ti, Ce have also
been examined for use in binary materials with Pt, I and all of these have shown superior
performances to pure Pt, although not exceeding the performances of Ru and Sncontaining Pt alloys.
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The key challenge in developing catalysts for ethanol oxidation is to find systems
that can efficiently break the C-C bond so that the complete oxidation to CO 2 can occur.
This is an important drawback associated with the PtSn and PtSnRu systems in acidic
media. In fact, while they are the most active combinations for ethanol oxidation, I they
promote incomplete oxidation of ethanol leading to production of acetaldehyde and acetic
acid, and therefore low CO 2 yields. I,

5, 9

Consistently, by means of a differential

electrochemical mass spectrometry (DEMS) analysis on various combinations of Pt with
Ru and/or Sn, Wang and coworkers lo showed that the presence of Sn or Ru or both did
not increase the CO 2 yield. As a consequence, this will lower fuel efficiencies in DEFCS II
and result in high levels of byproducts that would need to be destroyed or recycled.
Nevertheless, this conclusion was challenged by two more recent reports,S, 12 suggesting
that addition of Sn or Ru to Pt caused a negative shift in the CO oxidation potential,
which led to higher yields of CO 2.
On the other hand, even though ethanol oxidation at pure Pt has a slow kinetics, it
actually gives the highest yield of CO2. Ghumann e/ of. reported a 76% CO2 yield at Pt
(at 100

0q,

which to date is the highest C02 yield for ethanol oxidation at a moderate

temperature. 9 However, as mentioned earlier, the oxidation of ethanol at pure Pt has
unfavourable kinetics. Hence efforts have been made to obtain catalysts with high
activities and appreciable C-C bond cleavage efficiency. As an example, Kowal e/ of.
synthesized a ternary PtRhSn02/C catalyst that splits the C-C bond in ethanol at ambient
temperature with close to 50% efficiency. 13
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Methods such as decoration, stepwise deposition, and codeposition have been
widely used to combine Pt with Sn and Ru to enhance its catalytic activity. I, 2, 14 Another
way to improve the performance of Pt is by modifying the catalyst support. Therefore, it
is of great value to investigate whether modified supports (e.g. Sn oxide on a carbon
substrate) can accelerate the reaction through, for example, synergetic effects (e.g.
bifunctional mechanism) and/or by enhancing electronic/ionic transport properties.
Consequently, we have studied ethanol oxidation at preformed Pt nanoparticles
immobilized on various metal oxides supported on carbon, which allows direct
comparisons between supports (various metal oxides) without altering the structure,
morphology, and chemical properties of the catalyst. We have recently demonstrated that
support effects in electrocatalysis can be unambiguously identified and quantitatively
compared by applying small quantities of preformed catalyst nanoparticles onto
unmodified and modified glassy carbon electrodes. 15, 16 For example, it was shown that a
thin layer of Ru oxide on the glassy carbon strongly promoted the oxidation of methanol
at Pt, while a layer of polyaniline had mainly inhibitory effects. 16 In the present study, we
investigate the oxidation of ethanol at unsupported and metal oxide supported Pt
nanoparticles. As for the oxidation of methanol and formic acid in the previous studies,
glassy carbon was used as a control support, while indium-tin oxide (ITO) and thin layers
of Ru oxide, Sn oxide, and a mixed Ru-Sn oxide on glassy carbon were prepared for
comparison.
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6.2. Experimental

6.2.1. Chemicals

Sulfuric acid (Fisher Scientific), anhydrous ethanol (Commercial Alcohols Inc.),
KRU04 (Alfa Aesar), SnC4.5H20 (Fisher Scientific), H2PtCk6H 20 (Alfa Aesar),
potassium hydroxide (ACP Chemical Inc.), sodium citrate (Anachemia), sodium
borohydride (Sigma Aldrich), and Nafion™

solution (5%; Dupont) were used as

received. All measurements were recorded at ambient temperature under a nitrogen
atmosphere following purging for 15 min.

6.2.2. Preparation of Pt nanoparticles

NaB~(aq)

(1.5 mL; 120 mM) was added dropwise to a stirred solution of 10 mL

of 3 mM H2PtCI6(aq) mixed with 0.6 mL of 50 mM aqueous sodium citrate. Following
stirring for a further 2 h, the resulting grey colloidal Pt nanoparticle solution was stored in
a fridge. This stock solution was diluted by a factor of 20 prior to use with water and
Nafion solution to give 24 I!g mL- 1 Pt and 1.2 I!g mL- 1 Nafion. X-ray diffraction
measurements indicated that the average particle diameter was 5.0 ± 0.4 om. This was
consistent with the narrow size distribution previously reported for this synthesis method
(see figure 4-1 for transmission electron micrographs). 17
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6.2.3. Working electrode preparation
Glassy carbon electrodes (GC; CH Instruments; 0.071 cm2) were polished with
0.05 IJlIl alumina and rinsed well with water before use. Electrodes were coated with a
thin film (ca. 25 om) of hydrous Ru oxide (GC/Ru oxide) as previously described.
Spontaneous deposition was also used to prepare GC/Sn oxide electrodes, by immersion
of preconditioned (E

= -0.5 Y, t = 300 s in 0.1 M H2S04) GC electrodes in a neutral

aqueous SnC4 solution (0.05 M) for 15 min. Spontaneous codeposition was used to
prepare GC/RuxSnx_J oxide electrodes, whereby a preconditioned (E = -0.5 Y, t = 300 s in
0.1 M H2S04) GC electrode was placed in 0.05 M KRU04 + 0.05 M SnCI4 (in 0.1 M
KOH) for 15 min. The GC, InSn oxide (ITO; Donnelly Corp.), GC/Sn oxide and
GC/RuxSnl_x oxidelPt electrodes were then drop coated with 12.5 !!L of the diluted
Nafion containing Pt colloid to obtain GCIPt, ITOIPt, GC/Ru oxide/Pt, GC/Sn oxidelPt
and GC/RuxSnx_J oxidelPt electrodes with Pt loadings of3.0xlO- 7 g (4.3 !!g cm-2) with 5%
Nation by mass relative to Pt_ The GC/Sn oxidelPt and GC/RuxSnx_1 oxide/Pt electrodes
were placed in a concentrated mixture of HCI + HN03 (for 3 days) to dissolve the metal
contents. The concentration of the resulting solution was determined by using a model
EALN DRC II inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (ICP-MS; Axial Field
Technology), which gave the following results:
GC/Sn oxidelPt: Sn = 0.33-0.34 !!g, Pt = 0.39 !!g.
GC/RuxSnx_J oxidelPt: Ru = 1.5 !!g, Sn = 0.32 !!g, Pt = 0.41 !!g.
The RuxSnx_J oxide composition was therefore RUO.8sSno.JS oxide, and the Pt
loadings were close to the targeted value. Based on the densities of Sn02 and RU02 (6.95
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g cm- 3 and 6.97 g cm- 3 , respectively), the thicknesses of the Sn oxide and RUO.8SS00.IS
oxide films can be estimated to have been ca. 9 nm and 40 nm, respectively.

6.2.4. Instrumentation

An EG&G Model 273A PotentiostatiGalvanostat run by a PC through M270
commercial software was used for voltarnmetric and potentiostatic measurements. A
saturated calomel electrode (SCE) and a platinum wire formed the reference and counter
electrode, respectively.
A Model FE! Quanta 400 environmental SEM was used to perform scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) measurements. For transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
the colloidal Pt nanoparticle solution was diluted with ethanol and sonicated for some
minutes. A drop of the mixture was then placed on a 200 mesh copper grid with a carbon
support film. The grid was allowed to dry overnight and then observed under a Model
JEOL 2011 transmission electron microscope (The Microscopy and Microanalysis
Facility, University of New Brunswick). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements
were conducted with a Quesant Q-Scope 350 using a smooth glassy carbon plate (SPI
Supplies, USA) as the substrate.
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Figure 6-1. SEM image of ca. 4.3 l!g cm-2 ofPt nanoparticles + Nation on GC (A) and
ITO (B) plates.

6.3. Results and discussion

6.3.1. Characterization of the nanoparticles and electrodes
Representative scanning electron microscopy images of ca. 4.3 l!g cm-2 of Pt
nanoparticles drop coated on GC and an ITO plates are shown in figure 6-1. As well,
figure 6-2 displays AFM image of the Pt nanoparticles (ca. 4.3 l!g cm-2) on a GC plate.
As a consequence of the high surface roughness of the ITO plates (used in this work) it
was impractical to perform reliable AFM of the Pt nanoparticles on them. Nevertheless, it
was discussed previously (see section 4.3.1 for details) that the Pt nanoparticles form
uneven structures on GC electrodes (both unmodified and modified), which appears quite
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similar to that on an ITO plate. However, the SEM images (figure 6-lA and 6-IB) reveal
that aggregation of the Pt nanoparticles on the ITO plate was somewhat more significant.

Figure 6-2. AFM (2 x2 Ilmx74 nm) image of ca. 4.3 Ilg cm-2 ofPt nanoparticles + Nafion
onGC.

Cyclic voltarnrnograms of the Ru oxide, Sn oxide, and RUO.8SSno.lS oxide films (no
Pt) in 0.1 M H2S04 are shown in figure 6-3. The Ru containing electrodes, Ru oxide and
RUO.8SSno.lS oxide, display larger background currents and substantially stronger signals
than GC/Sn oxide. Voltarnmogram of the GC/Sn oxide electrode on the anodic sweep is
mainly dominated by a broad oxidation peak centered at

~

+0.5 V followed by a rising

current above +0.75 V, both of which likely attributed to the oxidation of the Sn oxide
layer, while a single reduction peak at - +0.35 V, presumably the cathodic counterpart of
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the anodic peak at +0.5 V, forms the only notable feature of the reverse sweep. The Ru
oxide containing electrodes showed qualitatively similar features on both sweeps;
however, their corresponding redox peaks were significantly stronger than those observed
for the GC/Sn oxide electrode. Moreover, similar under peak areas of the Ru oxide and
RUO.8sSnoIS oxide electrodes clearly shows that electrochemistry of the Ru oxide is
dominant in both electrodes. This together with appreciably weaker signals of the GC/Sn
oxide electrode is consistent with the relative loadings of Ru and Sn in these electrodes
(see experimental for details).
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Figure 6-3. Cyclic voltarnmograms (10 mV

S-I)

in 0.1 M H 2 S04 of GCIRu oxide, GC/Sn

oxide and GCIRUO.8SSnO.ls oxide electrodes.
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Figure 6-4 presents comparative cyclic voltarnmograms of the GCIPt, ITOIPt,
GCIRu oxidelPt, GC/Sn oxidelPt and GCIRU08sSno.ls oxidelPt electrodes in 0.1 M
H2S04. The forward scan (anodic) for the GC/Pt electrode begins with two peaks at -0.13
and -0.08 V assigned to hydrogen desorption, followed by the onset of Pt oxide (ptO)
formation at - 0.4 V. A well-defIDed peak for PtO reduction can be seen at ca. 0.47 V on
the reverse sweep, and hydrogen adsorption and hydrogen evolution signals appeared at
E < -0.04 V, terminating the cathodic scan. Among the various oxide supports, ITOIPt
had a low background current and its voltammogram was most similar to that of GCIPt.
These features are generally similar for all the other electrodes. Nevertheless, the GC/Ru
oxidelPt, GC/Sn oxidelPt, and particularly the GCIRUO.8SSnOIS oxidelPt show larger
background currents, and the signals assigned to hydrogen desorption/adsorption were
suppressed in some cases. To compare H electrochemistry on the various supports,
electrochemical active areas for all the electrodes were estimated (see chapter 4, section
4.3) based on the H adsorption waves in figure 6-3. On this basis, ca. 0.078,0.071,0.055,
0.043, and 0.078 cm 2, respectively, were obtained for the GC/Pt, ITOIPt, GCIRu
oxide/Pt, GC/Sn oxidelPt and GCIRUO.8SSno.lS oxidelPt electrodes. These values
correspond to electrochemical utilizations (active area/geometric area) ranging from 26%
to 46%. However, these values would not show any meaningful trend, and as a result,
cannot provide conclusive information about the effects of the various oxides on the H
electrochemistry. Moreover, the differences could have originated from experimental
uncertainties. In fact, we believe that the differences in the electrochemical active areas
based on the H signals are less than the likely experimental uncertainties associated with
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the employed preparation methods (e.g. drop coating as well as spontaneous deposition of
the metal oxides). Comprehensive study of the effects of different supports (e.g.
conducting polymers and various metal oxides) on the electrochemical active area of such
Pt nanoparticles requires more focussed work. This would be worthwhile to be explored
in future research.
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Figure 6-4. Cyclic voltammograms (10 mV sol) in 0.1 M H2S04 ofGC, ITO, GClRu
o2
oxide, GC/Sn oxide and GCIRUo.8SSno.lS oxide electrodes coated with 4.3 ~g cm ofPt
nanoparticles.
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Figure 6-5. Cyclic voltammogram (10 mV sol; 1st scan solid, 2nd scan dashed) in 0.1 M
H2S04 containing 0.2 Methanol ofa GC electrode coated with 4.3l-lg cm-2 ofPt
nanoparticles.
6.3.2. Ethanol oxidation

For each electrode, cyclic voltammetry in the presence of ethanol was conducted
immediately following the cyclic voltammetry in 0.1 M H2S04 shown in figure 6-4. The
electrode, initially at -0.3 V, was raised out of the electrolyte solution while ethanol was
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added and then immersed into the mixed 0.1 M H2S04 +0.2 M ethanol solution. A
nitrogen atmosphere was maintained during this procedure which typically took ca. 30 s.
Figure 6-5 shows the fust two CV scans ofa GC/Pt electrode (4.3 Ilg cm-2) in the
presence of 0.2 M ethanol. Inspection of the two scans on their forward legs reveals
interesting features. The forward leg of the first scan shows a small wave at -0.05 V,
which was followed by a 2nd oxidation onset at about 0 V. The sharp oxidation peak
following the early onset at 0 V appears to consist of a very poorly-defined shoulder at
about +0.38 preceding a peak at +0.56 V. The strong oxidation signal at +0.56 V is wellknown to be, mainly, due to the oxidation of the adsorbed CO species (see section 5.3.3
for mechanistic discussion). 18, 19 The fmal stage of the fust scan on the forward sweep is
dominated by a sharp signal at ca. 0.95 V, presumably due to the direct oxidation of
ethanol. The reverse scan of the first cycle consists ofa large anodic peak at 0.37 V. On
the second cycle, it is noteworthy that the early oxidation onset observed on the first scan
(ca. at 0 V) shifted to a much higher value. Here on the forward scan, changes in the Ep

and Ip of the dominant oxidation peak (at +0.56 V) were insignificant while the oxidation
onset occurred at about +0.3 V, and the preceding shoulder at +0.38 had disappeared.
Nevertheless, the original shape and Ep of the peak at +0.95 V were preserved in the
second scan although its current increased slightly. The reverse sweep of the second cycle
exhibited similar observations to that in the first cycle except for some increase for the
current of the signal at +0.37 V. This peak which typically appears on the reverse leg of
the oxidation of alcohols at Pt illustrates rapid oxidation of alcohol at the clean Pt
produced by reduction of the Pt oxide layer formed at higher potentials. \8
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Figure 6-6. First anodic scans of cyclic voltammograms (10m V S-I) for GClPt, ITOlPt,
GCfRu oxidelPt, GC/Sn oxidelPt and GClRuo8SSnO.ls oxidelPt electrodes in 0.1 M H2S04

containing 0.2 Methanol.

Figure 6-6 displays the first forward scans for the GClPt, ITOlPt, GCfRu oxidelPt,
GC/Sn oxidelPt and GCI RUO.8SSnO.15 oxidelPt electrodes in 0.1 M H2S04 in the presence

of 0.2 M ethanol. The reverse scans were not notably influenced by the presence of the
oxide layers and therefore are not presented here (see appendix, figures A-I5 to A-19:
multiple scan CVs for the GClPt, ITOlPt, GCfRu oxidelPt, GC/Sn oxidelPt and GCI
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RU08sSnoiS oxidelPt electrodes). The electrodes show markedly different features over
the voltarnmetric range. The voltarnmetric profiles are quite similar at their initial stages

(E < -0.05 V), dominated by a small peak at -0.05 V. At -0.05 < E < +0.4 V, the GC/Sn
oxide/Pt and GClRUO.8sSno.lS oxide/Pt electrodes were distinctly superior to the other
electrodes. In fact, it seems that the small wave at -0.05 V for both the GC/Sn oxidelPt
and GCIRuO.8sSno.IS oxidelPt electrodes overlapped a rising current, leading to a large
oxidation peak at ca. 0.3 V. The other Sn oxide-containing electrode, ITOIPt, showed a
small shoulder at +0.38 V, which together with the early oxidation peak for the GC/Sn
oxidelPt and GCIRuo.8SSno.IS oxidelPt electrodes points to the active role ofSn oxide over
this region. In contrast, GCIPt and GCIRu oxidelPt electrodes gave no significant features
below +0.4 V. Therefore, one may record oxidation onsets of below -0.1 V for the GC/Sn
oxidelPt and GCIRUo.8 sSno.IS oxidelPt electrodes, compared to ca. 0 V for the GCIPt,
ITOIPt, GCIRu oxidelPt electrodes. The early onset for GC/Sn oxidelPt and
GCIRUO.8sSno.IS oxidelPt is appreciably lower than the values reported for Pt/C and

PtRuiC (> +0.3 V vs. RHE - +0.05 V vs. SCE),20 and comparable to a sophisticated
ternary PtRhSnOyC catalyst ( > +0.1 vs. RHE - -0.15 V vs. SCE)?1
Nevertheless, a roughly inverse trend can be seen at E > +0.4 V, where the GCIRu
oxidelPt electrode was somewhat better than GCIPt, and both gave markedly superior
activities to the other electrodes. Over this region, the ITOIPt displayed intermediate
performance (similar to its behaviour at below +0.4 V), and gave a significantly stronger
signal at ca. +0.55 V than both the GC/Sn oxidelPt and GCIRuO.8sSnoIS oxidelPt
electrodes. For all cases, the dominant peak at +0.55 V can likely be ascribed to the
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oxidation of ethanol to CO2 through an adsorbed CO intermediate on the Pt nanoparticles
(see section 5.3.3 for mechanism). The height of this peak indicates a rough inverse
correlation with the onset of ethanol oxidation, with GClPt and GC/Ru oxidelPt showing
the highest currents in the region, while GC/Sn oxidelPt and GC/RUO.8SS00.lS oxidelPt
gave the lowest.
Second forward scans for the oxidation of ethanol at the GClPt, ITOlPt, GC/Ru
oxidelPt, GC/Sn oxidelPt and GCI RUO.8SS00.IS oxidelPt electrodes, shown in figure 6-7,
depict remarkable changes. At E < +0.4 V, currents for all the electrodes showed
remarkable decreases relative to the first forward scans. The most pronounced changes
occurred with the GC/Sn oxidelPt and GC/RU08sSnO.IS oxidelPt electrodes, where the
peak at ca. +0.3 V diminished to a weak shoulder on the main peak at +0.55 V. However,
these two electrodes still displayed much better performances at E < +0.4 V compared to
the other electrodes. At E < +0.4 V, the superior performances of the ITOlPt, GC/Sn
oxidelPt and GC/RUO.8SSnO.IS oxidelPt electrodes over GClPt and GC/Ru oxidelPt were
maintained over multi cycles (see figures A6-1 to A6-5). In this region, the current for the
GC/Sn oxidelPt electrodes continued to decrease significantly, while ITOlPt showed
relatively less decrease. At E > +0.4 V on the second scans, the GC/Ru oxidelPt electrode
was still superior to all the other electrodes, while the current for GClPt did not change
noticeably compared to its first scan, and all the Sn oxide-containing electrodes showed
appreciable increases in current with GCI RUO.8SSnO.ls oxidelPt giving the largest increase.
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Figure 6-7. Second anodic scans of cyclic voltammograms (10 mV S-I) for GClPt, ITOlPt,

GClRu oxidelPt, GC/Sn oxidelPt and GCIRUo.85SnO.15 oxidelPt electrodes in 0.1 M H2S04
containing 0.2 Methanol.

To further explore the effects of the various oxide supports, constant potential
oxidation of ethanol at various potentials was conducted. A voltammogram of each
electrode was obtained in 0.1 M H2S04 prior to these experiments but, in order to
preserve their initial activity, no voltammetry was performed in the presence of ethanol.
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Thereafter, sequential chronoamperometry experiments were run at 0, +0.1, +0.2, +0.3,
and +0.4 V.
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Figure 6-8. Chronoamperometry at 0 V for for GCIPt, ITO/Pt, GClRu oxideIPt, GC/Sn
oxide/Pt and GCIRUO.8sSno.IS oxidelPt electrodes in 0.1 M H2S04 containing 0.2 M
ethanol.

Figure 6-8 shows chronoamperometry at 0 V for the GCIPt, ITOIPt, GClRu
oxidelPt, GC/Sn oxidelPt and GCIRUo.8SSno.IS oxidelPt electrodes in the presence of 0.2
M ethanol. The initial activities of the GCIPt and GClRu oxidelPt electrodes were
similar, while GCIPt decayed rapidly at initial seconds and GClRu oxide/Pt showed a
gradual decay over the 500 s timescale. In contrast, even though the initial current for the
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ITOlPt electrode was only slightly higher than GClRu oxidelPt, it displayed a much more
stable long term operation. The GC/Sn oxidelPt and GCIRUO.8sSno.IS oxidelPt electrodes
were substantially superior to all of the electrodes at the initial stages of the
chronoamperometry (e.g. t < 250 s); however, as a consequence of their more rapidly
decaying patterns, they showed quite similar activities to that of the ITOIPt electrode at t
=

500 s.
Constant potential oxidation of ethanol at the GClPt, ITOlPt, GClRu oxidelPt,

GC/Sn oxidelPt and GC/RUO.8SSnOlS oxidelPt electrodes was also studied at +0.1 V
(figure 6-9). Consistent with the CVs shown in figures 6-6 and 6-7, all Sn oxidecontaining electrodes gave higher currents than GClPt and GClRu oxidelPt, with GC/Sn
oxidelPt displaying the best activity at this potential. The GClPt electrode initially gave a
higher current than the GClRu oxidelPt electrode but its current decayed more rapidly.
This could be rationalized considering the well-known effect of Ru oxide in oxidative
removal of the adsorbed CO species. It is discussed in section 6.3.3 that the main
absorbate for Pt-based catalysts in ethanol oxidation is -COads which can form a strong
bond to Pt, and effectively hinder further adsorption of ethanol on the reaction sites. This
can result in a significant decay in long term operation of such a system.
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Figure 6-9. Chronoamperometry at +0.1 V for for GClPt, ITOIPt, GClRu oxidelPt,
GC/Sn oxidelPt and GCIRUo.8SSno.lS oxidelPt electrodes in 0.1 M H2S04 containing 0.2 M
ethanol.

Figure 6-10 presents chronoamperometry at +0.2 V for the GCIPt, ITOlPt, GClRu
oxidelPt, GC/Sn oxidelPt and GCIRUo.8SSno.IS oxidelPt electrodes in the presence of 0.2
M ethanol. The CA responses at this potential produced similar trend to those at +0.1 V,
with the Sn oxide-containing electrodes giving superior activities over the 500 s
timescale. However, while the GC/Sn oxidelPt and GCIRUo.8SSno.IS oxidelPt electrodes
initiated at comparable activities at t = 0, GC/Sn oxidelPt decayed significantly more
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rapidly particularly at short times. This could originate from the ability of Ru oxide in the
oxidative removal of the adsorbed CO species.
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Figure 6-10. Chronoamperometry at +0.2 V for for GClPt, ITOlPt, GCfRu oxidelPt,
GC/Sn oxidelPt and GCfRuo.8sSno.lsoxidelPt electrodes in 0.1 M H2S04 containing 0.2 M
ethanol.

Similar to their CAs at +0.1 V, comparison of the GClPt and GCfRu oxidelPt
electrodes at +0.2 V (figure 6-10) provides more evidence for the role ofRu oxide. That
is, the GCfRu oxidelPt electrode gave a more significant current decrease over the 500 s
than GCIPt, its current decayed less rapidly at initial times (t < 50 s). Nevertheless, as the
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comparative CVs in figures 6-6 and 6-7 suggested, while the ITOlPt electrode was less
active than the other two Sn oxide-containing electrodes (GC/Sn oxidelPt and
GCIRuO.8SSnn.IS oxidelPt), it produced the most stable long term operation at 0, +0.1, and
+0.2V.
Even though chronoamperometric oxidation of ethanol at +0.3 V for the GC/Pt,
ITOlPt, GCIRu oxidelPt, GC/Sn oxidelPt and GCIRuO.8SSnnIS oxidelPt electrodes (figure
6-11) further followed the same activity trend as at +0.1 and 0.2 V, it provided interesting
insights into the significant role of Ru oxide. Herein, initial behaviours of the Ru oxidecontaining electrodes (e.g. at t < 150 s) show that Ru oxide has an activation effect on
ethanol oxidation at the Pt nanoparticles. This effect could be attributed to the wellknown oxidative removal of the adsorbed intermediates, essentially CO, which were
formed at lower potentials.
However, since the ITO/Pt electrode also showed a similar effect to some extent,
even though the GC/Sn oxidelPt electrode did not display such an effect, it would be
uncertain to ascribe this feature solely to the effect of Ru oxide. Moreover, comparison of
the two most active electrodes, GC/Sn oxidelPt and GCIRUo.8SSnn.lS oxidelPt, can further
provide evidence for the mechanistic role of Ru oxide; while GC/Sn oxidelPt gave a
higher initial activity, its current decreased much more rapidly than did that of the
GCIRUo.8SSnn.IS oxidelPt electrode. In fact, the rates of decay for both GCIRu oxidelPt
and GCIRUo.8SSnnIS oxidelPt electrodes were quite low, resulting in similar initial and
final activities. Furthermore, consistent with the CVs and also CAs at lower potentials,
ITOlPt gave a very stable chronoamperometric pattern (long term operation) at +0.3 V.
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Figure 6-11. Chronoamperometry at +0.3 V for GClPt, ITOIPt, GClRu oxidelPt, GC/Sn
oxidelPt and GCIRU085Snol5 oxidelPt electrodes in 0.1 M H 2 S04 containing 0.2 M
ethanol.

Figure 6-12 presents chronoamperometric profiles at a more positive potential of
+0.4 V. Similar to the CAs at all other potentials and consistent with the CVs, the GClPt
electrode gave the lowest activity at all times. For times less than ca. 150 s, the electrodes
with oxide supports followed the same activity trend as they did at +0.1, +0.2, and +0.3
V. However, the GC/Sn oxidelPt electrode gave the poorest long term activity, the
current of which decayed much more rapidly. As such, the GCIRUO.85Sno.15 oxidelPt
electrode also had a relatively high initial activity and its decay rate was lower than for
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GC/Sn oxidelPt, signifying the active role of Ru oxide at this potential to stabilize the CA
pattern. The ITOIPt electrode exhibited the lowest decay rate similar to its responses at
lower potentials. Nevertheless, while GC/Ru oxidelPt gave poorer initial current
compared to the other single oxide-supported electrode, its decay rate was much lower
than GC/Sn oxidelPt, most likely indicative of the more stabilizing effect of the Ru oxide
at high enough potentials.
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Figure 6-12. Chronoamperometry at +0.4 V for for GCIPt, ITOIPt, GC/Ru oxidelPt,
GC/Sn oxidelPt and GC/RuO.8sSno.IS oxidelPt electrodes in 0.1 M H2S04 containing 0.2 M
ethanol.
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6.3.3. Mechanistic insights

As discussed in section 1.1.2.4, adsorption and dehydrogenation of ethanol at Pt
(reactions 6-1 and 6-2) yield Pt-O-CH2CH3 and/or Pt-CH(OH)CH3, which can further be
dissociated to a mixture of -CH x and oxygen containing species (reactions 6-3 and 64).22-25
CH3CH20H + Pt -+ Pt-O-CH 2CH3 + W + e-

(6-1)

CH3CH20H + Pt -+ Pt-CH(OH)CH3 + W + e-

(6-2)

Pt-O-CH 2CH3 or Pt-CH(OH)CH3

-+

Pt-CHOCH3 + W + e-

(6-3)

Pt-O-CH2CH3 or Pt-CH(OH)CH3

-+

Pt-CHx + Pt-CHyO + (5-x-y)W + (5-x-y)e-

(6-4)

Both the adsorbed Pt-CH x and Pt-CHyO type species can be further oxidized to adsorbed
CO (e.g. reaction 6-5) and then to CO 2 (reaction 6-6).
Pt-CH20

-+

Pt-CO + 2W + 2e-

(6-5)

Pt-CO + Pt-OH -+ 2Pt + CO 2 + W + e-

(6-6)

The oxidative adsorption of ethanol at Pt is generally followed by in situ
vibrational spectroscopy,25 usually by monitoring the adsorbed CO produced by reactions
such as 6-5. Complementary information can be obtained by measuring the CO 2
produced by oxidative stripping of adsorbates by differential electrochemical mass
spectrometry (DEMS),24 and from quantum chemistry calculations26. The oxidative
adsorption of ethanol on Pt can be completely suppressed by underpotentially deposited
hydrogen at low potentials (e.g. 0.06 V vs. RHE 24 ), but produces substantial coverages of
CO and other adsorbates at higher potentials. 22, 24, 25 Oxidation of these adsorbates to CO 2
begins at ca. 0.5 V vs. RHE (- 0.25 V vs. SCE),24 which coincides approximately with a
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decrease in the intensity of the vibrational response due to adsorbed CO. 22. 25 However,
the amount of CO 2 produced corresponds to S 60% of a CO monolayer, indicating the
presence of other adsorbates that can not readily be oxidized. For the adsorbed species
that are oxidized to CO2, 2.2-5.9 electrons are involved per CO2 molecule, depending on
the adsorption and stripping potentials,z4 This indicates that various oxidizable Pt-CHx
and Pt-CHyO species are formed during the oxidative adsorption of ethanol on Pt.
Formation of different types of adsorbates during the fust and subsequent scans
can account for the changes in the voitanunograms shown in figures 6-5 through 6-7. A
diverse range of one and two carbon adsorbates could form on the clean surface of Pt at
the beginning of the first scan. The disappearance/decrease of the voltanunetric features
at E < +0.4 V on the second scan could originate from formation of the strongly adsorbed
CO at Pt sites. This hypothesis can also explain the meaningful increase in the CO
oxidation peak at +0.55 V on the second scans, typically, for all the oxide-supported
electrodes. It is noteworthy that this peak did not increase with cycling for the GCIPt
electrode. As a matter of fact, the dominant species at the Pt sites for the GCIPt electrode
could be Pt-CO, the population of which did not change significantly with cycling. In
contrast, for all other oxide-supported electrodes, the CO oxidation peak increased from
the first scan to the second, while it remained somewhat unchanged in subsequent cycles.
The small peak seen at ca.-0.05 V on the first scan for all electrodes may be due
to adsorbed H, while the broad shoulders are presumably due to the oxidation of species
such as Pt-O-CH2CH3, Pt-CH(OH)CH3, Pt-CH3 and Pt-CH20 formed during the
oxidative adsorption of ethanol at the Pt nanoparticles. However, the GCIPt electrode
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obviously showed somewhat weaker activity at the early region

« +0.4 V). Wang et af. 20

suggested that the oxidative adsorption of ethanol at pure Pt does not occur extensively
since pure Pt is a better host for underpotentially deposited hydrogen (HUPD). Therefore,
pure Pt is more vulnerable to be blocked by the HUPD at very early potentials (e.g. +0.06
V vs. RHE). Similarly, the adsorbed CO, forming as the dominant adsorbate during the
cathodic sweep of the fust scan (i.e. during the anodic peak on the reverse scan for all
electrodes), can considerably prohibit adsorption of ethanol. Therefore, the broad
shoulder seen on the first scans of all the electrodes disappeared since Pt-O-CH2CH3, PtCH(OH)CH3, Pt-CH3 and Pt-CH 20 no longer formed at the beginning of the second scan.
The fact that the broad shoulder prior to the +0.55 V peak persists to varying extents for
the ITOIPt, GClRu oxidelPt, GC/Sn oxidelPt and GCIRU08sSno.IS oxidelPt electrodes
(figure 6-7) indicates that the oxide supports facilitate the oxidation of adsorbed CO
and/or may play other roles in promoting ethanol oxidation.
Consistent with the well known bifunctional mechanism for CO oxidation at PtRu systems, Ru oxide should accelerate ethanol oxidation through its active role in the
oxidative removal of the adsorbed CO, reaction 6-7.
Pt-CO + Ru-OH

---+

Pt+ Ru+ CO 2 + W +e-

(6-7)

Since Ru-OH forms at lower potentials than Pt-OH, reaction 6-7 occurs at lower
potentials than reaction 6-6. It has been previously demonstrated that this occurs for
methanol oxidation at GClRu oxidelPt electrodes, where the predominant adsorbate is
CO. 16 The shift in the oxidation wave in figure 6-7 for GC/Ru oxidelPt relative to GC/Pt
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is similar to that seen for methanol oxidation, suggesting a similar mechanistic role for
the Ru oxide support.
The first scans of the two Sn-supported electrodes, GCIRUo.8SSno.IS oxidelPt and
GC/Sn modelPt show essentially similar results suggesting a negligible contribution of
Ru oxide up to 0.4 V. This is consistent with the fact that GCIRu oxidelPt is not
significantly superior to GCIPt up to +0.4 V. However, GCIRUo.8SSnO.IS oxidelPt is
slightly better than GC/Sn oxidelPt at potentials higher that +0.4 V again consistent with
the effectiveness of Ru oxide on the oxidation of CO and/or ethanol at higher potentials.
Inspection of the voltarnmograrns of the GCIRu oxidelPt electrode at potentials above
+0.4 V, where it gives the highest activity, further supports promotional effect of Ru
oxide in this region. Moreover, comparison of the second scans of the GCIRUo.8sSno.IS
oxidelPt and GC/Sn oxidelPt electrodes provides additional evidence for the effects of Ru
oxide at potentials above +0.3 V. GCIRUo8sSnO.IS oxidelPt is considerably superior to
GC/Sn oxidelPt.
For ethanol oxidation, it has been reported that PtSn is more effective than PtRu
at low potentials while PtRu becomes more effective at higher potentials. 27, 28 The results
shown in figures 6-7, 6-9 and 6-10 are consistent with this, with the GCIRu oxidelPt
electrode showing the largest currents at potentials above ca. 0.4 V (figure 6-6), but all of
the Sn oxide-containing electrodes being more effective at 0.4 V and lower. Although we
cannot yet provide a full explanation of these results, it does appear that the electronic
effect of Sn oxide containing supports contributes to the removal of CO. ds at lower
potentials than the bifunctional effect of the Ru oxide support. In terms of initial activity
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at low potentials, the pure Sn oxide support was better than either of the mixed oxides,
which can reasonably be attributed to the higher Sn concentration at the Pt surface.
However, Antolini et al. 8 proposed that for ternary systems of PtSnRu, Pt tends to
interact with Ru and not with Sn (e.g. through a bifunctional mechanism) in the presence
of high loadings of Ru. However, in our system, even though the pure Sn oxide support
showed appreciably higher initial activities than all other oxide-supported catalysts, its
long term performance was inferior to either of the mixed oxides electrodes (lTOlPt and
GCIRUO.8SSno.IS oxidelPt). This may suggest that the presence of either In or Ru oxide
significantly stabilizes the performance at potentials above ca. 0.1 V (see figures 6-10
through 6-12), and makes ITO and RuxSnx-1 oxide supports attractive for further
investigation.
Finally, it is necessary to consider how the oxide supports employed here are able
to induce similar bifunctional and electronic effects to those previously documented for
PtM alloys and mixed Pt + M oxide catalysts. The bifunctional effects are addressed by
work on systems in which the distance between catalyst pairs has been experimentally
controlled.

For example,

Abruna

and

coworkers

were

able

to

demonstrate

"electrocatalytic synergy" in the oxidation of CO between an Ru scanning tunnelling
microscopy tip and a Pt substrate, via the bifunctional mechanism shown in reaction 67?9 CO adsorbed on the Pt was oxidized at lower overpotentials when the Ru tip was

brought close to its surface, with density functional theory calculations indicating that a
critical distance of less than ca. 0.4 nm would be required for reaction 6-7 to occur.
Sustained CO oxidation currents were observed due to surface diffusion of CO to the Ru
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tip. It is clear from these results that bifunctional oxidation of adsorbed CO on Pt
nanoparticles will occur in a sustained fashion whenever there is contact (or even very
close proximity) between any regions of the particles and a suitable metal oxide,
regardless of whether the oxide is deposited onto the particles30 or whether the particles
are deposited on a metal oxide support. In addition, it is possible for particles of two
different metals (or an oxide and a metal), such as Pt and Ru, in close proximity to
exhibit synergistic effects due to chemical transfer of metal atoms via dissolution and
redeposition. 31
Electronic effects between oxide supports and Pt nanoparticles have been
extensively investigated. 32•

33

For example, in the case of Pt on Ti0 2 partial charge

transfer from the substrate to Pt has been observed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy,
which was correlated to increased activity to oxygen reduction. 32 In another paper,
Miecznikowski and Kulesza reported33 enhanced ethanol oxidation at a binary catalyst of
PtSn nanoparticles supported on W0 3 , and ascribed the promotional effects to the
stabilizing properties of the W oxide support. Undoubtedly, study of the interaction

between various metal oxide supports and catalysts in the oxidation of important organic
fuels, such as ethanol, can provide insight into the development of more efficient
catalysts, which is a centre of attention in fuel cell technology.

6.4. Concluding remarks

Sn, Ru, and RuSn oxide-modified GC electrodes and a commercial indium-tin
oxide plate were compared, as supports, with unmodified GC in the oxidation of ethanol
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at preformed Pt nanoparticles. In this regard, the recently developed drop coating method
was used to prepare catalysts. This method allows for preparation of layered (i.e.
insignificant mixing of the support and catalyst layers) rather than mixed structures (e.g.
alloys), in order to study pure support effects. Voltammetric oxidation of ethanol at these
catalysts showed that all the metal oxide-supported electrodes exhibited strong support
effects. The Sn oxide-containing electrodes gave higher currents at low potentials « +0.4
V), while GCIPt and GC/Ru oxidelPt (and ITOIPt to some extent) were superior at higher
potentials (> +0.4 V). As well, chronoamperometry was used to explore long term
operation of the electrodes. Therein, it was found that the presence of Ru oxide decreased
the rate of decay, while Sn oxide increased activity significantly. Furthermore,
comparison of the mixed oxide-supported electrodes with their single oxide counterparts
suggests that the promotional effects of the Sn oxide in the presence of a second metal
oxide (either Ru or In oxide) decreased, although the long term performance improved in
both cases. Finally, on the basis of the electrochemical observations, new mechanistic
insights were obtained. It is proposed that Ru oxide promotes the reaction through a
bifunctional mechanism, in sharp contrast to the prevailing electronic (ligand) effects for
Sn oxide and mixed oxides containing Sn.
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Chapter 7

Summary
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Chapter 7. Summary

The first approach of this thesis (chapter 2) demonstrates the significance of
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) for probing the polymerization of pyrrole
on a porous carbon black (CB) support. For example, for a potentiodynarnic deposition
regime, it was found that the polymerization initially occurred evenly all over the CB
structure, after which it continued mainly on top of the CB layer. Furthermore, EIS was
also employed to characterize the properties and structures of carbon black/polypyrrole
(PPCB) composites prepared under different polymerization conditions. Potentialcontrolled polymerizations (i.e. potentiodynamic and potentiostatic) led to formation of
PPCB films with large particle sizes and high resistances, while a slow galvanostatic
polymerization resulted in PPCB composites with highly homogeneous structures and
very low resistances. This study is important for designing polypyrrole-modified
supports/materials for use in energy conversion devices such as fuel cells and capacitors,
and can also be used as a guideline for preparing composites of other conducting
polymers with various porous carbon structures.
In the second approach (chapter 3), we developed extended reaction zone (i.e. 3dimensional electrodes) anode catalysts for formic acid oxidation. In consideration of the
high conductivity and stability of polyaniline (PANI) over the useful operation potential
of a formic acid fuel cell (i.e. - -0.1 to +0.1 V vs. SCE), this conducting polymer was
chosen as a support for incorporation of Pd, which is the most active catalyst for formic
acid (FA) oxidation. Therein, spontaneous deposition of Pd onto carbon fiber paper
polymerized with PANI under potentiodynarnic, potentiostatic, and galvanostatic
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conditions produced CFPIPD-P ANIIPdsp, CFPIP-P ANIIPdsp and CFP/G-P ANIIPdsp
electrodes, respectively. CFP/G-PANIIPd sp and CFPIPD-PANIIPdsp showed the highest
and lowest activities while CFPIP-PANIIPdsp gave intermediate results. Impedance
studies on the PANI supports showed that CFPIPD-PANI, CFPIP-PANI, and CFP/GPANI all had low resistances at +0.1 V suggesting that these polymers should be
conductive at this potential. Furthermore, transmission electron microscopy gave the
smallest Pd particle size for CFPIPD-PANIIPd suggesting that this composite should be
more active than the other two in FA oxidation. However, inspection of the impedance
behaviours of the CFPIPANI supports at slightly negative potentials (e.g. -0.1 V)
unveiled the source of the remarkable differences in FA oxidation activities of the
resulting CFPIP ANIIPd composites. On this basis, it can be proposed that the low
conductivity of CFPIPD-PANI at low potentials could have been detrimental in two
ways: 1) formation of a poorly structured CFPIPD-PANIIPd composite since the
spontaneous deposition of Pd was performed at a reduced CFPIPD-P ANI film; 2) the
high resistance of the CFPIPD-PANI at -0.1 V is coincidental to the FA oxidation onset
observed in the cyclic voltarnmograms.
The final parts of this thesis are focussed on the oxidation of methanol (chapter
4), formic acid (chapter 5), and ethanol (chapter 6) at preformed Pt or Pd nanoparticles
drop coated at various PANI and metal oxide (MO) modified glassy carbon (GC)
electrodes. In fact, we aimed at observation of support effects (i.e. synergetic as opposed
to the possible promotional effects of structure, distribution, etc.) through depositing thin
support layers on GC, and use of preformed catalyst particles that can be physically
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applied on those supports. In this way, diffusion of the catalyst particles into the supports
will be negligible and formation of layered structures can be expected. For methanol
oxidation at Pt, Ru oxide modified GC (GClRu oxide) showed a very clear effect, which
was presumably due to the well-known bifunctional mechanism (i.e. promotion of the
oxidation of -CO ads species in the presence of Ru-OH at lower potential compared to an
unmodified GC), while a PANI modified GC did not significantly contribute to the
reaction at Pt. In contrast, adoption of this facile method to formic acid oxidation at Pd
showed that the same PANI support (made in H2 S04) dramatically promoted the reaction;
furthermore, we electrodeposited PANI at GC in two other media (CF 3COOH and
CF3S03H) to assess the validity of the results. Taking into account their lower oxidation
onsets as well as substantially higher currents than GC/Pd, it can be unambiguously
concluded that all the PANI supports had strong synergy for FA oxidation at Pd.
Moreover, normalizing chronoamperometric FA oxidation at these supports and at an
unmodified GC electrode drop coated with Pd showed that all PANI supported Pd
electrodes had superior long term performances than GC/Pd. Having these results in
hand, we extended this method to ethanol oxidation at Pt, which is a more complicated
catalytic system. Therein, various MO modified supports were compared with an
unmodified GC electrode. It was found that all the oxide supported Pt electrodes gave
superior activities to GC/Pt, with Sn oxide containing electrodes being substantially
active at low potentials (e.g. < +0.4 V vs. SCE) and Ru oxide containing electrodes
giving superior results at higher potentials. Additionally, new mechanistic insights were
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obtained, based on which we suggested that the effect of Sn oxide on ethanol oxidation at
Pt is electronic while Ru oxide acts in a mechanistic fashion.
The fundamental and primary results of this thesis can be used as starting points
for more sophisticated studies. In this respect, we may provide a list of the research topics
that are either currently under investigation or being planned for future work:
1. Investigation of the structural evolution for the polymerization of aniline on various
high surface area carbonaceous supports (e.g. carbon black) in order to obtain carbonPANI (CBIPANI) composites that posses large area/volume ratio, stability, and good
electronic/ionic conductivity. These composites can be used as support materials for
incorporation of catalyst particles for the oxidation of organic fuels.
2. Mass production of carbonaceous materials modified with various MO (e.g. Ru oxide
or Sn oxide) and supporting catalyst particles to be used in the anodes of alcohol fuel
cells. As an instance, we prepared Ru oxide modified CB and chemically loaded it with
Pt nanoparticles (particle size - 5 om). This CB/Ru oxidelPt composite gave appreciably
superior results to a commercial PtRulC powder in methanol oxidation. Furthermore, in
the light of the results obtained in chapter 6 for ethanol oxidation at GC/RuSn oxidelPt,
mass production of CB/RuSn oxidelPt composites for use in direct ethanol fuel cell
(DEFC) was performed in collaboration with another group member (David James), who
is currently extending the approach.
3. Mechanistic studies are of high importance in fuel cell technology since they can
provide valuable insights into the development of more active catalysts. Techniques such
as surface enhanced infrared absorption spectroscopy (SEIRA), I online analysis of
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products,2 and differential electrochemical mass spectrometry (DEMSi are suitable tools
for this purpose. Using SEIRA, the effects of various PANI supports on the mechanism
of formic acid oxidation at Pd nanoparticles are being explored in our group. This can
further be extended to methanol and ethanol oxidation at Pt.
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Figure A-I. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cv2 at -0.1 V.
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Figure A-2. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cv2 at +0.3 V.
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Figure A-3. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cv4 at +0.3 V.
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Figure A-4. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cv6 at -0.1 V.
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Figure A-5. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cv6 at +0.3 V.
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Figure A-6. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cv8 at -0.1 V.
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Figure A-7. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cv8 at +0.3 V.
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Figure A-8. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cp at -0.3 V.
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Figure A-9. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cp at -0.1 V.
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Figure A-IO. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cp at +0.3 V.
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Figure A-II. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cc2 at -0.5 V.
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Figure A-12. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cc2 at -0.3 V.
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Figure A-13. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cc2 at -0.1 V.
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Figure A-14. Comparison of experimental and simulated (ZView2, Scribner Associates
Inc.) impedance data for PPCB-cc2 at +0.3 V.
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Figure A-15. Multiple scan CVs (10 mV

S·l)

for a GCfPt electrode in 0.1 M H2S04

containing 0.2 Methanol.
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Figure A-16. Multiple scan CVs (10 mV

S·I)

for a GC/Ru oxidelPt electrode in 0.1 M

H2S04 containing 0.2 Methanol.
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Figure A-l7. Multiple scan CVs (10 mV sol) for an ITOIPt electrode in 0.1 M H 2 S04
containing 0.2 Methanol.
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Figure A-18. Multiple scan CVs (10 mV S-I) for a GC/Sn oxidelPt electrode in 0.1 M
H2S04 containing 0.2 Methanol.
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Figure A-19. Multiple scan CVs (10 mV S·I) for a Gc/RUO.8SSnoIS oxidelPt electrode in
0.1 M H2S04 containing 0.2 Methanol.
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